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Abstract 

The increasing amount of molecular data available for phylogenetic studies 

means that larger, often intra-species, data sets are being analysed. Treating such 

data sets with methods designed for small interspecies data may not be useful . This 

thesis comprises four projects within the field of phylogenetics that focus on cases 

where the application of current tree estimation methods is not sufficient to answer 

the biological questions of interest. 

• A simulation study contrasts the accuracy of several tree estimation methods 

for a particular class of five-taxon, equal-rate, trees. This study highlights 

several difficulties with tree estimation, including the fact that some tree 

topologies produce "misleading" patterns that are incorrectly interpreted; 

that correction for multiple changes does not always increase accuracy, be

cause of increased variance; and the difficulty of correctly placing outgroup 

taxa. 

• A mitochondrial 0 I\ A data set, containing over 400 modern and ancient 

Adelie penguin samples , is used to estimate the rate of evolution . Straight

forward tree-estimation is unhelpful because the amount of homoplasy in the 

data makes the construction of a single reliable tree impossible. Instead the 

data is represented by a network. 

• A method, that extends statistical geometry, assesses whether or not a data 

set can be well-represented by a tree. The "tree-likeness" of each quartet in 

the data is evaluated and displayed visually, either for the entire data set or 

by taxon. This aids in identifying reticulate (or simply noisy) data sets, and 

also particular taxa that confound tree-like signal. 

• Novel methods are developed that use pairwise dissimilarities between iso

lates in intra-species microbial data sets, to identify strains that are good 

representatives of their species or subspecies. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

1.1 Overview 

.vlolecular phylogenetics is a young discipline. About fifty years ago, the structure 

of OKA was discovered by vVatson and Crick, but it wasn't until the mid seventies 

that sequencing techniques were developed. Since then the amount of sequence data 

available has grown exponentially, this new data source enables biologists to ask a 

new range of questions about evolution and relationships between taxa. However ,  

the sudden increase i n  the amount o f  data means that there has not been time to 

establish techniques for answering all these questions. 

The problem in molecular phylogeny that has received the most attention, i s  

that of resolving the phylogenies of data sets with small numbers o f  taxa, at the 

interspecies level; these were the types of data sets that first became available for 

study. Increased output of sequencing, and other types of molecular data, means 

that it is now feasible to have data sets with hundreds of taxa. Also, there are 

a growing number of intra-species data sets which it may not be appropriate to 

analyse with existing tree estimation methods. 

This thesis describes four projects within the field of phylogenetics. These 

projects comprise chapters two through five. Broadly speaking chapter two is con

cerned with understanding existing tree estimation methods better; in chapters 
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three and five new techniques are developed to answer novel questions; chapter 

four describes a method of analysing molecular data sets, prior to tree estimation, 

to determine how successful , or appropriate a tree representation is likely to be. 

The thesis is modular in nature, and it is intended that each of these chapters 

could be read stand alone. The aim of this introductory chapter is to bring out 

various linking themes that occur throughout , and also, to introduce some basic 

concepts and notation. First , a brief overview of the chapters. Readers unfamiliar 

with phylogenetic terminology might benefit from skipping ahead to section 1 .3 ,  

which contains definitions of basic terms. 

The topic of chapter two is a simulation study contrasting the accuracy of several 

tree estimation methods for a particular class of trees. The trees have five taxa, 

and equal rates of nucleotide substitution along all edges, that is, they are clock

like . Some interesting properties of tree estimation are noted, two are mentioned 

here: Firstly, we discover, that for some parameter combinations, trees which are 

consistently estimated can be chosen with far less frequency than each tree in a 

group of incorrect trees, for some bounded sequence lengths. This effect is observed 

in all methods, but occurs with the method parsimony [35] for a greater range of 

the parameter space. Secondly, it is found that correctly locating the out group is 

the hardest aspect of estimating these trees, sometimes it has a confounding effect , 

causing the ingroup taxa to form an incorrect tree, when trees without the outgroup 

would have been correctly recovered. 

In chapter three, methods are developed to estimate the rate of evolution in 

Hyper Variable Region I (HVRI) , a segment of the mitochondrial genome, in Adelie 

penguins. The data set comprises both modern, and dated ancient samples. This 

chapter includes a simulation study of the birth/death process in Adelie penguin 

populations, and the construction of a median network [3, 6]. A novel method is 

developed that uses median networks, of modern and ancient samples, to estimate 

the rate of evolution. This method is applied to the Adelie penguin median network. 

Chapter four addresses the fundamental question of whether or not a data set 
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can be well-represented by a tree. An extension of statistical geometry is developed 

that assesses the "tree-likeness" of each quartet in the data and displays this infor

mation visually in a graph we call a t5-plot. The potential of the t5-plot method to 

identify reticulate data sets is explored. Furthermore, the method is extended to 

rank taxa in the data in order of how much they confound the tree-like signal, this 

may allow the identification of individual recombinant sequences. 

Chapter five is somewhat removed from the phylogenetic framework of the other 

chapters. The aim here is to develop quantitative methods for selecting model 

strains that will be representative of their species or subspecies. The choice of model 

strains is of increasing importance in this genomic era, where individuals purported 

to be representative of their whole species, are completely sequenced, and analysed 

to determine, for example in the case of microbiological data, virulence factors and 

effective drug treatments .  

:Much of  the work reported in  this thesis i s  a result o f  collaborative projects. A 

diverse range of skills have been brought to bear on most of the problems described. 

One of the most enjoyable challenges in working in this area, is developing the 

ability to communicate well with people from many different scientific disciplines .  

These disciplines included mathematics, genetics, ecology, microbiology, statistics, 

and computer science. Kotwithstanding the above comments, the work presented 

here is my own. In each chapter I indicate how my contribution fits within the 

overall scheme of each project, and also provide sufficient background material to 

set the scene. 

Bound in at the back of the thesis are two papers on which I was a contributing 

author. The first paper [16] Multiple Maxima for Maximum Likelihood in Phyloge

netic Trees: An Analytic Approach appeared in Molecular Biology and Evolution 

in 2000 . It outlines an analytical technique for finding the maximum likelihood 

weights for some four-taxon trees. :Many examples were found where the maximum 

likelihood surface for a given tree had multiple optima. This is of general impor

tance, because most routines written to find the best maximum likelihood tree rely 
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on hill-climbing to optimise edge weights on the individual trees . .\I1y contribution 

to this project was to write numerical optimisation routines to confirm analytical 

results. Also, I identified many of the "interesting" data sets that lead to multiple 

optima. 

The second paper [20] 6. additive and 6. ultra-additive maps, Gromov's trees, 

and the Farris transform was submitted to Discrete Applied .\I1athematics in July 

2001 . The paper extends known results for additive and ultra-additive metrics 

through the concept of 6. additivity. For a distance matrix D on a taxa set X ,  

xy : =  d (x ,  y ) ,  

6.(D) := max (uv + xy  - max(ux + vy, uy  + vx) )  : u ,  v, x ,  yE X. 

The paper also explores a tree construction method and corresponding bound of 

Gromov [40] , 

where A is the additive metric defined by the constructed tree. .\I1y contribution 

was to test the performance of Gromov's tree-construction and bound, on simulated 

data sets. I also helped to find worst-case example data sets on which Gromov's 

bound is tight. 

1.2 Linking Themes 

1.2.1 Trees and B eyond 

I have attempted to suggest by my subtitle "Trees and Beyond" , that the process of 

producing a single tree to reflect the historical relationships of some set of species, 

need not (and indeed should not) be the sole aim of phylogenetic analysis. A 

recurrent theme throughout this thesis is that of only using trees to the extent to 

which they are useful . 
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In the Adelie penguin mitochondrial data set of chapter three) trees provide a 

poor representation of the data, because they force arbitrary decisions about which 

mutations should be regarded as homoplasy. Networks, in contrast) allow one to 

display the many mutational pathways that might have occurred. Although, we do 

not expect that the Adelie mitochondrial sequences (which are maternally inherited 

[9] ) have a genuinely reticulate history, the network models our uncertainty about 

which tree is correct . 

Chapter four describes a preliminary analysis of distance data to determine how 

"tree-like" it is. One aim of this project is to identify those data sets for which a 

single tree can summarise the relevant information in the data, and those where it 

may be necessary to look "beyond" the tree for causes of other signal (or noise) .  

For example) the method i s  used to identify reticulate data sets that may b e  better 

represented by networks) rather than trees. 

In chapter five tree construction methods are used to produce a hierarchical 

clustering of the taxa set . Here, trees are useful insofar as they help to identify 

clustering within the data, but they only provide a first step towards answering the 

question of interest, "'Which taxa are good choices as model strains?" . 

1.2.2 Large data s ets 

As the title indicates, the thesis is mainly be concerned with large data sets, where 

large refers to the number of taxa. Large is a relative term, in chapter two it may 

seem odd to claim that five taxa constitutes a large data set. However, comparable 

simulation studies that look in depth at the behaviour of methods on a single 

topology, such as [46] , are with four-taxon trees. Also, we would expect that the 

five-taxon case studied here, will be embedded within larger problems. :Most of the 

other data sets within the thesis would be considered large in a more genuine sense 

of the word. 

The Adelie penguin data contains over 400 taxa in an alignment of 353 base-
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pairs , of which the majority of sites are constant. I\ aturally, this puts a limit on 

the degree of resolution achievable in a tree. So, the strategy of using a network to 

represent this data is, in part, a response to the largeness of the data set. 

Similarly, the Candida albicans data used as a case study in chapters four and 

five is large, with 266 taxa, as is Helicobacter pylori with 9 1  taxa. This made it 

computationally intractable to compare all possible sets of model strains, as there 

are G) ways of choosing k model strains from n taxa. To be useful for these data 

sets, the methods suggested for selecting model strains had to also be implemented 

as greedy approximations of the exact algorithms. 

The methods in chapter four for measuring tree-likeness use statistical proper

ties of the G) quartets in the data. Hence, these methods work better as n, the 

number of taxa, increases, because the effect of random noise on the properties 

being measured is reduced. 

1.2.3 Using simulat ion as a tool 

For all the projects described in this thesis, computers were an important tool. 

Computational power, combined with programming skills, made it possible to com

pare existing methods, and to test the effectiveness of newly developed methods. 

Simulation studies are particularly useful when comparing the performance of 

different tree estimation methods under various models, as in chapter two. Given 

a weighted tree, a mechanism for nucleotide substitution , and the distribution of 

states at some arbitrary root , it is possible to simulate homologous sequences. 

Unlike using biological sequences, whose history is both unique and unobservable, 

testing methods on simulated sequences provides a repeatable experiment, where 

the output of a method can be compared to the known tree used to generate the 

methods input. 

In chapter three the analytic results of Kingman's mathematical model for co

alescence of populations [56, 55] , are contrasted with simulation results under a 
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model that incorporates more realism. In this case, simulation allowed us to gather 

results about a complex situation that could not be analysed analytically. 

In addition, computational power allows the use of a wide range of statistical 

tools including bootstrapping, jackknifing [27] , randomisation tests and exact tests 

of significance [24, 69] . 

1.3 Basic Concepts 

As far as possible I have tried to keep the notation consistent between chapters. 

'Wherever encountered, X is a set of taxa. A taxon can be a species, in the case of 

interspecies data, or an individual in an intra-species data set (taxa is the plural 

form of t axon) .  In some chapters the terms isolate or strain are used in place of the 

word taxon for intra-species data. n is the number of taxa in a set X. Any subset 

of X with four elements is called a quartet. 

1.3.1 Trees and networks 

A graph G = (V, E), consists of a set of nodes V ,  and a set of edges E ,  e E E is o f  

the form e = {x , y}  where x and y are in  V. An edge e = {x , y}  i s  incident on the 

nodes x and y. The degree of a node is the number of edges that are incident on it .  

A path is an ordered set of nodes (VI, V2, . . .  ,Vk) where for each pair of nodes 

(vi,vi+d there is an edge e E E with e = {Vi,Vi+I}. A cycle is a path that starts 

and ends at the same node. A graph is said to be connected if there is a path 

between each pair of nodes. A tree is a connected graph without cycles. A graph 

with cycles is called a network. Figure 1 . 1  (a) is an example of a connected graph 

with cycles. 

A node of degree one i s  called an external node or tip. A node of degree greater 

than one is an internal node. In figure 1 . 1  (b) , node z is an internal node with 

degree 3, whereas node x is an external node with degree 1 .  In a phylogenetic 

tree the external nodes are labelled with the taxa set X.  Note that an external 
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a 
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B 4 0 10 7 

C 8 10 0 7 
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D 5 7 7 0 

lA B C D EI� 
(d) (e) 

Figure 1 . 1 :  Examples of basic concepts with graphs and trees . Panel (a )  shows a graph 

with 5 nodes a nd 6 edges. The ordered set of nodes (b, e, d, c, b) is a cycle. Panel (b) 
shows a binary tree , the un ique path between nodes x and y i s  shown by the bold l i ne .  
Node x is an external node as it has degree 1 ,  whereas z i s  an  internal node with degree 
3. Panel (c) shows a tip-labelled, or phylogenetic, multifurcating tree . Panel (d)  shows 
a rooted, binary tree. The taxa set { F, G} is a n  outgroup to the ingroup taxa set { A ,  
B ,  e, D ,  E}. The taxa A ,  B a nd e are a n  examp le  of a clade, but A ,  B a nd D a re not. 
Panel (e) shows a weighted tree. The metric i nduced by th is tree on the taxa set A ,B ,e 
and D is shown i n  panel (f) . 
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node may be labelled by more than one taxon. Throughout , I will often refer to 

phylogenetic trees simply as trees, or sometimes as tip-labelled trees. Panels (c) , 

(d)  and (e)  of figure 1 . 1  all display phylogenetic trees. 

Trees in which an nodes have degree one or three are called binary trees, or fully 

resolved trees. Trees where some nodes have degree greater than three are called 

multifurcating or partially resolved. In figure 1 . 1  (b) , (d) and (e) are binary trees, 

and ( c) is a multifurcating tree. 

In a weighted tree each edge has a specified weight (or length) , in phylogenetic 

trees weights are non-negative , real numbers. A weighted phylogenetic tree induces 

a pseudo-metric on the taxa set X which labels its external nodes. (Throughout 

the thesis I simply refer to metrics rather than pseudo-metrics, although d(x, y) = 0 

with x f y is possible. ) Each pair of taxa x, y E X is connected by a unique path 

in the tree. The sum of the edge lengths (weights) along the path gives the distance 

between the pair of taxa. A metric that can be represented by a weighted tree i n  

this way i s  called additive. The additive metric i n  figure 1 . 1  ( f) corresponds to the 

tree in panel (e) .  

A directed edge is an ordered pair of nodes. A rooted tree has a node designated 

the root, and all edges in the tree are directed away from the root. In a phylogenetic 

tree the root represents a common ancestor of the taxa set X, and each internal 

node represents a common ancestor to the nodes it separates from the root. Figure 

1 . 1  (d) is a rooted tree. In a rooted binary tree the root node has degree two, and 

all other nodes have degree one or three. 

A weighted, rooted tree, where the distance (induced by the edge weights) i s  

the  same from each taxon to the root, is called ultmmetric, or  clock-like when the 

weights on the edges correspond to units of time. 

In an unrooted phylogenetic tree, a root can be identified by the inclusion of an 

additional taxon, or group of taxa called an outgroup. The taxa that do not belong 

to the outgroup are called the ingroup. The internal node where the outgroup joins 

the unrooted tree is designated the root of the ingroup tree, this is indicated, in 
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figure 1 . 1  (d) , by the node labelled "ingroup root" . 

A split of the taxa set X, divides X into two non-empty disjoint subsets, say 

A and B, whose union A U B = X. A split is written AIB (= BIA). Each edge 

e = {x, y} in a tree induces the split AIB of the taxa set X, where removing e 

leaves two connected subtrees on taxa sets A and B. 

Two splits, AIB and CID, of a taxa set X, are said to be compatible if at least 

one of the sets An C, AnD, B n C, or B n D is the  empty set . This is equivalent 

to there existing a tree with edges el and e2, where el induces AIB, and e2 induces 

CID. Splits that are not compatible are incompatible. 

In a rooted tree, the set A or B in the split AIB, that does not label the subtree 

that includes the root, is called a clade. 

1.3 .2 Tree estimation methods 

A tree estimation method is an algorithm that takes as input a data set, and returns 

a phylogenetic tree. Where there is no confusion, I refer to these simply as methods. 

A dissimilarity based method is a method where the input data is in the form of a 

dissimilarity matrix. A sequence based method is a method where the input data is 

in the form of a sequence alignment. 

Methods typically consist of three components, 

• an optimality criterion, 

• a search policy, and 

• a correction policy. 

An optimality criterion assigns a score to a tree given the data. For example, 

with the method parsimony, the score for a tree is the minimum number of substitu

tions required to account for the data on that tree . With the method of maximum 

likelihood, the score for a tree is the probability of observing the data, given that 

tree and some model of nucleotide substitution. 
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The search policy dictates how the method searches through the space of all 

trees. Strategies include: exhaustive search, either by brute force or branch and 

bound, and heuristic search where an initial tree is constructed and improved upon 

until a locally optimal tree is found. Exhaustive search quickly becomes intractable 

as the number of taxa, n, gets large, because the number of unweighted trees on n 

taxa is (2n - 5)!! = I1;�12(2i - 1 ), for n � 3 .  For example, the number of trees on 

n = 8 taxa is 1 1  x 9 x 7 x 5 x 3 x 1 = 10395 .  

'\1ethods such as neighbor-joining and CPG ,\1 A , which are based on  dissimi

larity data, combine the optimality criterion and the search policy into a greedy 

constructive heuristic. At each stage a criterion determines which taxonomic units 

should be amalgamated into a single unit. The dissimilarity matrix is then updated, 

and the process repeats until all units have been joined. 

Given two aligned sequences the number of observed differences in the sequences 

will be a lower bound on the actual number of substitutions that occurred in the 

evolutionary path connecting them. This is due to the possibility of multiple sub

stitutions at the same site. For instance, a nucleotide A might mutate to a C and 

then to a G, but this would be seen as only one change; or alternatively, an A may 

change to a G and then back to an A, which would be seen as no change at all . 

For a chosen model of nucleotide substitution it is possible to estimate the actual 

number of substitutions that occurred given the number of observed differences. 

The correction policy of a method dictates if a correction will be used, and if so 

according to which model. 

The main desirable property of a tree estimation method is that it be accurate, in 

other words, that it  outputs the correct tree. The correct tree in this context means 

the tree which displays the evolutionary relationships amongst the taxa ( if indeed it 

is a tree rather than a network). In general it is considered more important that the 

correct unweighted tree is recovered, than that the edge weights are proportional 

to the times of speciation events. 

Except in the occasional controlled laboratory experiment, the correct tree re-
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flects an unobservable ,  unrepeatable historical event . For this reason the accuracy 

of methods is typically measured through simulation studies. These have the twin 

virtues that (i) the correct tree, i .e. the one used to generate the data, is known, 

and (ii) experiments are repeatable. Accuracy is defined as the probability that 

the method will return the correct tree, and is estimated by the proportion of sim

ulation runs in which the correct tree is recovered. An alternative definition is the 

average number of edges in the tree correctly recovered. In the simulation study 

in chapter two the first definition is used. If a method has higher accuracy than 

another method for fixed sequence lengths, then it is said to be the more powerfuL 

method. 

Obviously, no method will be correct all the time due to sampling error intro

duced, for example ,  by short sequence lengths. However, it is a desired property of 

a method, that as the sampling error tends to zero, the probability of the method 

outputting the correct tree tends to one .  This property is known as consistency. 

Input Data 

The two forms of input used by the methods dealt with in this thesis are sequence 

alignments and dissimilarity matrices. 

A sequence alignment is an n x c matrix of character states over a finite alphabet, 

for example {A,C,G,T} , where each row corresponds to the sequence of a different 

taxa, and the columns are homologous sites (sometimes called characters) , that 

is, they are assumed to have evolved from a common ancestral character state .  

Sequence length is denoted c,  so a sequence alignment will have c columns. A site 

that has the same character state for all taxa is called constant. A site in which 

all taxa but one share have the same character state is called a singleton. An 

example sequence alignment in given in table 1 . 1 .  In biological data the character 

states often come from the alphabet A ,C,G,T,-,?, where '-' indicates an insertion 

or deletion (indel) , and '?' indicates that the character state is not known. All the 

simulated sequences used in the thesis are over the four letter alphabet {A,C,G,T} . 
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Site 1 2 3 4 0 
Kiwi A A C C C 

Weka A A C G G 
Huia A G C C A 

Tui A G A C A 

Table 1 .1: An example sequence a l ignment of length c = 5 for n = 4 species. Site 1 is 
constant ,  sites 3 and 4 are singleton . 

The dissimilarity matrices are symmetric, square, n x n matrices, with zero 

diagonal and non-negative real-valued entries. 

DEFINITION: 1 (DISSIMILARITY) A dissimilarity D X x X --+ lR satisfies the 

conditions: 

1. d(x, V) 20, d(x, x) = 0, for all x, V 

2. d(x, V) = d(y, x), for all x,V 

There are cases where biological data does not satisfy these properties, for in

stance, in DKA-Dl\"A hybridisation data one taxa may not hybridise perfectly with 

itself, implying d(x, x) > O. All the input data used within t his thesis satisfies this 

definition of a dissimilarity. 

If a third property, (the triangle inequality) 

d(x, y) + d(V, z) > d(x, z )for all x, V, z E X 

holds, t hen D is a distance metric. Kote, that neither dissimilarities or distance 

metrics require that d(x, V) > 0 for x #- y; in biological data it will sometimes b e  

the case that different taxa are identical on the characters measured. 

The dissimilarity matrices in this thesis are obtained from two sources. Firstly, 

they are derived from sequence alignments by taking Hamming distances. The 

Hamming distance between a pair of aligned sequences is defined as the number of 

differences in their sequences divided by the length of the sequences c.  Table 1.2 
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Kiwi Weka Huia Tui 
Kiwi 0 0 .4 0 .4 0 .6 
Weka 0.4 0 0 . 6  0 . 8  
Huia 0.4 0 .6 0 0 . 1  
Tui 0.6 0 .8  0 . 1  0 

Table 1 .2 :  An example of a d i stance matrix . It conta ins the Hamming d i sta nces for 
the sequence a l i gnment shown i n  table 1 . 1 .  

gives an example distance matrix containing the Hamming distances between the 

sequences displayed in table 1 . 1 .  Hamming distances always satisfy the triangle 

inequality. 

The second source of dissimilarity data is Restriction Fragment Length Poly

morphism (RFLP) . RFLP, works by cutting Dl'."A with restriction enzymes and 

then separating the resulting DKA fragments by running them through an electri

fied field on a gel. Different sized fragments travel at different speeds down the gel 

producing a pattern of bands. The restriction enzymes are specific to certain short 

sub strings of DKA, so if one sequence has insertions, deletions, or point mutations 

relative to another it may be cut in different places , producing its own distinc

tive spectrum of fragment sizes. The gels are aligned and scored according to the 

strength of bands of a particular molecular weight . 

A similar source of dissimilarity data called Amplified restriction Fragment 

Length Polymorphism (AFLP) is used in chapter 5. Fragments of Dl'."A that match 

particular primers are amplified by the polymerase chain reaction. These amplified 

fragments are then separated by running them through an electrified field on a gel . 

The scheme used by my microbiologist collaborators to compute dissimilarities 

from this type of data is 

where B is the number of bands, and Xi E {O, 1 ,  2, 3} is the intensity of band i in 
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isolate x [86] . Alternatively the bands can be coded for presence or absence forming 

a binary character matrix, and Hamming distances taken between the rows. 

1.3.3 Models of character substitution 

A model of character substitution specifies the rates at which each character mu

tates (changes) into another character. Yfodels are used in a variety of contexts: 

• They are used as part of the method maximum likelihood to evaluate the 

probability of a weighted tree generating the observed data. 

• They are necessary in order to generate simulated data, where data is gen

erated on a weighted tree, from a known sequence at the root, according to 

some specified model of character substitution. 

• They are used by any method that incorporates a correction for multiple 

substitutions to estimate the actual number of substitutions that occurred 

between two taxa given the observed number of substitutions. 

The two-state symmetric model, one of the models used in chapter two, has the 

following rate matrix: 

O:S; x 

The transition matrix for an edge of length t is P = eQt, so P is of the form: 

p= [ l-Y Y 1 

Y 1- Y 

1 
O< y<-- - 2 

The (i, j )  entry of P gives the probability of a substitution from state i to state 

j after a time t. All entries in the transition matrix are in the range [0, 1 ], and 

the rows and columns must sum to one. This forms a Markov process, the future 

character state at a site depends only on the current state ,  not on the site's history. 
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C hapter 2 

Tree estimation with equal rates : 

A simulation study wit h five taxa 

2.1 Int roduction 

All tree estimation methods can be inconsistent if incorrect assumptions are made 

about the mechanism of evolution [46, 96] . Conversely, with the appropriate cor

rection for multiple substitutions at sites, most methods are consistent . However, 

corrections for multiple substitutions increase the variance of distance estimates 

[57, 96], so it does not follow that the appropriate correction will always lead to 

more accurate estimates of the tree for bounded sequence lengths . Simulation stud

ies provide a framework in which to study the interaction of these effects. 

The best known example of inconsistency is for maximum parsimony on the 

four-taxon case with unequal rates, this has been extensively studied [32 ,  46, 100] . 

However, it was shown by Hendy et al. [43] that unequal rates are not necessary for 

parsimony to be inconsistent. In this chapter I focus exclusively on the five-taxon 

topology, with equal rates, for which parsimony can be  inconsistent. 

A simulation study is conducted under both the symmetric two-state model [31] 

and Kimura two-parameter (four-state) model [54] . I compare the accuracy of sev

eral popular phylogenetic methods on this topology, including parsimony, neighbor-
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Figure 2 . 1 :  Common errors in  tree construction. I n  the Felsenste in zone (a), many 
methods recover tree ( b) .  The tree (c) is the equa l  rates topology on five taxa for 
which uncorrected parsimony ca n be inconsistent, (d) shows the most common type of 
error made in reconstructing trees from data generated on (c) ,  the outgroup joins with 
equa l  probabi l ity to taxa A, B, C or D .  

joining, ePG YfA, maximum likelihood, and split decomposition. The effectiveness 

of performing corrections for multiple substitutions given various sequence lengths 

is explored for neighbor-joining and parsimony. 

A new problem of tree estimation methods is observed and is described as a 

"misleading zone" . 'Within this zone a method is consistent , but despite this, for 

bounded sequence lengths some incorrect trees are estimated more frequently than 

the correct tree . 

In addition, we use this five-taxon example with equal rates to study the effec-

tiveness of using an outgroup to root an ingroup tree. Rooting the tree is known 

to be one of the more difficult aspects of tree estimation [62, 66, 88J . It can even 

have a confounding effect, causing the ingroup taxa to form an incorrect tree when 

trees without the out group would have been correctly recovered. 
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2.2 Background 

In general the problems of accuracy and consistency have been well studied for 

four-taxon trees. This was motivated by the discovery of the "Felsenstein zone" 

in which maximum parsimony was found to be inconsistent [32] . For a tree in the 

"Felsenstein zone" , sequences do not evolve at equal rates along the edges; the most 

frequently studied case has a long and a short edge on each side of the short internal 

edge (figure 2 . 1  (a) ) .  The typical error made in reconstructing a tree from sequences 

evolved under this model is to join the long edges together (figure 2 . 1  (b) ) .  This 

effect has been studied both analytically [32 , 43] , and by simulation [46, 1 00] . Penny 

et al. in [74] (pg 173) report that for two-state data, simple clustering procedures 

that ,  at each stage, join the two taxa with smallest uncorrected distance, will fail to 

converge under the same conditions that uncorrected parsimony fails. Hillis et al . 

[46] found in their simulation study that distance based methods were inconsistent 

for this type of tree, unless the distances had been corrected for multiple changes. 

In this chapter we study another class of trees that has received less attention, 

trees on five taxa that evolved with equal rates, that is, under a molecular clock. 

While equal rates are sufficient to guarantee consistency of neighbor-joining and 

uPG MA on observed distances, this is not true for parsimony; it can be inconsistent 

on these trees when the internal edges are sufficiently short compared to the external 

edges. With five taxa this only occurs on the rooted tree where the fifth taxon is 

an outgroup linked to the internal edge of the four taxon subtree [43] (figure 2 . 1  

(c) ) .  The most common type of error made in estimating trees from data evolved 

along this model is for the out group to be  paired with one of the four external edges 

(figure 2 . 1  (d) ) .  Trees with this type of structure are observed in real biological 

data, see for example, Lockhart et al. [60] . 

Even when the internal four taxon t ree is well away from the "Felsenstein zone" 

the inclusion of an outgroup can cause the method of maximum parsimony to 

become inconsistent. This problem was discovered by Hendy and Penny [43] , and 
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is further discussed in Steel et al . [93] . One surprising observation in this case, is 

that maximum parsimony is consistent on each subset of four taxa (each quartet) , 

but not on the complete five-taxon tree. 

Previous simulation studies have found that the accuracy of tree estimation 

methods is better when there are equal rates of change along the edges of the tree 

[83, 91, 92] . By using a model five-taxon tree that obeys the molecular clock, 

we remove this potential source of inaccuracy and focus on the effect of having a 

combination of short and long edges. 

·With consistent methods there is still the question of what length of sequence 

is required to give a "reasonable" chance of recovering the correct tree. We give 

examples of trees on which parsimony is consistent, but for simulated sequences 

of fixed length, specific incorrect trees are each recovered with significantly greater 

frequency than the correct tree . 

VVe also use the five-taxon example to investigate the effectiveness of using an 

out group to root a tree. The inclusion of an outgroup can affect the accuracy of 

tree estimation. Phylogenetic methods can be misled by sampling error or homo

plasy when the root of the ingroup is on a short internal edge, as shown in figure 

2 . 1  (c) and (d) . This effect has been termed "long edge attraction" [43] , it can 

lead to estimating trees with correct ingroup structure but an incorrect order of 

divergences. Incorrectly assigning the root will change which groups of taxa are 

deemed to be monophyletic, and which character states are identified as ancestral . 

There are also cases where the ingroup by itself is recovered correctly (figure 

2 .2  (a)) , but inclusion of an outgroup causes the method to change its estimate of 

the ingroup tree resulting in it becoming incorrect (figure 2 . 2  (b)) . 

To illustrate the importance of the problem of identifying the position of the 

root, note that locating the root is currently a major problem for birds, for mam

mals, and for flowering plants. The origin of the birds is contentious, commonly the 

root is placed between paleognaths (ratites and tinamous) and neognaths (all other 

birds) . In contrast, the study by Mindell et al. [67] of mitochondrial genomes places 
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Figure 2 .2: Sometimes the incl usion of an  outgroup can cause the correct i ngroup struc
ture (a) to become i ncorrect (b) . This is an example of the outgroup confounding 
tree estimation . 

the root within the song-birds. However, this could be a long edge attraction prob

lem, as the phylogeny reported by Cooper et al. [ 17], suggests that song-birds are on 

an edge with a faster than average rate of change. Soltis et al. and Qui et al. [90, 77] 

have both studied the origins of the flowering plants and found that Amboreila, a 

shrub found only in Kew Caledonia, is sister taxa to all other angiosperms. This is 

another case where outgroup placement may have been "attracted" to a long edge. 

VVaddell et al. [ 103] use mitochondrial DKA to study the phylogeny of eutherian 

mammals; although they found the hedgehog is a possible sister taxa to the other 

eutherians, they point out that the result is suspect for the reasons described above. 

Despite its biological importance the problem of accurately identifying the root of 

a tree has not been extensively studied. 

2.3 Models and Methods 

We generated sequences under a molecular-clock model of nucleotide substitution on 

the five-taxon tree (illustrated in figure 2 . 1  (c) ) .  Two different models of nucleotide 

substitution were used, the symmetric two-state model [31] ,  and the four-state 
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Kimura two parameter model (K2P) [54] . A range of  tree estimation methods 

were applied to each sample sequence; the tree each produced was compared to the 

generating tree. The models of sequence evolution, the generating tree, and the 

tree estimation methods are each outlined in detail below. 

2.3.1 Models of sequence evolution 

Initial simulations used the symmetric two-state model [31] . This model assumes 

equal base frequencies at the root and a single rate of substitution across all sites , 

with all sites independent and free to vary. 

The Hadamard conjugation (equation 2 . 1 )  [45] was used to calculate the ex

pected sequence patterns, s, as functions of the edge lengths q, on the tree . 

S = H -1 exp(Hq) ,  (2 . 1 ) 

where H = H4 is the 1 6  x 16 symmetric Hadamard matrix with ±1 entries, con

structed recursively from Ho = [ 1 ] ,  by Hn+ 1 = [Hn , Hn ; Hn , -Rn] ,  for n ::::: O .  For a 

full description of Hadamard conjugation in this context see Hendy et al. [45J . 

In general , for studies with n taxa, the computational cost of generating S 

through the Hadamard transformation is O(n2n ) [ 1 5J .  However, this only needs to 

be done once for each weighted tree. Sampling from s ,  which in simulation studies 

such as this is repeated many times for each weighted tree, is computationly cheap 

(O(ne) , where n is the number of taxa and c is the sequence length) . For small 

taxa numbers, such as n = 5, it is faster to generate two-state character sequences 

using the Hadamard method than by simulating them along a tree. For a more 

detailed discussion of the relative computational costs see Charleston et al . [ 15] .  

Reversals and parallel changes are more likely to occur with two-state characters 

than with four. Indeed, with two states any even number of changes at a site will be 

seen as no change at all .  For comparison and increased biological realism, further 

simulations were conducted using the four-state K2P model [54J . The K2P model 
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assumes equal base frequencies at the root , and specifies both a transition rate and 

a transversion rate. For these simulations the transition/transversion rate ratio was 

set at ,." = 2 .  All sites are independent, identical, and free to vary. 

2.3.2 Tree estimation methods 

Kotat ion 11ethod 
UP UPCMA applied to observed distances. 
KJ I\eighbor-joining applied to observed distances . 

CKJ Neighbor-joining applied to distances corrected for multiple changes. 
(Unless otherwise stated the standard correction was applied . )  

11P 11aximum parsimony applied to the observed sequence spectrum (s) . 
CMP Corrected parsimony (applied to the conjugate spectrum, 

q = H-l ln(Hs)) .  
ML 11aximum likelihood using the appropriate two or four-state model. 
ST Split decomposition (a.k.a. Splits TTee) . 

Table 2 . 1 :  The fol lowing notation for tree estimation methods is used throughout the 
chapter. For a deta i led description of these methods consu lt Swofford et a I . ,  (1996) 
[96] . H is the Hadamard matrix H4 [45] , described above. 

The tree estimation methods covered in this study are shown in table 2 . 1 .  A tree

estimation method is considered to consist of three separate components [73, 93] : 

• the optimality criterion, 

• the policy used to correct for multiple substitutions, and 

• the search strategy. 

For example, in this simulation CMP is the parsimony optimality criterion applied 

to data that has been corrected for multiple changes via Hadamard conjugation1 

[93] , with an exhaustive search strategy. 'With N J ,  two different corrections were 

applied: the standard distance correction for the two-stat e  model (described in 

1 Correcting parsimony for multiple changes is readily done by the Hadamard conjugation. The 
correction can be based on any of the simpler models of evolution such as the two-state model, 
the Jukes Cantor model and the Kimura 2P and 3ST models. It can also include corrections for 
models with a gamma distribution of rates across sites [105] . 
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Swofford et al . [96] ) ;  and the reduced bias correction of Taj ima [98] . As the number 

of unweighted trees on five taxa is only fifteen, YIP, CMP and YIL used exhaus

tive search strategies. K J, CK J and LP are stepwise clustering algorithms, their 

search strategies are greedy (there is no opportunity to backtrack after a decision 

to amalgamate two taxonomic units has been made) . 

I developed code for most of the algorithms myself, which, where possible, was 

verified against existing software (phylip [34] , PA UP * [97] and Splits Tree [49] ) .  With 

the exception of YIL the algorithms are not complicated to encode, the advantages 

of designing one's own code include: 

• Gaining a better understanding of the algorithms. 

• Streamlining the algorithms for the five-taxon case. For example, there is no 

need to use a branch and bound procedure with YIP for five taxa, or, with 

two-state data, even to use the Fitch algorithm. One simply checks which of 

the 1 5  possible trees on five taxa has the largest number of sites compatible 

with its internal edges. 

• Incorporating a random tie-breaking procedure at each decision making step .  

For example, if e p  has three equally good options for amalgamating taxo

nomic units at a given step, then each possible choice is assigned a probability 

1/3  of being selected. This is very important for providing unbiased long-run 

statistics on the accuracy of the methods. Shuffling the input order of taxa 

before applying an algorithm is not sufficient to remove bias in estimating 

trees. If uP is implemented by adding newly amalgamated taxonomic units 

to the bottom of the distance matrix then, without tie-breaking, there will 

be a bias for joining either single taxa or grouped taxa. The well-known phy

logeny package phylip [34] suffers from this problem, it only gives the option 

of shuffling the taxon order rather than using random tie-breaking at each 

step .  
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Edge(a) 
1 1 2 , 3 , 4, 5  
2 1 1 , 3 , 4, 5  
3 1 1 , 2 , 4, 5 
4 1 1 , 2 , 3, 5 
1 , 2 1 3 , 4, 5 
3 , 4 1 1 , 2 , 5  
1 , 2 , 3, 4 1 5  
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Expected number of substitutions per site (qo,) 
0. 1 
0. 1 
0. 1 
0. 1 

x = 0.0 1  to 0. 1 in steps of 0.01 

y = 0.2 to 0.4 in steps of 0.02 

Table 2. 2 :  The weights on the generati ng tree T (see figure 2 .3) .  The vector of the 
above va l ues, indexed by al l  the possible spl its a i nduced by an  edge of T,  i s  cal led the 
edge length spectrum q. The notation AIB denotes the edge whose remova l from the 
tree partitions the leaf set into two subsets, one conta in i ng the set of taxa A and the 
other the set B. For example 1 1 2 , 3, 4 , 5 i nd icates the externa l  edge end ing in taxon 1 .  

• Designing the input and output format to be convenient for the particular 

requirements of the simulation. For example ,  the output of the Splits Tree 

program is a graphical display of a network. All that we require to check the 

accuracy of the method are the isolation indices for the ten non-trivial splits. 

I wrote my own code for :\ilL on two-state sequences, but for four-state sequences, 

I used the phylip package dnaml [34]. 

2.3.3 The tree and generated sequence alignments 

The model tree that was used in all of the simulations is shown in figure 2.3 and 

described in terms of the splits (qoJ it generates in table 2.2. For each weighted 

tree described by this range of values, homologous sequences were generated. 

In the two-state model simulations we use the Hadamard conjugation [45] to 

calculate the corresponding expected sequence spectrum s, 

s = H-1 exp(Hq) . 

The sequence spectrum s is indexed by the splits a .  The component So: is the 

probability of observing the split a at a particular site. Monte Carlo sampling 
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Figure 2.3 : The generating tree ( ( ( 1 ,2) , (3 .4) ) , 5) . The value of x ( i nterna l  edge lengt h) 
ranges from 0 .01  to 0 . 1 0  ( i n  steps of 0 .01 )  a nd the va l ue of y (outgroup edge) ranges 
from 0 . 2  to 0 .40 ( i n  steps of 0 .02 .  The u n its a re the expected n umber of substitutions 
per site . Taxon 5 is an  outgroup to the other taxa . The root R is fixed at the m id-point 
of the path between taxa 1 and 5,  the path length from the root R to each tip is 
(y  + x + 0 . 1 ) /2 ,  so the molecu la r  c lock is satisfied . 

from the sequence spectrum s provides the sample sequence data, 8. A sample 

of size c is equivalent to a sequence of length c. For the four-state model it is 

possible , although more complicated, to use Hadamard conjugation for sequence 

generation. Hadamard conjugation is more computation ally expensive for four 

states as the sequence spectrum is of the length ( 2n-l )2 rather than 2n-1 for two 

states, e.g. 256 instead of 16, for n = 5. Instead I chose to use the program Seq-gen 

[81] to obtain sequence samples. The sample sizes (sequence lengths) used were 

c = ( 1 00 , 200, 500, 1 000) .  

2.3. 4  From sequences t o  distances 

The sequences were converted into Hamming distances for UP, KJ, CI\J and ST. 

There is the option of correcting these distances for multiple changes, although, 

not all sets of data are correctable by the standard method (as given in Swofford 

et al . (1996) [96] ) .  The correction assumes equal rates of substitution between all 
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pairs of bases, the formula for r-state data is 

where 

� r - 1 r kab 
dab = - -- In(l  - -- - ) , 

r r - 1 c 

kab = number of differences between sequence a and sequence b, 

c = sequence length, 

r = the number of character states. 

If the uncorrected distance � is greater than r� 1 , the argument is negative and 

the log is undefined over the real numbers. Although the expected value of � is 

less than r�l , some observations are possible when the variance is high, as occurs 

with small values of c. Data sets where this occurred were not used by the C� J 

method. In the two-state simulations this resulted in rej ecting about 5% of the 

samples for c = 100 and about 1 % for c = 200. For c > 500 the distances observed 

were always less than r�l = 0.5 (r = 2 ) .  

The reduced bias correction of Tajima [98) i s  always applicable. The correction 

for two-state characters is given by 

where 
I 

z(�) = z . 
(z - i ) ! 

I wrote my own code to implement this correction in the two-state case. 

For the four-state simulations I used the phylip package dnadist [34] to do the 

K2P distance correction, see Swofford et al. ( 1996) [96] , pg 456, or the phylip 

documentation, for details. The Taj ima reduced bias correction is not supported 

by dnadist. 
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2.3.5 The simulat ion process 

All of the sample data was generated in advance, so each method had the same 

input (in the appropriate distance or sequence format ) . The trees estimated by 

each method were compared to the model tree. Accuracy is defined here as the 

frequency with which the unweighted generating tree was recovered. In the two

state character simulations, for each value of the parameters, the simulation process 

was repeated 10,000 times for every method other than ::v1L, where it was repeated 

1000 times. In the four-state character simulations the process was repeated 1000 

times for every method other than )"1L, where it was repeated 100 t imes. The 

simulation process is summarised in figure 2.4. 

The results of the simulation are discussed in section 2.4.1 and summarised in 

table 2.3 .  Section 2.4 . 2  describes and explains an effect we call a "misleading zone" , 

in which although a method i s  consistent , for bounded sequence lengths, a group 

of incorrect trees are each selected more frequently than the correct tree. Section 

2.4 .3 contains a detailed analysis of the classes of error that can occur. 

2.4 Results 

2.4.1 Accuracy of the Methods 

In general, the results found using the two-state and four-state models show similar 

trends. I firstly discuss the points of interest that are common to the results for 

both models, then highlight the differences that were observed. 

General effects 

In figure 2 .5 the results for the NJ method with c = 100 and four-state sequences 

are given to illustrate how the results in this section are presented. Throughout 

the section, accuracy of tree estimation is indicated by a colour scale that ranges 

from deep blue (low accuracy) to red (high accuracy) . 
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NO 

Read in Sequence Alignment 

Correct for 
Multiple Changes 

Figure 2 .4 :  Flowchart of the s imu lation process . For the two-state s imulations the num
ber of repetitions was 10 ,000,  for four states it was 1 , 000 ,  Note that fewer repetitions 
were performed for ML ( 1000 and  100 respectively) . 

Figure 2.6 contains the results for two-state sequences, and 2.7 gives the results 

for four-state sequences. As expected, all methods are less accurate when the inter

nal edges are short and the outgroup edge is long. For consistent methods, when 

the sequence length c becomes long enough, this problem is overcome. However, 

MP is inconsistent for some combinations of parameters where x is small and y is 

large. For these t rees that are inconsistently estimated by MP, as sequence length 
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NJ, c�1 00 

x 

KEY 

Figure 2 .5 :  An example, using the results for NJ  with c = 100 a nd four-state sequences, 
to demonstrate how the resu lts in figures 2 , 6 ,  2,7 a nd 2.8 are presented , The horizontal 
axis shows the length of the i nterna l  edges (0 . 01-0 , 10) ,  and the vertica l axis is the 
length of the outgroup edge (0 . 20-0 .40) , The colour gradient in the p lot i nd icates the 
percentage of trees correct, it ranges from dark b lue representi ng 0% correct to dark 
red representi ng  100% correct. The arrow marks the percentage of correct trees that 
would result from selecting at random from the 15 possibi l it ies. 

c tends to infinity, the probability of MP recovering the correct tree tends to zero . 

The inconsistent zone can be seen in figure 2 .6  in the box for MP with sequence 

length c = 1000, the portion shaded dark blue indicates that accuracy for this 

range of parameters is approaching 0%. CMP is consistent for the whole range of 

parameters. 

With the two-state data UP was the most accurate of the methods tested, over 

all sequence lengths c =100, 200, 500, and 1 000, However, if UP was applied to data 

generated from a tree without equal rates, it would be expected to less accurate, 

this is because the UP method is not robust to violation of the molecular clock 

assumption [15 ,  46] , 

On the sequences generated for these simulations, ML is less powerful than most 

of the other methods, that is, it requires longer sequence lengths to attain the same 

degree of accuracy. For two-state sequences of length c = 1 00, ML is the least 

accurate of all the methods tested, however with four-state data it is only slightly 

('" 2%) less accurate than N J and UP. With the longest sequences tested (c = 1000) 

ML performs slightly worse than N J and UP on two-state data, and slightly better 
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Figure 2 .6: Accuracy with two-state data . These graphs show the different frequencies 
at which the trees were correctly recovered . Each box i n  the graph represents the 
complete parameter range for a specif ic method and sequence length .  The horizontal 
axes show the length of the i nternal edges (0 .01-0 . 10) and the vertical axes the length 
of the outgroup edge (0 . 20-0 .40) .  Each row of boxes corresponds to a d ifferent tree 
estimation method . Each col umn represents a d ifferent sequence length, i ncreasing 
from left to right. The shading with i n  boxes i nd icates the percentage of trees correct, 
it ra nges from dark bl ue representing 0% correct to dark red representing 1 00% correct. 
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1 00 200 500 1 000 
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Figure 2 . 7: Accuracy with fou r-state data . These graphs show the d ifferent frequencies 
at which the trees were correctly recovered . Each box in the graph represents the 
com plete parameter range for a specific method and sequence length . The horizonta l 
axes show the length of the i nterna l  edges (0 .01-0. 10) and the vertica l axes the lengt h  
of the outgroup edge (0 .20-0.40) . Each row of boxes corresponds to a different tree 
est imation method . Each colum n  represents a different sequence length , i ncreasing 
from l eft to r ight. The shading with i n  boxes i nd icates the percentage of trees correct, 
it ranges from dark blue representing 0% correct to dark red representing 100% correct. 
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on four-state data. 
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"While all of the methods have lower accuracy with short internal edges, the 

accuracy of ep and 1\ J appears unaffected by the length of the out group edge. 

This is expected for {JP because it is only influenced by the smallest distances 

when joining taxa. K J joins the pair of taxa with the smallest net divergence. This 

quantity is changed by a common amount for each pair of taxa, when the length of 

an external edge is changed (see appendix 2 . 6  for proof) . Thus, it is unsurprising 

that the length of the edge to the single out group has little effect on accuracy. 

In contrast, :\1P, C:\1P, :\1L and CK J are less accurate in the regions where the 

outgroup edge is long. 

Correcting for multiple changes 

For this data, when T\ J is applied to distances that have been corrected for multiple 

changes there is a lower probability of recovering the correct tree than without using 

a correction. In the two-state case we compared the standard correction with the 

reduced bias correction of Tajima [98] . For sequence lengths of 100, over the whole 

range of parameters, T\ J recovered 60.9% of trees correctly, with the reduced bias 

correction it recovered 51 .6%, and with the standard correction only 46.4%. 

The better performance of the methods on uncorrected distances could be due 

in part to the following two effects. The first is amplification of sampling error, 

the variance of the uncorrected estimate is less than the variance of the corrected 

estimate by a factor proportional to ed, where d is the corrected distance [98] . 

Secondly, the standard correction has a bias towards over-correcting; it tends to 

make the corrected distances too large. The reduced bias correction performs b etter 

than the standard distance correction although, for this data, it is not as good as 

no correction at all. As well as reducing the bias, this estimate also has a lower 

variance than the standard correction ; it is not clear whether the reduced bias 

or the lower variance is the major contributing factor in its improved performance 

over the standard distance correction. 
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These observations are consistent with other simulation studies [83, 91 ] ,  where it 

was found that corrections for multiple substitutions are only helpful for recovering 

trees with unequal rates of change along edges. Kumar et al. [57] , in the manual for 

their phylogeny software package MEGA, give guidelines for when it is beneficial 

to use a correction. They state that, 

"vVhen the rate of nucleotide substitution is the same for all evolution

ary lineages and the number of nucleotides used is relatively small, the 

p [uncorrected] or Jukes-Cantor distance [standard correction] seems to 

give a correct tree more often than the Kimura distance even if there is 

some extent of transition/transversion bias (Schoniger and von Haeseler 

1993; Tajima and Takezaki , 1994) . vVhen the substitution rate varies 

with evolutionary lineage, however, this is not the case." 

The results of our analysis support their statement, trees were more accurately 

recovered using the uncorrected (p) distances than the Kimura (K2P) distances. 

Furthermore, in the two-state case, neighbor-joining was more accurate when ap

plied to uncorrected (p) distances (KJ) than when applied to distances with the 

standard correction (CK J) . 

Comparing .\tIP with CMP we see that for short sequences (c = 1 00 or 200) 

accuracy is slightly worse when the Hadamard based correction is used. However ,  

for longer sequences (c = 500 o r  1 ,000) C:VIP becomes comparatively more accurate, 

because it is consistent whereas .\tIP is not . 

Differences in two-state and four-state results 

There were several differences between the two-state and four-state simulations. 

(Kote that the expected number of changes along an edge was the same in each case, 

so in this sense it is valid to compare the results . )  All methods were more accurate 

on the four-state data. Also, the zone in which MP is inconsistent is smaller. The 

performance of each of the methods, averaged over the range of parameters x and 
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c = 100 c = 1000 
:v1ethod Two states Four states Two states Four states 

NJ 60 .9% 72.3% 94.0% 96. 7% 
CNJ 46.4% 65.6% 89.7% 95.4% 
CP 67 .0% 72.8% 94.7% 95.9% 
:VIP 48.4% 62.5% 80.0% 89.4% 

C:VIP 47.3% 62.2% 90.2% 94. 7% 
.\IlL 44. 6% 70.0% 92 .6% 98.0% 

Table 2.3 : Summary of the accuracy of the methods with two-state a nd fou r-state 
data .  

y ,  for c = 1 00 and c = 1 000, is summarised in table 2 .3 .  The difference in accuracy 

between KJ and CKJ for c = 1 00 was reduced from 14. 5% to 6 .7%, as the number 

of character states goes from two to four .  The method with the largest difference 

in accuracy is :\!IL, which for c = 100 is 25.4% more accurate on four-state data 

than two-state data. The reason that all the methods do better with four states 

than two is presumably the decreased frequency of parallel changes. 

Split decomposition 

For the four-state model, the study was extended to include the method of split 

decomposition [5] .  This method, as implemented in Splits Tree [49] , does not force 

the data to fit a tree, but instead produces a set of weakly compatible splits . For 

this reason, we cannot make a direct comparison between the accuracy of Splits Tree 

and the other methods. 

Split decomposition computes the isolation index of each split AIB as follows: 

where dxy is the (in these simulations, uncorrected ) distance between taxa x and 

y .  Only those splits with non-negative isolation indexes are displayed in the split 

decomposition graph. 
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Figure 2 .8 :  Accuracy of spl it decomposition with four-state data . As with the figu res 
2 . 6  and 2 .7  each box in the graph represents the enti re parameter range for a given 
method a nd sequence length .  The horizonta l axes show the length of the i nterna l  
edges (0 .01-0 . 10 )  and the vertical axes the length of the outgroup edge (0 . 20-0 .40) .  
Each column represents a d ifferent seq uence length , i ncreasing from left to right. The 
shading with i n  boxes ind icates the percentage of trees correct, i t  ranges from dark 
b lue representing 0% correct to dark red representing 100% correct. Row (a ) d isplays 
how often both of the correct sp l its had positive isolation i ndexes . Row (b) d isplays 
how often the tree formed from the pa i r  of compatible spl its with the l argest sum of 
iso lation i nd ices was correct . Row (c) d isp l ays how often the greedy combination of 
two compatible spl its gave the correct tree . 
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c = 100 c = 1000 
Presence 83.60% 98.40% 

Best Combination 68.67% 95.88% 
Greedy Combination 69.06% 95.88% 

Table 2 .4 :  Accuracy of spl it decomposition with fou r-state data . The first row shows 
the percentage of times the correct spl its had posit ive i solation i nd ices . The second 
row records how often the pair of spl its with l argest sum of isolat ion i nd ices gave the 
correct tree, and the th i rd row record how often the greedy combination of spl its gave 
the correct tree. 

The internal edges of the generating tree used in our simulations correspond to 

the the two non-trivial splits 1 2 1 345 and 125 134. The first measure of performance 

for ST records a success whenever both these splits have positive isolation index, 

the proportion of successes is shown in row (a) of figure 2 .8 .  It is possible to have 

as many as five non-trivial splits with positive isolation index [4] . This means that 

the two "true" splits will have a much greater opportunity to b e  included within 

a split decomposition graph than in a tree (formed by other methods) where there 

can be at most two non-trivial splits represented. As expected, ST does very well 

according to this criterion. 

In order to provide a comparison to the methods previously discussed, I chose 

two methods of deriving trees from the split decomposition, these were suggested 

in Bandelt and Dress ( 1992) [5] . The first method picks the pair of compatible 

splits with the largest sum of isolation indices. The second is a greedy algorithm 

where the split with the largest isolation index is chosen first , followed by the next 

largest split that is compatible with it . In each case, when the two selected splits 

are 1 2 1 345 and 34 1 125 a success is recorded. The results from these two approaches 

are displayed in rows (b) and (c) of figure 2 .8 .  The two methods have very similar 

accuracy. Both methods are more accurate than MP, CMP and CN J and slightly 

less assurate than NJ, UP and ML. Table 2 .4 records the percentage accuracy of the 

three measures of performance for split decomposition, for c = 1 00 and c = 1000. 
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Asymmetry of internal edges 

The model tree on which these simulations were based is symmetrical. For the 

two-state model, the simulation was also run with skewed trees where q1 2 345 and 

q34 125 differ, and the internal edges are adjusted so that the molecular-clock still 

holds. This did not greatly affect the patterns of accuracy seen in figure 2.6 (re

sults not shown) .  It seems that the length of the edge that the out group joins to  

(q12 345 + q34 125 )  has a greater impact on the accuracy than the  amount of asym

metry ( I  q12 345 - q34 1 25 \ ) ' However, if the out group joins close to one end of the 

internal edge of the ingroup tree it will be more prone to error than if it joins in 

the middle. 

Summary 

The existence of a molecular clock has an impact on the relative accuracy of tree 

estimation methods. It does not guarantee consistency for \lIP, but I\ J and CP are 

consistent on equal rate trees without requiring corrected distances [14J .  For the 

trees used in this simulation the distance based methods I\ J and CP outperform 

:VIP, CMP and \lIL. I\ J was more accurate than its corrected counterpart Cl'\ J 

over the entire parameter space tested. However, correcting parsimony was helpful 

within the range of parameters for which \lIP is inconsistent if the sequences were 

long enough (c >200-500) . 

2.4.2 Methods can be Consistent but Misleading 

It is well known that MP can be inconsistent with unequal rates of evolution. It 

can be seen from figures 2.6 and 2.7 that it can also be inconsistent for trees on 

five taxa with a molecular clock. This inconsistent zone occurs when the internal 

branches are short and the out group branch is long. For the two-state case on the 
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tree of figure 2 .3 ,  this occurs when 

(2 .2 )  

with A = e-O.2 and x and y as shown in figure 2 .3 .  (See appendix 2 .6 for derivation . )  

If  the parameters are outside the inconsistent zone for );lp, then as the sequence 

length c --+ 00, the probability that �lP recovers the correct tree tends to one. 

However, this does not guarantee that the correct tree will be recovered with greater 

probability than each of the other trees, for a fixed sequence length. Indeed, for 

some parameter choices outside, but close to the boundary of, the inconsistent zone, 

we discover that a group of specific incorrect trees are each selected with greater 

frequency than the generating tree. This effect diminishes as the parameters move 

away from the boundary. 

Consider the tree in figure 2.3 with x = 0 .016  and y = 0.3 .  These parameters 

place the tree just inside the consistent zone for the :ViP method , that is, the 

expected parsimony score for the generating tree ( ( ( 1 , 2 ) , (3 ,4) ) , 5) is less than for 

all other possible trees. However, consistency alone does not indicate how long 

sequences should be in order to recover the correct tree with high frequency. To 

estimate the relationship between the length of the sequences and the accuracy 

of the methods (KJ ,  CNJ, CP, .\AL, );lp, C:vIP) , 100,000 sequence samples were 

generated for each length C E {102 , 1 03 ,  l04} .  The results of this experiment for 

the two-state model are shown in table 2 .5 .  As expected, with short sequences, an 

incorrect tree is often selected. What was surprising was that for MP, four incorrect 

trees were each selected with greater frequency than the correct tree. These were 

the four trees where the ingroup phylogeny is correct , but the out group (taxon 5)  

is incorrectly joined to one of the external edges. Although it is not apparent with 

these parameter values, we later show that the other methods also suffer from the 

same problem, but to a lesser degree. 

For MP the simulations were extended to include more values of c within the 
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range 100-100,000, the results are displayed in figure 2 .9 .  With c = 100, :VIP 

selected the correct tree ( ( ( 1 ,2) , (3,4) ) ,5) in only 1 1 .3 0 .3% of trials, and each 

of the four trees where the outgroup is incorrectly j oined to a pendant edge in 

14.2 ± 0.3% of the trials. The remaining ten trees were selected on average in 

3.2 ± 0.2% of trials. With c = 1000, :viP selected the correct tree in 14.6 ± 0.4% 

of trials, and each of the other four trees 21 . 1  ± 0.6%. Thus, even though the 

expected parsimony length of the generating tree ( ( ( 1 ,2 ) , (3 ,4) ) ,5) is shortest, each 

of the four other trees was selected with a significantly greater frequency. Over 

the range of sequence lengths c =100-1000, the proportion of trials in which the 

four incorrectly rooted trees are chosen increases faster than for the correct tree . 

Kot until c = 5 , 000 is the correct tree most frequently selected. Eventually, for 

sequences of length c = 1 06 , only the correct tree is selected. 

"Ve now explain this counter-intuitive result for :VIP. :viP uses the Fitch algo

rithm to calculate the number of changes required at each site on a given tree . In 

the five taxon case the total cost can be decomposed as follows: 

Let L(T) be the parsimony length of a tree, T. 

where, 

L (T) #S + #e + 2#1 

(2c - 2#K - IS) - #e 

M - #e, 

K = constant sites ,  

S = singleton sites, 

C = non-singleton sites compatible with the edge splits of T, 

I = non-singleton sites incompatible with the edge splits of T, and 

c = sequence length. 
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Figure 2.9: The M islead ing Zone for MP. Each point on the graph represents 100,000 
repetitions .  The mislead ing zone extends to a pproximately c = 5000. The l i ne  for 
( 12 ) (34)5 shows the frequency with which the correct tree was chosen .  (12)3(45) is 
one of the four trees where the outgroup has i ncorrectly been joined to an externa l  
edge. "Other" is the average of  the ten trees with a n  i ncorrect ingroup .  The tree for 
th is  simu l ation has parameters x = 0.016,  Y = 0.3 ,  see f igure 2 .3 .  
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( 1  tree) (each of 4 trees) (each of 1 0  trees) 

.v1ethod (c = 100) Correct Tree Outgroup vVrong All Other Trees 

.v1P 1 1 . 3% 14 .2% 3 . 2% 

C.v1P 18 . 5% 1 2 .0% 3 .4% 

1'\J 22. 2% 1 2.3% 2 . 9% 

C1'\J 13.8% 1 3.8% 3 . 1% 

CP 24.9% 9 .3% 3 .8% 

.v1L 1 6. 2% 14 .0% 2 .8% 

.v1ethod (c = 1000) Correct Tree Outgroup vVrong All Other Trees 

:"1P 14 .6% 2 1 . 1%  0 . 1%  

C:"1P 64. 0% 8.4% 0 . 2% I 1'\J 78.9% 5 .2% 0 . 0% 

C1'\J 59. 2% 9 .9% 0 . 1%  

CP 83. 6% 3 .2% 0 .3% 

.v1L 74.6% 6 .3% 0 . 0% 

:"1ethod (c = 10, 000) Correct Tree Outgroup vVrong All Other Trees 

:vIP 24.6% 18 .9% 0 .0% 

C.v1P 100 .0% 0 .0% 0 . 0% 

1'\J  1 00 .0% 0 .0% 0 . 0% 

C1'\J 99.3% 0 .2% 0 .0% 

ep 100.0% 0 .0% 0 . 0% 

:"1L 1 00.0% 0 .0% 0 . 0% 

Table 2 .5 :  The frequencies with which d ifferent trees were recovered .  I n  a l l  cases the 
standard error of these va l ues was smal l « 1%)  so they are not reported in the table .  
For the generating tree (x = 0 .016 ,  Y = 0.3 ,  see figu re 2 . 3) a l l  these methods are 
consistent. 
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M = 2e - 2#K - #S is the same for each five taxon tree for a given data set . 

se represents the expected sequence spectrum.  Let S represent the observed 

sequence spectrum (selected from 8 ) , for each split a of the taxon set , So: is the 

number of sites that induce the split a. So, the correct tree, To , and four most 

frequently occurring incorrect trees, T1 , T2 , T3 and T1,  have the following parsimony 

lengths: 

L(To) = L(  ( (1 , 2 ) ,  (3 , 4 ) ) ,  5) = M - 812 345 - 834125 

L(Td = L(  ( (1 , 5) , 2) ,  (3 , 4 ) )  = M - 815 234 - 834 125 

L(T2 ) = L( ( (2, 5 ) ,  1 ) ,  (3 , 4 ) )  = M - 825 134 - 834 125 

L(T'I) = L( ( ( 1 , 2 ) , 3) , (4, 5 ) )  = M - 812 345 - 8123 45 

L(T4 ) = L( ( (l ,  2) , 4) ,  (3 , 5 ) )  = M - 812 ,345 - 812435 

�ow, due to the symmetry of our model tree, 815 234 = 825 134 = 835 124 = 845 ' 123 

and 8 12 34.5 = 834 125 ' This means that each of the four incorrect trees , T1 , T2 , To, and 

T4 has the same expected length. Furthermore, at the boundary of inconsistency, 

these six 80: values are equal, hence each of the five trees To, . . .  , T4 has equal 

expected length, and this is smaller than the expected length of each of the other 

ten possible trees. 

However, for simulations with the parameters at the boundary of inconsistency 

(x = 0 .014825 and y = 0.3) , MP does not select each of the five competing trees 

with equal frequency. The parsimony length of the correct tree, To, is minimal only 

when both: 

• 812 '345 is greater than both 815 i 234 and 825' 134 

• 834 ; 125 is greater than both 835 124 and 845 ; 123 . 
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(1 tree) (each of 4 trees) (each of 1 0  trees) 
c Correct Tree Outgroup Wrong All Other Trees 

1 00 1 0.4% 14.0% 3 .4% 
1 , 000 1 1 .3% 2 1 . 7% 0 .2% 
10 , 000 1 1 . 1 %  22 .2% 0 . 0% 
1 00 , 000 1 1 . 1%  22 .2% 0 .0% 

Table 2 .6 :  With the parameters set to x = 0 .014825 and y = 0.3 (from equation 2 . 2 ) ,  
the model tree is at the boundary of consistency (to Sdp) . The frequencies converge 
to � a nd � as the sequence length i ncreases. 

Each of the six 8a terms have equal expected value. Hence, 8 12 315 is expected to 

be greater than both 815 234 and 825 1 34 in one third of the samples, and, indepen

dently, 834 125 is expected to be greater than both 835 121 and 845 1 23 in one third 

of the samples. Thus, we expect L(To) to be minimal amongst the five trees in  

approximately one ninth of the samples. 'When the sequence length c i s  small , one 

of the remaining ten trees could be minimal, but as c is increased, the proportion 

of samples where To is selected will tend to � ,  while the frequency of each of the 

other four trees will tend to �. Our simulations at the boundary of inconsistency 

supported these conclusions as can be seen in table 2 .6 .  

VVe observe this effect changing as the parameters move off the boundary into the 

consistent zone. Consider altering the x and y parameters slightly so that the tree 

is consistently estimated by .\lP, for example, to the parameters used in table 2 .3  

and figure 2 . 9  (x  = 0 .016  and y = 0 .3) . The expected frequency of  the correct splits 

are 812 '345 = 834 125 = 0.0172 and the sampling variance is V(8 1 2 345 ) = 0.01689/c. 

The expected frequency of the four splits where taxon 5 joins to taxon 1 , 2,3 or 

4 is 815 ,234 = 0.0165 and the sampling variance is V(S 15 234 ) = 0 .01621/c [104] . 

Although this tree is consistently estimated by MP, it is not until c becomes large 

(c > 5000 ) , and hence the sampling variance is small, that the correct tree is most 

frequently chosen. Figure 2 . 1 0  shows the expected frequencies of the non-trivial 

splits for the tree with x = 0.016,  Y = 0 .3 .  

We investigated further to see if other tree-estimation methods suffered from a 
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0.025.-----------------------------, 

0.02 

Figure 2 . 10 :  The expected frequencies of the non-trivi a l  spl its for the tree with x = 
0.016,  Y = 0.3 .  Note that the spl its a are l abe l led with only one ha lf of the partition 
AIB.  The two correct spl its 12 1 345 and 34 1 1 25 ,  have the l a rgest expected va l ues 812 
and 834 , shown i n  bright b lue and red , but if either of the observed frequencies 815 
or 825 are l a rger tha n  812 , or either of 835 or 845 are larger than 834 then an i ncorrect 
topology wi l l  be chosen . The l ine cross ing each bar shows ± one sta ndard deviation 
for the observed frequency of each split for c = 1000. As c gets l a rger the standard 
deviation becomes sma l ler, a nd the probabi l ity that 812 a nd 834 wil l  be the l argest two 
splits in the observed sequence spectrum tends to 1 .  
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"misleading" effect, similar to the one illustrated for .\lIP in figure 2 .9, with more 

extreme values of the parameters. vVe kept the sample size c = 100 and the edge 

parameters as they are shown in figure 2 .3  with y = 0.3 ,  the value of x, the length 

of the internal edges, was increased from zero until the frequency of the correct 

tree was higher than the frequency of each of the four trees with the incorrectly 

joined outgroup. For I\ J and ep the value of x only had to be increased to :::: 0 .005 

for the frequencies to become equal. The effect lasted longer for other methods, 

CP x c:::: 0.006, .\;lL x :::: 0.008, CI\J x :::: 0.016 and for .\!IP x c:::: 0.020. So, all the 

methods tested here suffer from this problem but to a lesser extent than .\!IP. 

To gain some insight into why all the methods have a "misleading" zone, con

sider the generating tree To in the case where y = 0.3 as x -7 O. At x = 0 this is 

the star tree, where the external edges leading to the taxa 1 ,  2 ,  3, 4 have length 0 . 1  

and the edge leading to the out group taxon 5 has length 0 .3 .  vVe classify the fifteen 

possible trees on five taxa into two classes. Twelve where the out group is paired 

with another taxon (type 1 ) ,  and three where the outgroup is not part of a neigh

bouring pair (type 2) , the correct tree To is of type 2. Simulations at this boundary 

tree reveal that all of the methods studied here have a bias towards choosing trees 

of type 1 ,  where the outgroup (taxon 5) is part of a neighbouring pair with an

other taxa, results are shown in table 2 .7. A continuity argument suggests that on 

increasing x slightly from zero there will still be a bias for selecting an incorrect 

(type 1 )  tree. 

The existence of these "misleading" zones, where the tree estimate is consistent 

but other trees are selected more frequently for bounded sequence lengths, does not 

appear to have been previously reported. However, other unexpected tree estima

tion effects have been discussed in the literature. These include a simulation study 

by Yang ( 1997) [ 1 10] showing that for some trees ML is more accurate assuming an 

incorrect (simpler) model of evolution than that used to generate the data. Bruno 

and Halpern ( 1999) [ 11 ]  suggested that this is due to the simple model being bi

ased towards the tree that in this instance happens to be correct . They report 
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;vlethod c =  100 c = 1 000 
I\J 1 1 .65% (0 .15)  1 1 . 17% (0.22) 
CP 1 1 .04% (0 . 12 )  10.36% (0. 1 1 )  
M P  3.59% (0 .10)  0 .00% (0.00) 
.\1L 9.06% (0. 71 ) 10 .32% (0.62) 

Table 2 . 7: Data was s imu l ated along a star tree where the edges to taxa 1 , 2 , 3 ,  
and 4 h ad l ength 0 .1 ,  a nd the edge to taxon 5 had l ength 0 .3 .  The table records the 
percentage of times that a tree is estimated where the outgroup,  taxon 5, does not 

form a neighbouri ng pa i r  with any other taxa . There are th ree out of fifteen such trees . 
However, these are chosen significantly l ess frequently than 1

35 = 20% of the time. E ach 
entry represents 10  x 10, 000 repetitions, with the exception of M L  for which 10 x l , 000 
repetitions were performed . The number in brackets is the standard error. 

that for other trees the true model (Le.  the one used to generate the sequences) 
is superior to the simple model . Posada and Crandall (2001 ) [75J give an example 

of fortuitously biased simple models leading to, what they suggest are, better tree 

estimates in retroviruses. Kim ( 1993) [52J in a simulation study of CP, :\lIP and 1\ J 

states that "Both �1P and l\"J methods estimate certain kinds of topologies more 

frequently than others and in a more marked way than does the {JP method. "  A 

topological bias for some methods was also reported by Charleston ( 1994) [14 ,  1 5J . 

A recent paper by Kim (2000) [53J suggests a geometric framework for studying 

the interaction between the tree and tree estimation methods in order to better 

understand the above effects. Following on from Efron et al. ( 1996) [26] , Kim 

(2000) considers the space of all possible data sets. Each tree estimation method 

divides this space into different regions, each region representing the tree that the 

method estimates on those data points. In figure 1 2  of his paper, Kim [53J outlines 

a hypothetical scenario where an inconsistent method becomes more accurately 

estimated over a finite range of sequence lengths. The "misleading" effect that we 

describe is the converse to Kim's example. Here a consistent method is progressively 

less accurately estimated over a finite range of sequence lengths. 
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Given that a tree has been recovered incorrectly, it is informative to categorise 

different errors that can occur. "vVe divide the incorrect trees into two classes :  (in

group correct) trees where it is only the outgroup (taxon 5) that has been placed 

incorrectly; and (ingroup incorrect) trees where the structure of the ingroup (taxa 

1 , 2 ,3 ,4) , in the five-taxon tree, is  incorrect . This second class of trees was re

estimated on the ingroup alone. This second class of trees is divided into two 

sub-classes: those where the ingroup is still incorrect ; and those where the ingroup 

is correct . In this last subclass the inclusion of the outgroup has had a confound

ing effect , that is, adding the outgroup causes the ingroup tree to be incorrectly 

recovered. This categorisation of errors is summarised in figure 2. 1 1 ,  where the 

percentage of trials resulting in each category is reported. 

It can be seen from figure 2 . 1 1  that the most common cause of error is that 

the method has joined the out group to the wrong edge of the ingroup tree. Of 

the fourteen incorrect trees on five taxa, four of them have the correct ingroup 

structure but the outgroup is wrongly placed. The proportion of these four trees 

greatly outweighs that of the ten trees with incorrect ingroup structure. 

The methods vary in the frequency with which they are confounded by the 

inclusion of the outgroup. With K J, :\1L and :\1P the addition of an outgroup 

can decrease the accuracy with which the ingroup is recovered, but with CP this 

is very rarely observed. In the simulations with two-state characters K J was the 

most likely method to be confounded. This may be because the K J criterion is 

dependent on all pairwise distances, whereas CP identifies only the smallest entry 

in the distance matrix and joins the corresponding pair . Thus for CP, the inclusion 

of the outgroup has little effect on how it constructs the rest of the tree. 

Another question is whether the inclusion of an outgroup can ever improve the 

accuracy of tree estimation. To test this we constructed trees separately both with 

and without the outgroup. We found it was rare « 1 %) that any of these methods 
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,------ All Cases ---------, 
COlTect I Inc01Tect� 

Ingroup Correct Ingroup Incorrect 
I I 

Unconfounded Confounded 

I 

UP 
NJ �-

-------------------,-�-------

(a) CNJ 
MP 
CP �---------------,�------------

ML L-___________ � _______________ __ 

UP 
NI �---------------------------+-------

(b) CNJ 
MP �----------------------,�----------
CP 
ML L-______________________ -L ______ � 

Figure 2 . 1 1 :  Frequencies of the different types of error. The resu lts are shown for 
sequences of length c = 1 00 with the two-state model (a ) , and four-state K2P model 
(b) . The top bar d isplays the shading sca le for the d ifferent types of error . " Ingroup 
correct" are those trees where the only error i s  the mispl acement of the outgroup .  The 
" ingroup i ncorrect" trees are those where the i nterna l  structure of the tree is wrong. 
Trees are sa id to be "confounded" if the fou r  taxon ingroup tree was correct and only 
became incorrect when the outgroup was added . A tree is "unconfounded" if it was 
wrong regard less of i nc luding the outgroup .  The bars for NJ ,  CNJ ,  UP, M P  and CMP  
represent averages from 10,000 repetitions o f  each the parameter va l ues described i n  
table 2 . 1 .  The resu lts for M L  are averages from 1000 repetitions o f  the parameter 
va l ues. 
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would produce an incorrect ingroup tree, but find the correct five-taxon tree. It 

is more frequently observed that the inclusion of an outgroup disrupts the ingroup 

tree. For this reason, it is good practice to construct trees both with and without 

the outgroup. If the topology of the ingroup changes when the out group is included 

in the analysis, it is likely that the tree estimated without the outgroup is more 

accurate. 

Further work that could be done in this area is to check the impact of including 

an out group in trees with greater numbers of taxa. Also, it would be interesting to 

investigate how the accuracy of outgroup placement is influenced by using a larger 

number of out group taxa. 

2.5 D iscussion 

Several interesting effects have been reported in this chapter and are relevant to 

practical examples. Four effects are discussed in greater detail: the existence of a 

zone of inconsistency for .:vIP with equal rates; the detrimental effect of correcting 

for multiple changes with short sequences; the newly reported zone where methods 

are consistent but misleading; and finally, the difficulty of getting an out group to 

correctly j oin with a short edge of an ingroup tree. 

The simulation study illustrates the observation of Hendy and Penny ( 1989) 

[43J that :MP can be inconsistent with equal rates if there is a combination of short 

and long edges within the tree. Correcting parsimony for multiple changes (C.\1P) 
via Hadamard conjugation makes it consistent. In the five-taxon case presented 

here .MP is consistent when applied to each of the four quartets of the tree, but 

inconsistent when applied to the tree as a whole. 

It was seen that correcting for multiple changes is not always beneficial . Clearly 

if the generating tree has significantly different rates of change along its edges then 

correction is necessary for methods to remain consistent. However, if the generating 

tree obeys a molecular clock then corrections for mUltiple changes will both bias and 
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increase the variance of the distances, without improving the chances of recovering 

the correct tree. Our results suggest that for short sequence lengths « 500 sites, not 

including sites that are invariable for biochemical reasons) where the assumption 

of equal rates cannot be rejected, one should test the effect of omitting corrections 

for multiple changes. 

"Ve discovered a misleading zone where, although methods are consistent , for 

bounded sequence lengths the correct tree was recovered less frequently than some 

other individual incorrect trees. This effect was most pronounced for MP where 

for the correct tree to be chosen it had to "win" two independent competitions 

between splits (so ,) ,  whereas the incorrectly rooted topologies only required one 

strong supporting pattern to be chosen .  

Finally, rooting a tree by joining a distant out group to  a small internal edge 

will frequently cause problems. Csually only the placement of the outgroup will 

be incorrect , not the internal structure of the tree. However, some methods are 

susceptible to being confounded by the inclusion of an outgroup. This suggests 

that it is good policy to make a phylogeny both with and without an outgroup 

and compare the results. In this study, when the rooted and unrooted ingroup 

structures differed, then the unrooted tree was more frequently correct . I expect 

that this would also be true for trees with greater numbers of taxa. Although 

this study has been specifically looking at five-taxon trees, it is expected that the 

problems raised are pertinent to larger trees, as five-taxon subtrees of this type will 

be embedded within larger trees. 

Error free reconstruction of phylogenetic trees is impossible, however, the more 

that is known about the performance of different methods under a range of con

ditions the better the chance of detecting errors. While there is no universally 

successful method, some methods will be better than others for a given data set . 

For a small number of taxa, if a data set appears to be clock-like then an uncor

rected distance based method such as UP  or N J may be more accurate than M P  

or ML. 
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2.6 Appendix 

Derivation of equation 2 .2  

Recall that for the tree shown in figure 2.3 812 = 831 and 815 = 825 = 835 = 815 ' 

:Vlaximum parsimony will be inconsistent if and only if 815 812 > 0 which implies 

L.:: (ha'231 - ha. 1 2) 7'a > 0 
a 

or, equivalently 

(2 .3 )  

where Hadamard entry ha. (3 = (_ 1 ) an(3 and r = exp (Hs) (l\'ote, see [45] for a 

description of how the s and r vectors are indexed. ) 
Let A = e�O.2 , B = e�2x and C = e�2y with x and y as in figure 2 .3 , 0 :::; x :::; 0. 1 

and y > x + 0 . 1 .  

7'1 = 7'3 = 7'4 = e�2(O. l+x+y) = ABC 

'r - or - e�2(O.2+2x) - A2B2 23 - ' 24 - -

'Y' - e�2(O.2) - A2 ' 12 - -

.,.. - e�2(0.1) - A4 , 1234 - -

Substituting these values for 7' a into 2.3 we find that :ViP is inconsistent if, 

or, rearranging 

C A(1  + A2 - 2B2) 
< A2B - B 

C < 
A 

(2B - B�I _ A2B�I ) 
1 - A2 
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NJ is unaffected by the length of the outgroup edge 

I 

Proposition: The net divergence Sij is changed by a common amount for all 

i ,  j when the distance from one taxon, a E X, to each other taxon is changed by a 

common amount. 

Proof: Let D be a distance matrix on a set X of n taxa. The net divergence 

is Sij = (n - 2)Dij - R - Rj ,  where R is the sum of the distances in row i .  

Form a new matrix D* by increasing all the distances t o  the taxon a E X by  a 

constant amount x. 

l\'ow, for i =f a, j =f a 

S· · - 2x tJ 

and, for i = a ,  j =f a 

S�j (n - 2)(Daj + x) - (Ra + (N - l)x) - (Rj + x) 

As Sij is symmetric this proves our proposition. I 
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This chapter presents work initiated in collaboration with YIassey ecologists David 

Lambert and Peter Ritchie [58J . They have collected a large sample of sequences 

from HyperVariable Region I (HVRI) of the Adelie penguin (Pygoscelis adeliae) 

mitochondrial genome,  the data comprises both ancient and modern mitochondrial 

(mt) DI\A. The ancient mtDI\A has been recovered from bones preserved in or

nithogenic soils [42] ; many of these bones have been carbon dated. The Adelie data 

set provides a unique opportunity to observe HVRI in snapshots through time. 

The central questions motivating my involvement in this project are :  Has mea

surable evolution taken place in Adelie penguins over the time scale represented, 

and furthermore, at what rate is HVRI evolving? Another important aspect is to 

judge how best the ongoing collection of modern and ancient samples should b e  

carried out t o  help answer the above questions. 

In the following section I give some background on the data collection and 
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some relevant properties of HVRI. In section 3.3 I discuss the simulation study of 

the birth/death process in Adelie penguin populations, which aimed to estimate 

statistical properties of the coalescent process . In section 3 .4  a discovery curve is 

fit to the data in order to estimate the proportion of haplotypes that have been 

sampled. Section 3.5 contains preliminary phylogenetic analysis of the data, which 

reveals why standard tree estimation techniques are unsatisfactory in this case. In 

section 3.6 a median network [3, 6] is developed for the data, and the subgroups 

defined in the median network are tested for correlation to geographical location. 

Lastly, in section 3.7 ,  a method is developed that uses the network of modern and 

ancient samples to estimate the rate of evolution for HVRI, this method is applied 

to the data set . A randomisation test is conducted to measure the extent of the 

bias in the rate estimation method. 

The work in this chapter has been influenced by the help of a number of people 

who have offered both expertise and financial support. In particular I would like to 

acknowledge: Andreas Dress and Katharina Huber for their advice on using median 

networks; Bill :\1artin for interesting discussion; AlIen Rodrigo and Alexei Drum

mond for their suggestions on how to validate the median network rate estimation 

method and other statistical advice. Thanks go to Andreas Dress, Vincent Moulton 

and Allen Rodrigo for supporting me with their various grants and hosting me at 

their institutions. 

3.2 Background 

Adelie penguins live in large colonies along the coast of Antarctica [109] . Over 

the Antarctic summer they return to the coastal rock shelves in order to breed. 

During this time the Adelie penguin chicks, in particular, are subject to high levels 

of mortality. Their remains are usually left in their nesting areas, so over many 

thousands of years deposits of penguin bones and guano have built up, forming 

ornithogenic soils down to I"V 1 meter. Once the bones are beneath the surface, they 
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stay at a roughly constant sub-zero temperature; cold, dry conditions like those 

found in the Antarctic have been found to preserve DNA [59J . 

using ancient DNA technology [48, 71]  Peter Ritchie was able to extract high 

quality mtDNA from bones carbon dated as old as 6082 years [82J . By digging 

down through abandoned penguin colonies it was possible for Ritchie and team to 

compile a data set of serially preserved DNA samples. In addition they collected 

and sequenced a large number of blood samples from living Adelies . This data set 

provides a unique opportunity to examine evolution in action. 

As of ).;lay 2001 the data set consisted of sequences from 322 modern (living) 

Adelies, and 79 ancient bones whose carbon dates range back to 6082 years . The 

amount of sequence aligned over all 404 samples is 353bp. The sequences come from 

the control region of the mitochondrial genome, in particular the section known as 

HyperVariable Region I (HVRI) . 

.vlitochondrial DKA is typically passed down through the female line and is not 

thought to be subject to recombination [9] . This implies that it should, in theory, 

be possible to use mtDKA to reconstruct a tree representing the mitochondrial 

genealogy of samples within a species. For example, HVRI has been previously 

used to study patterns of migration in human populations [6, 8, 106J . Rates in  

HVRI are thought to  be  highly variable across sites, and transitions are far more 

common than transversions [65J . These factors mean that the data set is likely to 

contain a lot of homoplasy (parallel changes and reversals) ,  this makes reliable tree 

construction difficult. 

In most vertebrate species HVRI evolves quickly compared to other parts of 

the mt genome [87, 1 ] .  In a study of snowgeese Quinn [78J estimated that HVRI 

evolves 1 0.4 times faster than the average rate for the mt genome. The currently 

accepted rate for HVRI, based on phylogenetic information i n  combination with 

the fossil record, is 0 .208 substitutions per site per million years (s/s/).;lyr) [78] . 

Based on this rate of 0. 208 s/s/Myr we would expect there to have been only 0 .44 

changes over the 353bp aligned region between a 6000yr old sample and any one of 
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its currently living direct descendants. One aim of this study is to test if a direct 

estimate of the rate based on the ancient D l'\ A corresponds to the rate suggested 

by the fossil record and phylogenetic evidence. 

\Vhen David Lambert and Peter Ritchie began this project they hoped to be 

able to identify direct descendents of ancient samples. Given such ancestor descen

dent pairs, it would be possible to count the number of differences in their DI\A 

sequences, divide this by the carbon date, and thus estimate the rate of mutation. 

These estimates could be combined for each ancestor-descendant pair by taking 

an average. There is merit in the simplicity of this idea, but unfortunately there 

are obstacles. Firstly, there is no guarantee that a particular ancient sequence will 

come from a bird with any living descendants, alternatively, an ancient sequence 

may have existing descendants that are not represented in the modern sample. 

Even given the existence of ancestor-descendent pairs within the sample, it will not 

be trivial to identify them on the basis of sequence similarity over the HVRI region 

alone. 

To focus on the sampling problem imagine that all of the ancient samples are 

the same age. Then for a given living bird the probability of sampling its direct 

ancestor is 1ft where Ns is the size of the ancient sample, for the Adelie data 

about 80, and N is the female population size, say 10 ,000 for an average colony. 

For this example the probability of sampling a direct ancestor-descendent pair is 

0.008. (Note that our ancient samples have actually been collected from a number 

of different colonies. )  This highlights how unlikely it is that we have sampled any 

direct ancestor-descendent pairs. 

One approach, suggested by David Lambert , is to find the closest living sequence 

to each of the ancient sequences and assume that it is a direct descendent. The 

closest sample meaning the one that differs at the least number of sites in the 

alignment , identical matches are possible. The majority of ancient samples will 

have no living descendants within our modern sample, so the ancient sample and 

its closest modern sample will probably be related through some common ancestor, 
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rather than a direct line of descent as depicted in figure 3. 1 .  The effective time 

during which nucleotide substitutions can accrue between a pair of samples is twice 

the time back to their most recent common ancestor (yIRCA) ,  minus the ages of 

both samples. This means that the effective times between each pair of modern and 

ancient sequences is likely to be much larger than the age of the ancient sequence 

as measured by carbon dating. Hence, the method of counting the number of 

differences between an ancient sequence and the modern sequence closest to it , and 

then dividing this number by the age of the ancient sample, will tend to overestimate 

the rate. 

Ancient 
Ancient 

� 
� 

Ancient 

Modern Modern Modem 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 3 . 1 :  The idea l  case (a)  where the ancient sample has a d i rect descendan t  
amongst the modern samples is u n l ikely to occur .  It i s  possible that the effective 
time between the two samples may be greater (b) , or even m uch greater (c) , than  the 
d ifference in  their ages. 

Another factor that is not accounted for by the method described above i s  

multiple substitutions at a single site. The number o f  differences observed between 

any two sequences is a lower bound on the number of substitutions that actually 

occurred, This problem is exacerbated by the strong transition bias, meaning 

that sites may switch back and forward within either the purines {A, G} or the 

pyrimidines { C,T}. Also, the sites may evolve at different rates 1 . The effect 

l This begs the question that if there are highly different substitution rates along the DNA 
molecule, which one are we trying to measure? What we mean to do is measure the average rate 
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of ignoring multiple changes is to underestimate the number of substitutions and 

hence underestimate the rate. 

In order to better understand how biased the direct descent assumption is I 

conducted a simulation study of the birth/death process within an Adelie penguin 

population. 

3 .3 Simulations 

The aim of this experiment was to use a simulated model of a penguin population 

over a long period of time to build an empirical distribution of the effective times 

between pairs of penguins. If a pair of penguins is contemporary then the effective 

time between them is simply twice the time to their MRCA. 

The population is simulated forwards through time from an initial seed popu

lation. A sample is then drawn from the modern (simulated) penguins, and the 

genealogy of this sample is reconstructed using information stored during the simu

lation. Repeating this process we can derive information on the mean and variation 

of the effective time between random pairs of penguins. Furthermore, given a model 

of sequence evolution, we could evolve sequences along the recovered trees . Then 

the procedure suggested by Lambert, where the closest modern sequence to an an

cestral sample is assumed to be a direct descendant , could be tested to estimate by 

how much it underestimates the effective t ime between pairs. 

A theoretical approach to the same question would be to use the coalescent 

[55, 56] to derive expected times between pairs. The coalescent is a continuous

time Markov chain that describes the relationships between individuals within a 

haploid population. The assumptions of the coalescent about population structure 

are quite strong. In particular, following the description in [56] , the assumptions 

are: 

• Discrete non-overlapping generations . 

of evolution across all sites of the aligned segment of the HVRI molecule. 
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• Each individual has exactly one parent in the previous generation. 

• Constant population size IV. 

• The number of offspring born to an individual is a random variable subject 

to the restriction that the sum of offspring born to all the individuals in each 

generation is IV .  

• The number of offspring per individual follows a symmetric multinomial dis

tribution (under the neutral Wright-Fisher model ) . 

These assumptions are mathematically equivalent to members of a given gen

eration choosing their parents at random from the previous generation [56J . In the 

context of the coalescent, each generation is equivalent to a breeding season. The 

first assumption, of non-overlapping generations, is clearly violated in Adelie pop

ulations, individual penguins may live and breed over many seasons. In practice, 

Adelie penguin clutch sizes have never been observed to be more than two, so the 

last assumption is biologically unrealistic because it does not restrict parents to two 

chicks per season. It is possible to treat arbitrary distributions of family sizes given 

an appropriate adjustment of the real population size to an "effective population 

size" (Ellen Baake, personal communication) .  However, such adjustments to the 

standard coalescent are not used here. The second assumption is true given that 

mtDl'\A is only inherited maternally, and the third assumption may be a reason

able approximation to the truth over the time-scale of the data (David Lambert, 

personal communication) . 

For a constant population of size IV the expected time to the MRCA for a 

random pair of penguins is predicted by coalescent theory to be IV, with a variance 

of IV (IV - 1 ) [56J . We shall see how this expectation compares with the results from 

our simulations under more realistic assumptions about population structure. 

S imulating a penguin population requires information about penguin life-cycles 

and breeding habits. In particular, approximations are needed for the birth and 
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death distributions, that is, the probability p = B (x, a) of a penguin laying x 

female eggs given its age a, and the probability p = D(a) of a penguin dying given 

its age. I used information from two studies on the Adelie life-cycle [63, 1 09] , 

these studies gave empirical reports of the birth and death distributions, and also 

some information on colony size which is highly variable from colony to colony 

(observations ranged from 20-200,000 pairs with many in the range 20,000-30,000) 

[ 109] . 

The following aspects are modelled in the birth/death process. 

• Clutch sizes are observed to have one or two eggs in 20% and 80% of cases 

respectively. 

• The sex ratio at hatching is 1 :  1 .  

• Age of first breeding has the following distribution: 25% at 4yrs, 25% at 5yrs, 

25% at 6yrs and 25% at 7 years. 

• 60% of eggs successfully hatch. 

• 75% of hatched chicks survive to fledging. 

• Adult birds (older than 4 years) have a 1 0% mortality rate per year. 

Table 3 .1  is a condensed representation of the points above. Note that because 

we are only interested in the genealogy of the mitochondrial DNA, and this passes 

exclusively through the maternal line we need only record the births of female 

chicks. 

The first model was very straightforward, in each year every living penguin has 

a probability of having zero, one, or two female chicks survive to fledging, and a 

probability of dying, as summarised in table 3 . 1 .  The simulation moved in time 

steps of one year. This model led to unstable populations that grew very quickly. 

Penguin colony sizes are observed to be roughly stable, so I altered the model 

to include a phase that killed off "excess" penguins, and thus kept a limit on the 
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Age of Pr (x female chicks survive to fledging) Pr (survival 
Mother x = O  x = l  x = 2  of mother) 
3- 0 0 0 0. 700 
4 0 .825 0. 1 25 0 .050 0 .900 
5 0 .650 0 .250 0 . 1 00 0 .900 
6 0 .475 0 .375 0 . 1 50 0 .900 
7+ 0 .300 0. 500 0 .200 0 .900 

Table 3 . 1 :  Birth and Death probabi l ities used In  the s imulation of Adelie pengu i n  
populations. 

maximum number of living penguins. This is possibly a realistic model of predation 

and limited food resources acting to keep the penguin population in balance.  

As the whole population, both living and dead, needed to be recorded I wanted 

the simulation to be as efficient as possible in terms of space. The penguin popula

tion is represented by an array, with a column of three integers for each individual 

female. For each individual I record: the year each penguin was born, which col

umn contains the penguin's mother, and a third integer that implements a linked 

list of all the living penguins. On the computers available the upper limit on array 

size was approximately 700, 000 x 3. The size of this data structure meant that the 

maximum population size that could be simulated on the computers available was 

approximately 300 penguins over 5, 700 years. 

The purpose of the simulation was to estimate the distribution of times back 

to the MRCA for selected pairs of penguins. To do this each selected pair of 

penguins must have a single common ancestor within the period of time that has 

been simulated. Hence, the speed at which the population coalesces puts a limit 

on the size of the population that can be modelled. For instance, the observed 

proportion of simulation runs for populations of size 300 that did not coalesce 

within 5 ,700 years was 1 .8 x 1 0-4. Kingman [56] gives a theoretical upper bound 

on the probability that a population of size N will not have coalesced within 9 

generations of 3 (1 - N-1 )g .  For N = 300 and 9 = 5, 700 this upper bound i s  

1 .628 X 1 0-8. So, under more realistic assumptions, the time to a common ancestor 
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Simulation Theoretical 
Popn. Size Mean time Standard Mean time Standard 

to MRCA Deviation to :'vIRCA Deviation 
1 00 471 .35 461 .47 1 00.00 99.50 
200 926.52 917 .06 200.00 199 .50 
300 1428 . 1 0* 1 197.26* 300.00 299 .50 

Table 3 .2 :  M ea ns and standard deviations of the time to the M RCA for pa i rs of 
contemporary pengu i ns .  For comparison both the simu l ation resu lts, a nd the val ues 
predicted by coa lescent theory [56] are shown . (Note that for populations of size 300 
not a l l  the samples coa lesced , the resu lts were obtained by sett ing the va lues for the 
0 . 018% of pa i rs that had no common ancestor to the maximum possible va lue of 5 ,700 
years .  ) 

i s  greater than that predicted by coalescent theory. 

I performed simulations with population size limits of 100 ,  200 and 300. For 

each generated genealogy I took a sample of 20  living birds and calculated the time 

to the MRCA for each pair of birds in the sample. This process was repeated 1 ,000 

times for each of the three population sizes . The results are shown in table 3.2 .  

Given these three simulations (N = 100 , 200, 300) the relationship between the 

time to a );1RCA for a pair of penguins and population size appears to be linear, 

as with the theoretical coalescent of Kingman. In each case the mean time in years 

to the );1RCA for pairs of penguins is approximately 4 .5  times the population size. 

However, it may be misleading to extrapolate to realistic population sizes. 

Originally I had hoped to extend this simulation to modelling the process of 

sequence evolution as well. It became obvious that this would greatly exceed the 

memory resources in the computers I had access to. The simulation is limited to 

a maximum population size of 300. The field study sampled over 400 penguins 

from a population that may be as big as 1 0,000,000. (It is unclear what effect 

migration between different colonies will have on the effective population size . )  This 

means there is no chance of simulating the sampling process on a realistic scale. 

Another difficulty with simulating sequences is the large number of parameters 

that have to be assumed or estimated from the data, for example, the rate, the 
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transition/transversion ratio, and the distribution of rates across sites. For these 

reasons the goal of simulating the sequence evolution process was not extended. 

Although the population simulation was not totally successful in its aims, it 

is clear that the behaviour of the simulated population is significantly different 

from that predicted by the standard coalescent. The distribution of times between 

pairs of penguins is about 4 .5  times larger than the value predicted under the 

vVright-Fisher neutral model. It would also be interesting to do a comparison to 

the coalescent where the "effective population size" has been corrected to take into 

account the observed distribution of family sizes. 

3 .4 Haplotype sampling 

The proportion of the existing haplotypic diversity within the Adelie population 

that has been sampled, is an important quantity to estimate. If most haplotypes 

have been sampled, then when an ancient haplotype is identified which does not 

occur in the modern samples, we can infer that this represents a real change in the 

population over time, rather than a sampling artifact . In this section curve-fitting 

is used to estimate the proportion of haplotypes that have been sampled. 

It is expected that for a given region of D.KA, in this case HVRI, that many in

dividuals will share common haplotypes. vVhen the collection process begins many 

different haplotypes will be found, but as more samples are obtained progressively 

fewer will be new haplotypes. Eventually, if enough samples are collected, every 

haplotype in the population will be observed. The discovery curve shown in figure 

3 . 2  represents this process for the Adelie sample collection. The region of sequence 

that was used is the same trimmed section described in section 3.6. 

By fitting a theoretical curve to the one observed in figure 3.2 it is possible to 

estimate how many haplotypes there are in total ,  and how many samples would 

need to be collected before we could expect 90% or 95% coverage of the haplotypes. 

A theoretical curve of the form y = ba:x (suggested by Allen Rodrigo, personal 
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Figure 3.2: The d iscovery curve for the Adel ie pengui n  samples .  The modern samples 
have been grouped together, fol lowed by the ancient samples. 
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communication) was fit to the extant samples. 

- x is the number of samples that has been collected, 

- Y is the number of unique haplotypes observed, 

- Q, (the horizontal asymptote of the function) is the estimate of the total num

ber of haplotypes in the population . 

In order to fit a smooth curve I randomly permuted the 322 modern samples  

into 50  arbitrary orders. Each permutation j E [1 , 2 , . . .  , 50J of  the  samples results 

in a different vector Yj , where Yj (i) is the number of unique haplotypes observed 

after i samples have been included, for the jth permutation, with i = 1 : 322. The 

component-wise average y* of the 50 Yj vectors was calculated, 

y(i ) *  = L Yj (i) !50, i = 1 : 322. 
j=1 :50 

The best fit least-squares curve for x =1 :322 and y* was found using numerical 

optimisation, the curve is shown in figure 3.3. The estimate of the total number of 

haplotypes is Q, = 503.98. This predicts that we have currently seen only 36% of 

the haplotypes, and that to see 90%, 6277 samples would have to be collected, or 

to see 95%, 13252 samples. It  should be  noted that this is wildly impractical within 

the current budget of this proj ect, so any hope of getting a near to complete look 

at haplotype diversity should probably be abandoned, 

To estimate a confidence interval for a,  I used the bootstrap technique [25] . 

The original set of samples was resampled 1 00 times with replacement to get a 

bootstrap estimate of a .  The mean value of a for bootstrap samples was 204 .83 

with standard deviation of 29.09 .  The difference between the bootstrap mean and 

the observed mean is our estimate of the bias in the bootstrap mean. This value 

bi;S = 5 03 .98 - 204.83 = 299. 1 7  was added to each of the bootstrap sample results . 

The bottom and top 5% of values were discarded to give a 95% confidence interval 
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Figure 3.3: The best fit theoretica l d iscovery cu rve for the Ade l ie pengu i ns. The 
observed data is shown by the bold l i ne .  
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for a of (469. 23, 554 .99) . Kote that for the bootstrap to be an effective tool you 

hope that the bias is close to zero. Here the bootstrap mean is only 40.64% of the 

observed value for a,  so the confidence interval should be treated very cautiously, 

as the standard error has almost certainly been underestimated. 

Kote also that the choice of theoretical curve is an arbitrary one. :\,Uke Steel 

(personal communication) suggested an alternative curve of the form y = a ( l - (1  

l )X) which would lead to  a different estimate of the total number of haplotypes a .  

The theoretical justification for this curve i s  that i f  one places ;r; objects randomly 

into a boxes the expected number of boxes that have at least one object in them is 

y.  

3.5 Phylogenet ic Analysis of t he Adelie Data 

The AdeIie penguin data set has some general features that are typical of mito

chondrial DKA. There is a strong bias towards transitions in the data rather than 

transversions, the former occurring 63.37 times more frequently. This means that 

substitutions happen frequently within the purines A and G, and within the pyrim

idines C and T, but much less frequently between these groups. The base content 

was checked to see if there are any trends over time, there is no significant difference 

in base composition between the ancient and modern populations. Base frequencies 

estimated from the data are fA = 0 .3058, fe = 0 . 1877, fe = 0 . 1970, iT = 0 .3095 . 

The control region is expected to have variable rates across sites [65] . A non

consensus plot was constructed to visualise the pattern of variability across the 

alignment (see figure 3.4) , it shows the proportion of taxa at each site that had a 

different state from that of the consensus sequence. The tall peaks shaded red in the 

non-consensus plot corresponded to sites that split t he taxa into major subgroups, 

disregarding a small amount of noise, these thirteen sites are mutually compatible 

and define the tree shown in figure 3 .7 .  Eight of these sites correspond to the same 

split of the taxa set. This division of the data set is its most pronounced feature. 
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Figure 3.4: The data conta i ns  353 sites over the character set (A,( ,T ,G ,  ? ,-) where 
a question mark ind icates a n  uncerta i nty a nd 1 _ '  represents a n  inde l .  The bars in th is 
p lot show the proportion of non-consensus sites, that i s  the n umber of taxa that d iffer 
from the consensus sequence at that site, d ivided by the tota l  number of taxa . The 
th irteen bars coloured red a re consistent with the tree shown in figu re 3 .7 .  The green 
bars represent the proportion of uncerta inties at each site . 
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The same split can be clearly seen in the majority rules consensus tree (figure 3 .5) . 

Lambert and Hitchie found that this split was correlated with the geographical 

location of the penguins. The smaller of the two groups (bottom cluster of figure 

3 .5) is found only around the Ross Sea, whereas the other group is found all over 

Antarctica. 

The number of uncertainties (missing values) at each site is marked in the 

non-consensus plot (figure 3 .4) with a green bar; these occur more frequently at 

either end of the alignment, the section between sites 45 and 242 is of very high 

quality. 'Within this segment, 1 23 of the 198 sites are constant, 68 sites display only 

transitions and 7 sites contain transversions. 

It does not make sense to represent the Adelie data by a fully-resolved (binary) 

tree. vVith nearly 400 taxa and only 75 informative sites , 68 of which are binary, 

it would be impossible to infer a fully-resolved tree even if all the sites were com

patible . The bootstrap-consensus tree shown in figure 3 .5 is not well resolved. If 

the aim of tree construction is to to identify putative ancestry, then this tree is not 

a useful representation. The only split that occurs with high frequency is that be

tween the Ross Sea (RS) and Antarctic (A) lineages, most of the other information 

in the data is lost . 

Because the time scales are short, there are commonly a small number of changes 

between the haplotypes in our sample. The average Hamming distance2 between 

samples is 0.0387. The average distance within the A lineage is 0 .0182 ,  and within 

the RS lineage 0 .0238. There are several common haplotypes with a number of less 

frequent haplotypes only one point mutation distant from them. This aspect of the 

data cannot be represented as a tip-labelled tree. We need flexibility to represent 

taxa by internal , as well as external, nodes. 

Another common feature of the data are pairs of incompatible splits such as 

displayed by the small data set in figure 3 .6 (a) . There are two equally parsimonious 

trees for these sequences, they are shown in figure 3 .6  (d) . The pattern in (a) must 

2 Calculated over the six letter alphabet { A,C,G,T,-,?} 
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0.005 changes 

Figure 3.5: The majority-rule consensus tree for the Adelie data . The tree was made 
usi ng the bootstrap option i n  PAUP* 197] with 100 rep l ications and uncorrected dis
tances . The tree d isplays only those edges with a bootstra p support of greater than 150� ' 
The lack of reso lution reflects the fact that, a part from the major division between the 
Antarctic (top) and Ross Sea (bottom) l ineages, there are very few spl its with support 
at more than one site . 
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Figure 3.6 :  Panel (a) shows a common pattern with in HVR I .  Such a pattern cou ld  
result from fou r  convergent mutations ( b) ,  or  th ree paral lel mutations, fou r  possibi l ities 
are shown in (c) .  Panel (d) shows the two most parsimonious t rees for the d ata . Edges 
a re labe l led with the site at wh ich a change has occur-ed . 

be the result of at least one parallel mutation, but without further information it 

is impossible to say if the duplicated mutation occurred at the first or second site .  

Panel ( c )  shows the four ways of representing such a parallel mutation as a tree 

where internal nodes are allowed to be labelled. Such a pattern might also be the 

result of four convergent mutations, as shown in panel (b) . 

.Median networks provide an alternative representation of the data that retains 

the ambiguity highlighted above. They allow multifurcating graphs where both the 

tips and internal nodes may be labelled. A pattern like the one in figure 3.6 (a) 

would result in a cycle within the network that reflects the uncertainty about what 
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sort of parallel or convergent mutation has occurred. In the next section a median 

network is constructed for the Adelie data. 

3 . 6  Median Networks o f  the Adelie Dat a  

A median network [3] i s  a graph that contains labelled nodes and edges. Each node 

represents a distinct sequence, some of these nodes correspond to observed haplo

types and some are inferred intermediates. If the data contains identical sequences 

then the node representing these multiple sequences is usually drawn proportion

ately larger. An edge between two nodes indicates a single difference between these 

two sequences at a particular site. Parallel edges represent differences at the same 

site. Formal definitions of median networks, and how they are constructed, can be 

found in the literature, see for example [3, 8] . 

Yledian networks have previously been shown to provide useful representations 

of intra-species mtDKA data [7, 1 06] . A median network could potentially be a 

more useful way of visualising the Adelie penguin data than a binary tip-labelled 

tree because they: 

• Allow labels at internal nodes. 

• Can be multifurcating rather than binary. 

• Retain uncertainty about parallel or convergent mutations, rather than forc-

ing arbitrary decisions . 

A median network combining the modern and ancient samples may give an indica

tion of how much of the observed haplotypic diversity was present in the ancestral 

Adelie penguin population, and how much has accumulated more recently. It would 

also be a guide to  identifying haplotypes present in the ancient population that are 

now extinct . 

Median networks are designed to work with two-state data. This is not a great 

limitation with the Adelie data, as the vast majority of the observed changes are 
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transitions, so most columns in the alignment contain only one or two states ( 1 91 

of the 198  of sites between sit e  45-242) .  Also, data used to build a median network 

is usually restricted to sites without gaps or missing values. 

As most sites in the sequence alignment contained either gaps or missing val

ues, the 1 5  sequences that contained most of these were removed from the anal

ysis. These sequences were from twelve bones (PE81 .Ross . 41 85, PE93.Pri .old, 

PE55.Inex.X, PE1 10 .Ade.8030, PE106a.Inex .X,  PE106b. Inex .X,  PE95.prior .C,  

P E9 1 .Prior .C ,  PE75.Ross.4185 ,  P E72 . Inex.X, PE69.Inex.X, P E32.Bird.330) , and 

three outgroup sequences (Gento, Chinstrap(2) ) .  Over the remaining sequences 

the central region of sites 45--242 was virtually free of missing values. -Within this 

region the four sites with gaps and the single remaining site with a missing value 

were removed. This left a reduced sequence alignment of 193 sites for 67 ancient 

and 322 modern samples. Of these 193 sites, 1 1 9  were constant , leaving 74 dis

criminating sites, 12 of which were singleton. Over the 62 non-singleton sites there 

were 1 52 unique sequences (haplotypes) .  

This reduced data set i s  still too large to  allow visualisation of  the median net

work. The size of the largest pairwise incompatible set corresponds to the number 

of dimensions required to fully draw the network. In the data there are groups of 

at least six mutually incompatible sites, this means that the full median network 

requires representation as a six, or higher, dimensional hypercube. While this may 

be an interesting mathematical object, it is hard to represent visually. To simplify, 

I chose major splits in the data that divided the samples into smaller groups. 

The split between the Antarctic (A) and Ross Sea (RS) haplotypes was the 

most obvious division as it is supported by 8 different sites in the data. This split 

corresponds to the two main clusters shown in figure 3.5 .  A sequence was assigned 

to group RS if it had changes at seven or more of the following eight sites: 1 1 7, 1 2 1 ,  

1 22 ,  148, 1 72 ,  197, 199 ,  200. -Within the A group three further sites (62 , 76, 1 69 )  

divided A into four subgroups. In  the  RS group two further sites (87 and 239) , 

divided this group into three subgroups. These five sites represent five different 
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splits, and, disregarding a small amount of  noise, are compatible with each other 

and the main A vs RS split. 

Together these thirteen sites define the tree shown in the overview diagram 

(figure 3 .7) ,  they are also highlighted in the non-consensus plot (figure 3.4) . The 

criteria for choosing these splits was that :  they are mutually compatible (tree-like) , 

and they split the data into reasonable sized groups. ),rlutually compatible splits 

that separated only two or three sequences from the rest were not chosen ,  as they 

lead to trivially small groups. Of the 389 taxa there were four that did not fit 

clearly into any of the seven subgroups, removing these taxa meant that the splits 

were mutually compatible. 

The assumptions b ehind these choices are that these sites are not highly variable, 

and therefore probably reflect the mitochondrial genealogy of this set of Adelie 

penguins. Any changes which occur at the same site but in different groups, are 

assumed to be parallel changes that do not reflect the genealogy (phylogeny ) .  ·While 

there is strong support (8 sites) that this is the case for the main A vs RS split , I 

am less certain about the validity of the assumption for the other splits. Although 

these splits were each compatible with the main A vs RS split , they were each only 

supported by a single site. 

Median networks were constructed for each of the 7 subgroups: A . l ,  A .2 ,  A.3,  

AA, RS. l ,  RS. 2  and RS.3; as defined above, and shown in figure 3 .8 .  Group 

A . l  contained a large number of incompatible sites so I have drawn a Minimum 

Spanning Network [6] for this group, rather than a median network. The reduced 

data set contains 62 informative sites, six of which have three or more states. 

Within each subgroup if a site still had more than two states it was excluded from 

the analysis of that subgroup. The typical pattern seen in the subgroups is to have a 

central node representing many identical sequences with a radiation of less common 

types around the central node. vVe can see that many of the ancient haplotypes 

are still present in the modern population. The networks display the homoplasy in 

the data, showing the many mutational pathways that may have occurred. 
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Further support of the division of  the data into the seven subgroups can be 

seen in the completed median networks (figure 3 .8) . The central haplotype in each 

of the subgroups tends to have a much larger number of sequences than those at 

the tips. Furthermore ,  these central haplotypes are present in the ancient sample. 

This suggests a historical division along the lines suggested in the overview diagram 

(figure 3.7) followed by further radiation around these central types . One interesting 

observation is that the Gento sequence (an outgroup) has changes at 4 out of the 

8 sites used to distinguish the A and RS groups, this suggests that the root of 

the overview tree shown in figure 3 .7 lies on the middle of this long edge (the 

other two out groups were uninformative as they contained a long gap through 

most informative sites) . YIid-point rooting also leads to the conclusion that the 

outgroup is on the long edge between A and RS . 

A2 
Sites 1 17. 1 2 1 . 1 22. 148 . 172 . 197. 199,200 

Figure 3 .7: The split between the groups A and RS is supported by changes at sites : 
117 ,  121 ,  122 ,  148, 172 ,  197 ,  199, 200. With i n  group A there were three mutua l l y  
compatible spl its at  sites 62 ,  76 and 169 ,  These spl it group A into 4 subgroups; A . l ,  
A . 2 ,  A . 3  a n d  A .4  With in  group RS  there were two compatib le spl its a t  sites 87  a n d  239 
that spl it the group into 3 s ubgroups; RS . l ,  RS . 2  a nd  RS .3 .  

3 . 6 . 1  G eographic analysis of subgroups 

It had been observed by Lambert and Ritchie [82] that the A and RS groups 

differed in relative frequency depending on geographical location. I wanted to 

know if the seven subgroups, AI ,  A.2, A.3 ,  A.4,  RS . l ,  RS. 2  and RS.3 ,  defined 
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Figure 3.8 :  The median networks for each subgroup. The red nodes ind icate exclu
sively modern haplotypes, excl usively a ncient ha plotypes are shown in  black, haplotypes 
fou nd in both modern a nd a ncient sequences a re shown in red and black, and inferred 
intermediates are shown in grey. Sma l l  nodes correspond to 1-5 sequences, med ium 
sized nodes 6-20 sequences, and the largest nodes represent 20+ sequences . I n  each 
su bgroup there is one node su rrounded by a b lue c ircle ,  th is node connects the subgroup 
to the overview diagram .  
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Location Region Al  A2 A3 A4 
Inex. Is. 1 6 0 u 7 

Adelie Cove 1 2 0 5 2 
Franklin Is. 1 u 0 5 4 
Cape Bird 2 38 4 37 18  
Beaufort Is. 2 u 0 9 4 
Cape Royds 2 1 1  1 1 5  6 

Cape Croz (W) 2 1 1  1 3 0 
Cape Croz. (E) 2 3 1 1 1 

Cape Hallet 3 u 2 8 2 
Cape W.stone 3 1 0 1 1 

:'vlawson 4 3 0 0 2 
Davis 4 1 1 0 0 

Ant. P. ;) ,., I 0 2 7 
Total 98 1 0  9 1  54 
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RS1 RS2 RS3 Total 
0 1 2 2 1  
1 0 2 1 2  
0 2 1 1 7 
10  ;) 9 123 
1 1 2 22  
1 3 0 37 
3 0 3 2 1  
2 0 0 8 
4 2 4 29  
4 0 2 9 
0 0 0 ;) 
0 0 0 2 
0 0 0 1 6  
26 14 25 3 18  

Table 3 .3: Location of the modern pengui n  samples by subgroup .  Four o f  the 322 
modern sequences do not fa l l  clearly within  a subgroup .  

before constructing the median networks, also showed any trends with location. If 

they did it would lend support to the assumption that these subgroups represent 

the true phylogeny. (I\ote, a map of the collection sites is shown in figure 1 of 

Lambert et al. [58J . )  Table 3.3 records the number of modern samples at each 

location by subgroup. 

The chi-squared test of independence was used to determine if there was any 

relationship between location and subgroup. For this test to be effective the ex

pected value in each class should not be less than five. This is not the case for 

this data, however, it is unclear how to best group the different locations ,  as the 

classes with low counts tend to be geographically distant from the other locations. 

I repeated the test with the thirteen locations condensed into five larger regions. 

To work around the problem of small observed counts I used a randomisation test. 

The marginal sums for each class were used to define a multinomial distribution, 

then random samples of the same size as the observed sample were chosen from 

this multinomial distribution. For each random sample the chi-squared value was 

calculated and stored. This step was repeated 1 000 times. The chi-squared values 
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13 locations 5 larger regions 
All subgroups E -L 

A vs RS 
l�gO 10�0 
1000 199O 

Subgroups in A 73 
IP8080 1 000 

Subgroups in RS 381 
_lOoO 1000 

Table 3 .4 :  P-va l ues for the test of independence between subgroup a nd location . 

were ranked, and the p-values were obtained by counting how many times out of 

1 000 a larger chi-squared value than the value for the observed data was found in 

the random samples. Results are shown in table 3.4 .  

These results agree with the findings of Ritchie [82] that there is a link between 

geography and the proportions of the A and RS penguins. 'Within the A group the 

hypothesis that subgroups are independent of location can be rejected at a level 

of approximately 5%. However, within RS there does not appear to be any link 

between location and the RS subgroups. 

3 . 7  Calculating t he rate 

3 . 7 . 1  Is there a measurable difference i n  d ivers ity? 

It is of general interest to know if the modern samples are more diverse than the 

ancient samples, disregarding the effect of unequal sample sizes. If they are then it 

may indicate that the population is expanding, or not yet in equilibrium and that 

diversity is increasing from some earlier bottleneck. 

To address this question, "Is there a difference in diversity?" , the seven sub-

groups were studied individually. Within each subgroup twenty random samples 

were taken from the modern sequences, each of equal size to the number of ancient 

sequences in that group. The minimum number of substitutions required to explain 

the differences between the sequences in each sample ,  was calculated by finding a 

minimal length tree, within the network, that connected the sequences. The node 
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Observed Changes ).;1ean Changes 
Ancient Bones Blood STD Blood 

Al  4 9 .35 3 .01 
A2 0 1 . 50 0 .22  
A3 4 6 .35 1 .87 
A4 13 1 1 .30 1 .49 
RSl 1 3  10 .25 1 .94 
RS2 4 6 . 55 2 . 89 
RS3 2 2 .00 1 .08 

Overall 40 + 13 = 53 47.30 + 13 = 60.30 5 .52 

Table 3 .5: H aplotype d iversity of the a ncient samples compared to the modern sampl es . 
The overa l l  numbers include the 13 changes that separate the d ifferent groups. The 
f irst col umn  shows the observed number  of changes requ i red to connect the ancient 
samples with i n  each subgroup .  The second col umn shows the mean number of changes 
requ ired to connect the modern samp les over 20 random samples. The th i rd col umn  
shows the standard deviation for these 20  samples. 

within each subgroup that joins to the overall network, as indicated by the blue 

circle in figure 3.8, was treated as a root. This root node was always included in 

each of the trees connecting the random samples. 

In only one of the seven subgroups were the modern samples greater than 2 

standard deviations more diverse than the ancient samples. The results are sum-

marised in table 3.5. Aggregated over all seven groups the minimum number of 

inferred substitutions needed to connect the ancient samples (53) was only 1 .32 

standard deviations away from the mean of the 20 random modern samples (60 .3) . 

The conclusion is that there is not evidence to suggest that the ancient samples are 

significantly less diverse than the modern samples. 

3 . 7 .2  Using the median network to estimate a rate.  

The central question of  this project is :  "At what rate is Adelie mtDN A evolving?" . 

One way to calculate this rate would be to identify all haplotypes that occur in the 

modern population, but that were not present in the ancient population at some 

fixed time in the past. The following method aims to identify such haplotypes using 
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the median network. 

The method that follows is designed for an idealised situat ion where the modern 

haplotypes have been completely sampled, so that if a haplotype does not occur in 

the modern sample we can infer that it does not exist in the modern population. 

Also, the ancient haplotypes from a specific time point in the past have been com

pletely sampled, so if a haplotype occurs in the modern sample but not the ancient 

sample we can infer that it is the result of a mutation . As was outlined in section 

3.4 this is not the case for the Adelie data, it was estimated that only 36% of the 

modern haplotypes had been sampled. Kevertheless, I apply the method developed 

below to the Adelie data, and then try to estimate the bias that results from this 

violation of the underlying assumptions. 

Rate estimation method 

The network is a graph G = (V, E) , with node set V and edge set E. Each ancient 

sample corresponds to a vertex v E Va where Va C V. Similarly, each modern 

sample corresponds to a vertex v E Vm where Vm C V.  I\ote that Va and Vm 

are not a partition of V, their intersection may be non-empty, and there may be 

elements v E V\(Va U Vm) .  

STEP 1 Let T� b e  the set of all trees that minimally connect the ancient samples Va. 

STEP 2 Let Tm be the set of all trees that minimally connect the modern samples Vm. 

In other words, find all the most parsimonious trees for the taxa sets Va and v�. 
Each tree, t in Ta or Tm, will consist of a subset of the edges Et C E in the median 

network. 

STEP 3 Choose a tree ta E Ta from the set of trees minimally connecting the ancient 

samples and a tree tm E Tm from the set of trees minimally connecting the 

modern samples, such that the edges Ea of ta and the edges Em of tm have 

the maximum possible overlap, i . e . ,  Ea n Em is maximal . (See figure 3 .9 for 

the motivation behind picking trees with the maximum overlap. ) 
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There are four classes of edges in E. 

(i ) Those that are in Ea but not in Ern, Ea \Em 

(i i) those that are in both, Ea n Em 

(iii) those that are in Ern but not in Ea, Ern \Ea ,  and 

(iv) those that are in neither Ea or Ern . 

The first class of edges, Ea \Em ,  represent substitutions along lineages that have 

since gone extinct, they have no direct descendants within the modern population. 

(Recall that we are assuming the ideal case, where the modern haplotypes have 

been completely sampled. �When applying this method to the Adelie data, where 

we know the assumption of complete sampling is not true, such lineages may still 

exist in the population but not have been sampled. ) The edges Ea n Em represent 

diversity that existed in the ancient population and is still present today. Given our 

assumption of complete sampling, the edges Em \Ea represent all the substitutions 

that have occurred along lineages that have not gone extinct, in the time since the 

ancient population was sampled. 

STEP 4 To estimate the rate, divide the number of edges in the set Ern \Ea ,  edges by: 

• The age of the ancient samples (we are assuming all existed contempo

raneously) , in practice these have been collected throughout the last 

6000 years rather than from a single period so we substitute the average 

age of the ancient samples, age 

• The number of sites used in the analysis, c, and 

• The number of modern samples, nrn. 
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(a) 

, 
, 

, 
, 

, 
, 

Modem 

(b) 

Figure 3.9 : I n  some situations there wi l l  be ambiguity as to how much overl a p  there 
has  been between the substitutions requ i red to accou nt for the a ncient samp les, and 
the  substitutions requ i red to account for the  modern samples. I n  the  situation depicted 
above we cou ld postu late either two changes in the modern samples, p lus one change 
i n  the anc ient samples and  no overlap (a )  for a tota l of three changes, or two changes 
i n  the modern samples, p l us one change in the a ncient samples a nd an overl a p  of one 
change (b) , for a tota l  of two changes . In cases such as  this we choose option ( b) as 
it  supposes fewer changes overa l l .  

#(Em \Ea) rate = --'---'---'--
age x c x nm 

In the Adelie data set it requires: 

• 169 changes to account for the changes in the modern samples. 

• 51 changes to account for the changes in the ancient samples. 

• The maximum overlap is 18 changes. 

• So, our estimate of the number of extra changes in the extant sequences is 

15 1 .  

The average age of  the ancient sequences is 2744 years, there are 318  modern 

samples, and 1 93 sites were analysed. This gives an estimate of the rate of 

1 51/ (2744 x 318 x 1 93) = 0 .897 x 1 0-6 or 0.897 s/s/Myr. Results by subgroup 

are summarised in table 3.6 .  
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Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 

RS1 
RS2 
RS3 

Overall 

#Em 
(Modern) 

- -

;);) 
1 1  
29 
23 
21 
1 3  
1 7  

1 69 

#Ea 
(Ancient) 

8 
0 
6 
14 
16 
;) 
2 
51 
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#Em\Ea 
Edges #Modern #Ancient 

5 1  98 13 
1 1  10 1 
25 91 15 
1 7  54 20 
1 9  26 l a  
1 1  1 4  6 
1 7  25 3 
1 51 318 67 

Table 3 .6 :  Results of the rate estimation method by subgroup .  The set Ern conta ins  
the edges i n  tree tm which min ima l ly con nects the modern samples, the set Ea conta i ns  
the  edges i n  tree ta  which min ima l ly con nects the a ncient samples. 

This is a point estimate, to get an idea of the variance of this measure I used 

the delete-one jackknife [25). For each modern and ancient sequence the number 

of extra changes required without that sequence in the sample was calculated. Let 

ej be the number of edges in the set Em \Ea ,  calculated from the sample excluding 

sequence j .  The ej values for the data are shown below.  

Offset from 

observed Em \Ea -4 -3 -2 - 1  o +1 +2 

� 147 1 48 149 1 50 1 51 1 52 1 53 

Frequency 2 2 20 62 289 

ej = Ne - (N - l ) ej 

The confidence interval is obtained from 

9 1 

where s = std (eL e2" . .  , eN ) '  For the Adelie data set the 95% confidence interval 

is (0 .74, 1 .(5) s/s/Myrs. 

A limitation of this method is that it relies on the assumption that the samples 

represent all of the haplotypes present in the modern population and all of the 
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ancient haplotypes that were present at a particular time in the past. Because 

this assumption is invalid, the method will be biased depending on the respective 

sample sizes of the modern and ancient populations. If the modern haplotypes 

have been undersampled, this will tend to reduce the rate estimate, similarly if the 

ancient haplotypes have been undersampled, then this will tend to increase the rate 

estimate. 

It can be seen from the disparity in the number of changes required to explain 

the modern samples (169) and the ancient samples (51 ) , that the ancient haplotypes 

are probably poorly sampled in comparison to the modern samples. Another source 

of bias is that the method is incapable of returning a negative value, so along with 

being biased by differing sample sizes there is also an overall positive bias. In order 

to estimate the size of this bias relative to the estimate, a randomisation test was 

conducted. 

The main obstacle to doing a randomisation test, or any kind of validation, is 

that it is not possible to write a tractable algorithm for the rate estimation method. 

As a subproblem the method requires you to find all of the minimal trees on a given 

set of points within a graph. Finding even a single minimal tree on a subset of the 

nodes in a graph is known as the Steiner problem within graphs, and is KP-Hard 

[36J . For this reason it was not possible to do extensive simulations to try and 

validate the method. However ,  a small randomisation test was performed for the 

RS group to try and determine the extent of the bias .  

For each of the subgroups RS. 1 ,  RS. 2  and RS.3 ,  a random sample, of the same 

size as the number of ancient sequences within that subgroup, was chosen from 

amongst both the modern and ancient samples. The rate estimation method was 

carried out treating this random sample as though it contained the ancient se

quences, the other sequences were designated modern. This procedure was repeated 

for 2 0  random samples in each of the RS. 1 ,  RS. 2  and RS.3 subgroups. 

The distribution of these 20 values for each subgroup, and also the aggregated 

value over RS, is shown in table 3 .7 .  The mean number of edges in the set Em \Ea ,  
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Mean Standard Observed 
#(Em \Ea) Deviation # (Em \Ea )  

RS. 1  1 9 .85 2 . 54 19  
RS . 2  9 . 1 0  2 .00 1 1  
RS .3  16 .45 1 .28 1 7  
Total 45.4 0 . 0 0  47 

Table 3.7: Resu lts , by subgroup ,  of the randomisation test to estimate the bias i n  the 
med ian network rate est imation method . 

over all 20 random samples is 45.4, this is our estimate of the bias in the method. 

The observed number of edges in the set Em \Ea in RS was 47, so the bias in 

the method appears to account for 96.6% of our estimate. Correcting the 95% 

confidence interval for the rate accordingly gives a new interval of (-0 . 1 3, 0 . 19 )  

s/s/)J1yrs. A negative rate is not possible, so this can be written as  [0, 0. 19) . 

As the interval includes zero we cannot reject the hypothesis that no measurable 

evolu tion has occured over this timescale (6000 years) .  

Existing approachs for dealing with samples from different periods in time in-

clude serial-sample CPG)J1A (sCPG)';lA) ,  developed by Drummond and Rodrigo 

[23] , and TipDate [79] . sCPG)J1A works by first estimating the mutation rate using 

regression analysis and then adding an extra component to the distances between 

modern and ancient samples so that the data matrix should become clock-like. A 

tree is then constructed using CPG'\1A. TipDate [79] is an extension of the )J1axi

mum Likelihood method [33] to cope with non-concurrent samples. The results of 

these methods on the Adelie data are given in Lambert et .  al . [58] . 

3.8 Conclusions 

A median network was constructed for the Adelie penguin data. This was a more 

useful representation of the data than a binary tip-labelled tree, as we were able to 

model our uncertainty about which substitutions were a reflection of the genealogy 
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of the sample, and which were a result of homoplasy. 

The median network of the ancient and modern samples gave a picture consis

tent with neutral evolution, in which lineage extinction means that some haplotypes 

are being lost over time, whilst point mutations cause new haplotypes to be created. 

Seven subgroups were identified within the Adelie population that appear to 

have been present for at least the last 6000 years. The variation within the popu

lation occurs as radiations around these central types. The subgroups within the 

Antarctic lineage appear to be correlated with geographic location. 

A method was developed for using the median network to estimate a rate of 

sequence evolution. The method was discovered to be both biased and compu

tationally intractable, for these reasons I suggest that it is probably not worth 

pursuing further for the Adelie data, unless a significantly larger number of sam

ples were available. However, it would be interesting to apply the method to a data 

set where the haplotypes were more comprehensively sampled. 

On the data set used in this chapter the sCPG.:vIA and Tipdate methods of 

rate estimation also give confidence intervals including zero for the Adelie data. 

Since the time of doing this work a larger number of ancient samples have been 

collected. Recently, a Monte Carlo :vIarkov chain approach [22] has been applied 

to this extended data set that gives confidence intervals for the rate that exclude 

zero [58] . 
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6-plots : A tool for visualising 
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4. 1 Introduction 
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Within the field of phylogenetic analysis there exist many recipes for turning dis

tance matrices into trees, but there are comparatively few tools available for as

sessing how appropriate this process may be. As there is no a priori reason that a 

distance matrix should be well represented by a tree , such tools would be useful . 

In this chapter I present a method, based on statistical geometry [ 1 9, 28, 29] ,  that 

aims to quantify how tree-like a given data set is. The measures of "tree-likeness" 

for each quartet in the data are combined and displayed visually in a graph we call 

a 6-plot. 

Other methods for assessing the different signals in a phylogenetic data set 

before a tree has been estimated include RASA (Relative Apparent Synapomorphy 

Analysis) [61 ] ,  spectral analysis [44] , and likelihood mapping [95] . In a recent 

paper by Nieselt-Struwe and Haeseler [68] likelihood mapping was extended to a 

more generalized form called quartet mapping that is also an extension of statistical 

geometry. Another method is split decomposition, which [5] decomposes an input 

distance metric into a set of weakly compatible splits, that are not restricted to 
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forming a tree. 

Many processes such as recombination , reassortment, gene conversion, and lat

eral transfer can lead to reticulate evolution, that is better described by a network 

than a tree. In this chapter I explore the potential of the 8-plot method to iden

tify reticulate data sets. Furthermore, the method is extended to rank taxa in the 

data in order of how much they confound the tree-like signal , this may allow the 

identification of individual recombinant sequences . 

The methods are tested on a range of simulated data sets, and three biological 

data sets :  a set of mammal mitochondrial genomes [72] , a viral data set [ 18] ,  and 

restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) data from Candida albicans [86] . 

These three examples are listed in order of the amount of reticulation that i s  ex

pected. An extended case study of Candida albicans illustrates both the usefulness 

of r5-plots, and some of their limitations. 

The research presented here was initiated during a visit to the Mid Sweden 

Cniversity, Sundsvall ,  in July 2000, and was supported by a STIKT grant. It 

was developed in collaboration with Vincent Moulton and Katharina Huber. The 

project was overseen by Vincent Moulton, each of us contributed to the ideas .  I 

had sole responsibility for implementing the simulations and performing the tests 

on real data. 

4 . 2  Background 

A common input to phylogenetic problems is a set of taxa with a matrix contain

ing the pairwise distances between them. Example sources for distances include: 

Hamming distances between pairs of sequences; or, distances inferred from the 

Hamming distances under some model of sequence evolution; and metrics based on 

the presence or absence of bands in RFLP data. 

Firstly, we define a distance metric on the taxa set X: 
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D EFINITION: 2 (METRIC) Let X be a finite set .  A metr'ic D : X x X -'t 1R satisfies 

the conditions: 

1 . d(x, y) � 0, d(x, x) = 0, for- all x, y 

2. d(x , y) = d(y, x) ,  for- all x, y 

8. d(x, z ) + d(z, y) � d (;r, V), for- all x, y, z 

I\ote that we do not require that d(x, y) = 0 =?- X = y .  In phylogenetic data 

sets we allow for the case where different taxa are identical on the characters that 

have been observed. 

D EFINITION: 3 A metr-ic on X, is said to be additive if it fits exactly on some 

tr-ee. That is, a tree can be constructed, with non-negative edge lengths, and the 

taxa set mapped into the vertex set, where the sum of the edge lengths along the 

path between each pair of taxa corresponds to the distance between those taxa. 

Buneman showed that a metric is additive if and only if it satisfies the four-point 

condition (FPC) [ 12] ,  (see also [4] ) .  

D EFINITION :  4 (FPC )  For all subsets of four taxa {u, v , x , y} C X, of the three 

pair-wise sums: d(x, y) + d(u, v) ,  d(x, u) + d (y , v ) ,  and d(x , v )  + d(y , u) the largest 

two are equal. Figure 4 . 1  illustr-ates why this is tr-ue for additive (tree-like) data. 

Standard methods for constructing trees from distance matrices, such as 

neighbor-joining [84] and CPG:vIA [89] , do not test the input data for additiv

ity, they will construct a tree from any input distance data, even when the data is 

random, or generated from a non-tree model . Hence, it is useful to do some prior 

analysis of the data to see how tree-like it is. This will give an indication of how 

much confidence should be  placed in the resulting phylogeny. If the data i s  not 

tree-like under any transformation, there could be other features to the data that 

are obscuring the historical tree-like signal, such as selection, mutation pressure, or 
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Figure 4 . 1 :  There are three possible ways of summing pa i rs of d istances on four  taxa : 
d(x, y) + d(u,  v) , d(x, u) + d(y, v) , a nd d(x, v) + d(y, u) , as shown i n  (a ) , (b) a nd (c) 
respectively. If the d istances are additive then the two la rgest of these three sums m ust 
be equa l .  I n  this case the sum of the path l engths in ( b) a nd  in (c) a re equa l  a nd l a rger 
than the sum in (a ) . 

systematic error. Alternatively, the data may not have been generated on a tree, 

but instead on some reticulate network. 

Biological data will not normally satisfy the FPC. In the case of Hamming 

distances, effects such as parallel mutations and multiple changes at a site lead to 

distances where the FPC is violated. A binary decision where a data set is tested 

to see if it satisfies the FPC or not is unlikely to be useful except for the most 

"well-behaved" of data. In the words of David Penny (personal communication) , 
"unfortunately organisms do not evolve in order to leave a historical signal, thei r  

aim is to  survive!"  In statistical geometry [19 ,  28 ,  29] one attempts to  measure by 

how much data departs from being additive. This is done as follows: 

Any distance metric on four taxa can be represented by the diagram shown in 

figure 4 . 2  for some permutation of x, y, u and v with an assignment of non-negative 

weights to the edges a, b, c, d, s and l (s � I ) such that the sum of the edge lengths 

along a path between each pair of taxa equals the distance between those taxa [4] . 

If the metric is additive then the shorter internal edges (s) will be equal to zero, 

leaving a tree. If the short edges (s) have small weight relative to the long edges 

(l) then the distances for the quartet may be said to be tree-like, so the ratio T i s  
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Figure 4 .2 :  Any metric on four poi nts can be fit to the fol lowi ng d iagram .  The three 
pa i rwise sums d(x,  y) + d(u, v) ,  d(x,  u) + d (y, v) ,  and d(x ,  v) +d(y, u) are shown i n  order 
of magnitude along the rea l  number l i ne .  (d(x , v )  + d(y,  u) ) - (d(x , u) + d(y ,  v) )  = 
( (a + l + s + d) + (b + l + s + c) )  - ( (a + l + c) + (b + l + v) )  = 2s . S im i l ar ly, 
(d(x , v) + d(y, u) ) - (d(x , y)  + d(u, v ) )  = 2l . Our measure of tree- l i keness 8 = sll .  

an indicator of the tree-likeness of the data (see Eigen et aL [29] ) .  

D EFINITION: 5 We define 8, our measur'e of tree-likeness for' a quar-tet, t o  b e  y ,  
wher-e s ::::; l .  For ever-y quartet u ,  v ,  x ,  Y E X, 8(x ,  y ,  u ,  v )  is defined as I '  wher-e, 

_ ( ) 
_ � _ max (a , p , "() - mid (a, p, ,) 6 x,  y, u ,  v - -

( ) . ( p ) ' l max a, p" - mm a, " 

a = d(x,  y) + d (u, v ) ,  f3 = d (x, u) + d(y, v) , and , = d(x , v) + d(y, u) , and maxi mid 

and min are r-espectively the largest, middle, and smallest of these three values. (See 

the caption of figur-e 4 · 2  to justify this fonnula.) Note, in the case wher-e a = p = " 

8 is defined to be zer-o, as this corresponds to a star- tree. 

8 ranges between 0 and 1, a value of 0 means the quartet is additive, larger 

values are progressively less tree-like. The reason it is called statistical geometry 

is that 8 can be calculated for each of the (�) quartets, the mean value of r5 over 

all quartets, 6, is taken as an indication of the tree-likeness of the data as a whole . 
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For future reference I also introduce here the notation 6x , defined to be the mean 

value of 6 for all quartets that include the taxon x .  

In  the following section (4 .3 )  I discuss the development of 6-plots, a graphical 

representation of the 6' values, for a large set of taxa. Section 4.4 deals with sim

ulations testing the dependency of 6 on the number of taxa, sequence length, and 

the amount of reticulation. In section 4 .5 the 6x values of individual taxa are used 

to identify recombinants, and I discuss simulations testing the effect of removing 

the taxa with the highest 6x values on the ability of neighbor-joining to represent 

the observed metric on the remaining taxa. The last section of this chapter (4.6) 

i s  a case study using the methods developed to explore the theory that the yeast 

Candida albicans consists of sub-species with different modes of reproduction. 

4.3 8-plot s 

6'-plots are a visual tool to evaluate the tree-likeness of a data set , the input required 

is a distance matrix on the set of taxa, X. J (x, y, u, v ) is calculated for every quartet 

u, v ,  x, Y E X ,  and these values are then plotted in a histogram. The number of 

quartets in a data set with n taxa is (�) , so the computational cost of constructing a 

6-plot is O(n4) .  For large n (say n > 100 taxa) , it may be satisfactory to construct 

a 6'-plot for a random subsample of the quartets, rather than computing 6 for every 

quartet. 

Figure 4 .3 compares the J-plots for a randomly generated set of symmetric 

distances constrained to obey the triangle inequality, with a set of distances from 

sequences generated along a tree. Both data sets contain n = 30 taxa. 

The random distances were constructed by assigning each entry in an upper 

triangular distance matrix, a uniformly generated random number between 1 and 

2 .  This ensures that the triangle inequality holds, as the sum of two numbers 

greater than or equal to one must always be greater than or equal to two, so 

d (x , y) + d(y, z) � d (x , z) for all x, y, z E X .  
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(a) 1 5000 ,---�-�-'-'-�-�--, 
(b) 

1 5000 ,---�-�-�-�--, 
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Figure 4.3: Histograms of the C40) 6 val ues for a l l  quartets, plot (a ) is from random 
distances forced to obey the tria ngle inequa l ity, and plot (b) is from corrected Hamming 
d istances between sequences generated a long a tree. The axes h ave been sca led to the 
same length . For random data the expected va lue of J is 0 .5 ,  [29) , if we assume that 
biological d ata wi l l  behave no worse than  ra ndom data , then J shou ld vary between 0 
and 0 .5 .  

The sequences, of  length 1 000bp, were generated using Tr-eevolve v 1 .32 [80] , 

(the sample input file in section 4.4 gives details on the parameters used) . These 

sequences were converted to distances using the phylip package dnadist [34] , with 

a correction for multiple substitutions according to the model used to generate the 

data. As the second data set was generated on a tree , we expect that most of 

the 6 values will be close to zero. However, random noise introduced by the finite 

sequence length, and the effect of multiple changes mean that we do not expect the 

distances to be exactly tree-like with <5 values all zero. In figure 4.3 we see that the 

distribution of the <5 values for the random data (a) is almost flat with a mean of 

0 .5012, whereas the plot for tree-like data (b) is skewed towards zero with a mean 

of 0 .2094. 

In figure 4 .4  the 6-plots for three biological data sets are compared. The first 

data set (a) is taken from complete mitochondrial sequences of 30 mammals [72] , 

(b) is the AIDS virus data set from Debyser et al. [18] containing 2 1  isolates, 
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and (c) is yeast data based on RFLP of 266 Candida albicans isolates taken from 

Schmid et al . [86] . The mammal data (a) is based on whole mitochondrial genomes 

and we expect a strong tree-like historical signal . The virus data (b)  may contain 

recombinant taxa and therefore the tree-like signal may be partially obscured. The 

yeast data set (c) is based on restriction fragment data which is often found to be 

a less precise measure of similarity between taxa (see discussion in Swofford et al . ,  

pg 412  [96] ) .  Also, i t  i s  not known to  what extent C. albicans reproduces sexually 

versus clonally; if there is considerable sexual reproduction, then reassortment of 

the six chromosomes would result in a network rather than a tree signal (although 

some tree-like signal may remain due to linkage along the chromosomes) . For these 

two reasons we anticipate that the C. albicans data may not be very tree-like. 

These expectations are supported by the 8-plots shown in figure 4 .4, with "8 values 

of 0 . 161 1 ,  0 .3017, and 0.41 1 7  for the mammal, virus and yeast data sets respectively. 

The 8-plots of both the simulated and the biological data sets exhibit the be

haviour that was predicted, that is, the stronger the tree-like signal is, the more 

the distribution of the 8 values of their quartets are skewed towards zero. 

4.4 S imulat ions 

Recombination is an important feature in the evolution of some organisms, espe

cially viruses. A number of methods have been developed to identify recombination 

in general and also to search for breakpoints along recombinant sequences where 

the "parent" sequence changes. See, for example, [64] for a sliding window ap

proach, phylogenetic profiles [107] , and [39] for a likelihood based approach. The 

method of split decomposition [5] ,  as implemented by Daniel Huson in the program 

Splits Tree [50, 21 ] ,  can also be useful in analysing potentially recombinant data. It 

does not force the data onto a tree but instead decomposes the metric into weakly 

compatible splits plus some residue. If the data is reticulate then this may show 

up as "boxes" within the Splits Tree graph. Splits Tree has the limitation that for 
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Figure 4.4 :  The c5-plots for a mamma l  (a ) , a vira l (b) , a nd  a yeast (c) data set. To 
generate the yeast plot (c) I sampled 100,000 quartets at ra ndom from the (2�6) = 

203, 927, 570 possible quartets. P lots ( a )  and (b) are of the complete set of quartets 
for these data . 

large data sets it tends to produce unresolved star-trees. To investigate if c5-plots 

may be a useful tool for identifying data sets that result from reticulate evolution, 

simulations were carried out to test the dependence of 8 on the number of taxa, 

the sequence length, and the frequency of recombination events. 

The test data was generated using the programs Treevolve version 1 .32 [80] 

and dnadist which is part of the phylip package. Treevolve generates sequences 

according to a network model where the user specifies the probabilities of both 

recombinant and coalescent events. Firstly, a network is generated by working 

from the tips, backwards in time towards the root of the tree. At each time step 

there is a probability that two taxa will coalesce into a single ancestral taxon; and a 

probability that a single taxon will split into two, the latter b eing a recombination 

event. When a recombination event occurs, a breakpoint is chosen at random along 

the length of the alignment. When all the sequences have coalesced to a single 

ancestor ,  an ancestral sequence is defined at the root, and sequences are evolved 

forwards in time along the network. Each site in the sequence will have a unique 
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tree representing its history, depending on which side of the various breakpoints it 

is. A sample file with the input parameters to the program is shown below. l'\ote 

that the recombination rate is specified per nucleotide, rather than over the whole 

sequence. 

A sample input file for Treevolve 

BEG IN TVBLOCK 

[sequence length] 1 1000 

[sample s ize] s30 

[mutation rate] uO . OOOOOl 

[number of replicates] nl000 

[substitution model] vHKY t2 . 0  

[generat ion t ime/variance in off spring number] 

b l . 0  [1 . 0  = Wright-Fisher] 

*PERIOD 1 

[populat ion size] nl000000 

[recombinati on] rO . 00000000075 

In all the simulations in this chapter the model of sequence evolution used was 

HKY [41 ]  with a transition-transversion ratio of K, = 2 .  Distance matrices were 

formed using the package dnadist whkh calculates the Hamming distances between 

sequences and then corrects these according to the specified model (in this case 

HKY, K, = 2 ) .  

In  the first simulation we tested the dependence of  8 on n, the number of 

taxa. As 6' is evaluated for each quartet independently, I did not expect that 8 

would depend on n. Sequence length ( c) was fixed at c = 500bps. One hundred 

repetitions were performed for each value of n in the range n = (5 , 10 ,  . . .  , 90, 95) . 

The number of taxa was found to have no significant effect on 8, as is shown in 

figure 4 .5 .  

In the next simulation (results shown in figure 4 .6) , the number of taxa was 

held constant at n = 30 and the recombination parameter (r) of Treevolve, and 

sequence length (c) were varied. I would expect 8 to be negatively correlated with 
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1 0  20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
N (Number of taxa) 

Figure 4.5 :  J for i ncreas ing Tt, plotted for random(o) a nd tree- l ike(6 ) data . The top 
l i ne  i s  from random dista nces, the lower l i ne  is from corrected Hamming d istances of 
sequences s imu lated a long a tree . One hundred repetitions were performed for each  
number of  taxa i n  the range n = (5 , 10 , 15 ,  . . .  , 95) .  Sequence length was fixed at  
c = 500bps. 

sequence length, as in longer sequences, there is a smaller noise to signal ratio. This 

is certainly the case for zero recombination. For the highest level of recombination 

shown, (r = 1 x IQ-9 ) ,  J increases slightly from 0. 1 60 with sequence length c = 

600 to 0 . 164 with c = 800. An explanation for this is that the recombination 

frequency parameter, r, is specified per nucleotide, so there is more opportunity 

for recombination to occur in a longer sequence. Overall, the plot shows a positive 

correlation between J and the frequency of recombination events. 

A similar simulation was done, again with n = 30, where J was recorded for 

different sequence lengths, and values of rc. For a given value of rc, the expected 

number of recombination events is the same for each sequence length. Results are 

shown in figure 4.7 . J is negatively correlated with sequence length , and positively 

correlated with rc. 

The simulations indicate that J is independent of the number of taxa, so high 

values of J suggest either a lack of tree-like signal in the data, or that the signal has 

been obscured by other processes such as recombination, or biases in the process of 

sequence evolution. Other factors ,  that have not yet been t ested, such as choosing 
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Figure 4.6 : "8 plotted agai nst sequence length for five d ifferent levels of recombination : 
r = 0 ,  r = 0 .25 x lO-9 , r = 0.5 x l O-9 , r = 0 .75 x l O -9 , a nd r = 1 x lO-9 . The 
number of taxa n = 30 i s  fixed . Each point is  an  average over 1000 repetitions. 
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Figure 4 .7 :  (5 plotted aga inst sequence length for three different levels of recombination 
per sequence: re = 0 ,  re = 1 x 10-7 , and re = 2 x lO-7 . The number of taxa n = 30 
is fixed . Each point is an a verage over 1000 repetitions. 
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the wrong model to infer distances by, incorrect alignment, and the underlying tree 

topology, could also influence 3. 

4.5 Identifying "troublesome" taxa 

If the data is tree-like we would not expect any taxon, or group of taxa, to consis

tently occur in quartets with high 8 .  However, if a subset of the sequences have (i ) 
undergone reticulation, ( ii) been involved in a sequencing or alignment error, or (iii) 
are at the end of a long edge and have hence become randomised with respect to 

the other taxa, then we might expect them to appear in a significant proportion of 

the quartets with high 8 .  To identify specific taxa that may be obscuring tree-like 

signal in the data we focus on 3x , the mean value of 8 for all quartets containing 

the taxon x. 

All simulations and examples in this section were also performed with a second 

measure that focused on the tail of the 8 distribution. For each taxon x, the number 

of times that x appears in a quartet with 8 > 0.95 was counted. This measure was 

used in place of 3x . In all cases the results were similar, but in the simulations 3;J; 
was found to be less variable, and a better discriminator between recombinant and 

non-recombinant taxa. 

Example plots of 3x are given in figure 4.8 for the mammal and virus data 

sets, previously examined in figure 4.4. The guinea pig sequence from the mammal 

data set appears to be the only outlier . On excluding the guinea pig sequence, the 

value of 3 was reduced by 7.5% from 0 . 161 1 to 0 . 1 469. It seems unlikely that the 

guinea pig mitochondrial genome sequence is recombinant, as recombination has 

never been detected in mammal mitochondria; nor does the guinea pig appear to 

be on a long branch. A third possibility is that the sequence contains a reading or 

alignment error. The alignment of the guinea pig sequence should be reexamined , 

as an error here could explain the high 8 values for this sequence. 
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Figure 4 .8: 8x for the mammal  (a ) , a nd  virus (b) data sets. Each col umn ,  i , represents 
the mean va lue of 6" for a l l  quartets that conta i n  the taxon i. The columns have been 
sorted by value. The virus data set h as no outl iers , but in the mamma l  data , the gui nea 
pig sequence a ppears in a s l ightly larger number of q uartets with h igh 6" val ues than 
a ny other taxon . 

4 . 5 . 1  Removing "troublesome" taxa 

Given that we can order the taxa in a data set according to 8x , the mean 6 value 

of the quartets to which they belong, it is interesting to see how measures of tree

likeness are effected by removing the taxa with the highest 8x values. The following 

simulations aimed to determine if removing these taxa significantly improves the 

tree-likeness of the data, as compared to removing an equivalent number of ran

domly selected taxa. The following four statistics were used as measures of tree

likeness: 8; and the Loc!)  L1 , and L2 norms between the observed metric D, and the 

metric DT induced by the neighbor-joining tree, T. 

D EFINITION : 6 (Lp NORMS )  

[ 

l l/
P 

Lp = z= /D(i, j )  - DT(i, j) /P 
� ,J 

where D is the pairwise distance matrix on the set of taxa and DT is the distance 
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Sequence Length (c) : 100 and 500 
I\ umber of Taxa (n) : 20 and 30 

Frequency of recombination (r) :  0 , 0 .5  x lO-lO or 1 . 0  x lO-lO 

101  

Table 4 . 1 :  Parameters for the  remova l order s imu lation . There were 2 x 2 x 3 = 1 2  
experiments. The frequency of recombinat ion is set by the parameter r i n  Treevolve 

(see the sam ple Treevolve i n put fi le i n  section 4 .4) . 1000 repetitions were carried out 
for each com bination of the parameters. 

matrix induced by the tree T .  Note, when p = 00, Loo is the maximum difference 

between D and DT . 

As described in the previous section, Treevolve and the phylip package dnadist 

were used to generate the distance matrices for this simulation. Firstly, a neighbor

joining tree [84] was constructed from the simulated data, and the four measures of 

tree-likeness were recorded .  The taxon x with the highest (SX value was identified 

(ties were broken randomly) . This taxon, x, was removed and a new neighbor

joining tree constructed on the reduced data set. In each experiment the five taxa 

with the highest (SX were sequentially removed, and the various measures of tree-

likeness were recorded after each taxon had been removed. Simulations were carried 

out over the range of parameters shown in table 4 . 1 .  

Originally, the simulation was designed so  that the removal order was deter

mined by the (SX values in the complete data set. However, I found there was a 

greater improvement in the tree-likeness measures, when at each stage, the taxon 

with the highest (SX value was removed. The results, for sequence length c = 500 , 

are shown in figure 4.9. 

In each plot in figure 4.9 the top lines of each type (dotted and solid )  represent 

the highest level of recombination, and the lowest lines represent no recombination. 

The dotted lines are the results for random removal order and the solid lines are 

the (SX based taxon removal order. The L1 and L2 norms have been normalised 

to account for the decreasing number of sequences. The normalisation factor was 

(n2 - n) l /P where p = 1 or 2. No normalisation is relevant when p = 00. 
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Figure 4.9 :  The effect of random versus 8x d i rected taxon remova l orders on four  
measures of tree- l ikeness. Sequence length c = 500 i n  a l l  plots. The  top row of fou r  
plots i s  for n = 20 taxa a n d  the bottom row is  for n = 30 taxa . With i n  each plot, the 
top l ines of each type (dotted a nd sol id) represent the h ighest level of recombination 
r = 1 .0 x lO-lO , the middle l ines are r = 0 .5  x 10-10 and the lowest l i nes represent no 
recombin ation .  The dotted l i nes are the resu lts for random remova l order and the sol id 
l ines are the 8x-d irected remova l order. 
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The main trends displayed by the simulation results are : 

1 .  The 8x based removal order is superior to the random removal order for all 

four measures of tree-likeness. The amount by which the 8 directed removal 

order outperforms the random removal order is positively correlated with the 

amount of recombination . 

2 .  'With sequences of length c = 1 00 there is little difference between the plots of 

different recombination rates , this is because the recombination rate is defined 

per nucleotide, meaning that the longer sequences have a greater chance to 

recombine .  

3. The removals cause a larger change in the measures of tree-likeness for 20 

taxa data sets than for 30 taxa data sets. However, removing 2 taxa from the 

20 taxa data sets (10%) , gives a roughly equivalent improvement to removing 

3 taxa from the data sets with 30 taxa. 

4. The amount of recombination, r, is negatively correlated with all measures of 

tree-likeness. 

In general the 8x based removal order leads to an improvement in the ability of 

neighbor-joining to construct a tree that represents the observed distance metric, 

whereas a random removal order gives little improvement . 

4 . 5 . 2  Dependence o f  () o n  topology 

Before concluding that b-plots are a useful way of identifying potentially recombi

nant data sets, I wished to test the dependence of 8 values on tree topology and 

edge lengths. 

Using Seq- Gen version 1 . 22 [81 ] ,  1 000 sets of sequences were evolved along two 

predefined trees. Seq-Gen was used instead of Treevolve because Treevolve doesn't 

allow you to evolve sequences along a specific tree. The first tree was the most 
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balanced topology on 16  taxa, and the second was the least balanced topology, 

sometimes known as the caterpillar tree (see figure 4 . 10) . I expected that the plot 

of 8x for the balanced t ree would be flat as all the taxa are identical to each other 

in terms of their position within the topology. However, with the caterpillar tree I 

expected that the quartets with many long branches would have higher b" values due 

to the increased probability of parallel changes and reversals. The r5-plots for the 

balanced and caterpillar trees are shown in figure 4 . 1 1 ,  and the average 8x values 

for taxa 1-16 are shown in figure 4 . 12 .  

The balanced tree has lower r5 values on average (6 = 0 .07 1 1 )  than the caterpillar 

tree (6 = 0 .2502 ) .  Taxa in the balanced tree are equally likely to have high mean r5 

values . However, with the caterpillar tree there are two noticeable trends. Firstly, 

as predicted, the taxa at the end of long edges have higher 6x values than those at 

the end of short edges. Secondly, the taxa in the middle of the caterpillar tree have 

higher 8x values. This may be because taxa in the middle of the tree are in many 

quartets that are nearly star-like, that is, the internal edge is small compared to 

the external edges. These plots show that the location of a taxon within the tree 

topology has an influence upon the r5 values of the quartets to which it belongs. 

This is not unexpected, but it means we should be cautious before ascribing high 

r5 values to recombination. 

4.5.3 Identifying recombinant t axa 

Sometimes recombination events occur that result in a set of taxa having one tree 

underlying some section of their aligned sequences, and a different tree underlying 

another section of the alignment. Frequently this can be described by some taxa 

changing their position within the tree, for two examples with viruses, see the 

Hepatitis B alignment discussed in [ 10] ,  and the Dengue fever alignment of [47] . 

The simulation in section 4 .5 . 1  shows that 8x can be used to identify those taxa 

that make it difficult to represent the observed metric as a tree, in this simulation 
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Figure 4.10: The two topologies used to generate the seq uences. On the left is a 
caterpi l lar tree , it is the least ba lanced topology possible .  The right hand tree i s  the 
most ba l anced topology. The expected number of changes from the root to the tips 
( 0 . 15)  i s  the same i n  both trees . 
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Figure 4 . 1 1 :  6-plots for the caterpi l l ar and ba l anced trees. The plots represent averages 
over 1000 simu lated data sets. 
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Figure 4 . 12 :  8x averaged over 1000 simu lated data sets .  The + symbols are for the 
balanced topology, and the l::,. symbols are for the caterp i l l ar  topology. 

we wish to test if known recombinants can be detected via 8x .  

Figure 4. 13 shows the trees used to  generate the recombinant alignments used in  

the simulation. There were two basic topologies, either unbalanced (a )  or  balanced 

(b) , each tree satisfies the molecular clock. vVith each basic topology the recombi

nant had parents that were either close (RI ) ,  intermediate (R2) or divergent (R3) , 

giving 2 x 3 = 6 experiments in total. 

Each sequence was 1 000bp long, the sites 1-500 were simulated on the tree 

where the recombinant taxon (either RI , R2 or R3) was attached to its left-hand 

parent, sites 501-1000 were simulated along the tree where the recombinant taxon 

was attached to its right-hand parent . The model of sequence evolution used was 

HKY with K, = 2 .  

The results are shown in  figure 4 . 14 .  I t  appears that i t  i s  easier to  detect a 

recombinant sequence: ( i ) from within a balanced tree than an unbalanced tree; 

( i i ) the more divergent the parents of the recombinant sequence. 

I expected that shorter sequence lengths, and less symmetrical combinations of 

the "left" and "right" trees would make it harder to detect recombinant sequences. 
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Figure 4 . 13 :  The trees used to generate the recombinant sequences . For example ,  with 
the u nba lanced topology (a) and the close recombination event ( Rl)  the fi rst h a lf of 
the sequences were generated on the tree where Rl a nd 1 a re a neighbouri ng pa i r ,  and  
then concatenated with the sequences from the tree where Rl a nd 2 are a neighbouring 
pa i r . 

To test this, the simulation was repeated with sequences of length 500 and 1 ,000, 

and left/right combinations of 50%/50%, 75%/25% and 90%/10%, giving 2 X 3 = 6 

experiments for each of the six types of recombinant network described in figure 

4 . 13 .  The results are only shown for the balanced tree where the recombinants 

parents are divergent (figure 4 . 15) . 

It should be easier to detect a single recombinant sequence from within a larger 

data set than a small one. This is because the ratio of quartets containing the 

recombinant, (n;l) ,  to the quartets containing a taxon x and the recombinant , 

(n;2) , is n : 3. This ratio is only a rough guide to  the ratio of the 8x values, as not 

all quartets containing a recombinant taxon will have high 6 values. For example, 

consider the balanced topology shown in figure 4 . 1 3  (b) , where the recombinants 

parents are close (R1 ) .  The quartet {1 ,5 ,8 ,R1} should not have a high 6 value 

despite containing RI. This is because the topology of the tree on these four taxa 

does not change from one side of the breakpoint to  the other, only the edge weights 
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change. In fact ,  adding the two additive metrics for { 1 ,5,8,R1 } on either side of 

the breakpoint gives another additive metric. So, as c --7 00 ,  the expected value of 

6' for the quartet { 1 , 5,8,R1 } is E [6'{ l ,  5, 8 ,  R1} ]  = O. 

This explains why, as is particularly noticeable for the simulations using the 

balanced tree, those taxa that are close to the recombinant, e.g. taxa 1 and 2 for 

R1 , have higher values of 8x than the taxa further away. This is because the taxa 

that are far away, are in more quartets like the one described above, where the 

unweighted tree on the quartet does not change from one side of the breakpoint to 

the other. 

4.6 Case Study: Candida albicans 

In this section I use Candida albicans as a case study to test the methods discussed 

in this chapter. Candida albicans, a yeast , is an opportunistic pathogen that can 

cause disease in humans. Schmid et al . [86] presented evidence for a cluster of 

genetically similar isolates within C. albicans that is prevalent across many geo

graphical regions, patient types, and forms of infection. A tree displaying this 

cluster is shown in chapter 5, figure 5 .6 ,  it will be referred to as cluster S. 

C. albicans has been the subject of some debate recently over whether it is 

primarily a clonally or sexually reproducing organism. Different studies support 

conflicting results, see for example [38, 76, 101 ] . When a species reproduces clonally 

the isolates will be related to each other in a tree-like hierarchy, conversely if they 

reproduce sexually then one would not expect to see tree-like relationships between 

the isolates due to reassortment between the six chromosomes. 6'-plots were used 

as a visual tool to examine the tree-likeness of the isolates within and across cluster 

S. 

Firstly, a distance matrix was constructed from 132 AFLP (Amplified restriction 

fragment length polymorphism) banding patterns on 42 isolates from the species 

C. albicans. 26 of these strains come from within cluster S, and 16 come from 
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outside the cluster. Each band in  the AFLP data was originally coded as 0, 1 ,2 or 

3,  depending on its strength .  A binary character matrix was formed by mapping the 

data so that (0, 1 )  ----+ 0 and (2 ,3) ----+ 1 .  Hamming distances were then taken between 

each pair of rows in the binary character matrix. The average pairwise distance 

between all isolates was 0.080, within cluster S the average pairwise distance was 

0 .017, and between isolates not in cluster S it was 0.095 .  

The 6-plots in figure 4 . 16  show the marked difference in tree-likeness between 

cluster S strains and the non-cluster strains. The non-cluster strains have 6 = 0.310, 

compared to the cluster strains with 6 = 0.051 .  One explanation for this could be 

that more recombination is occurring in the non-cluster strains, whereas the strains 

within the cluster are reproducing primarily clonally. Another possibility is that 

because the non-cluster strains are more diverse, the long edge lengths result in 

higher 6 values. 

The original data set analysed by Schmid et aL [86] was from RFLP on 266 

isolates. For comparison to the b'-plots from A FLP data, I have shown the 6-

plots for the original RFLP data set in figure 4 . 17 .  The number of samples was 

large (n = 266) so instead of computing 8 for all quartets ,  100,000 were chosen 

at random. In these plots 6 = 0 . 429 for the cluster (n = 98) , and 0.420 for its 

complement (n = 168) ; in each case, close to the value of ('V0.5 observed for the 

random data in figure 4.3. The higher 6 values for the RFLP data (0.429 and 0.420) 

compared to the AFLP data (0 .051 and 0.310) highlights the fact that we should 

be cautious before attributing high values of 6 to recombination, as it may be that 

the method of measuring the distances adds a large amount of noise. 

The standard technique used to test if a population is sexual or asexual is linkage 

analysis [ 108] . The idea is that factors linked along a chromosome of an organism 

will remain linked in its offspring if it reproduces clonally. However, if reproduction 

is sexual then reassortment will cause the factors to become unlinked. All pairs 

of columns in the AFLP data are tested to see if they are in equilibrium,  or in 

statistical terms, if they are independent. Linkage analysis was performed using 
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the exact test for Hardy-Weinburg equilibrium (HWE) . 

The exact test for disequilibrium for two-state alleles works as follows: Given 

two columns showing the presence or absence of some feature, i .e .  a pair of bands 

in an AFLP, test the null hypothesis that the columns are independent. The two 

columns are summarised in a 2 x 2 table counting the number of times each pattern 

of presence (+) and absence (- )  occurs . 

+ Total 

+ n + +  n + _  n + . 

n_+ n __ TL. 

Total n+ n._ n 

Constant columns, where all isolates have the same value, are excluded from the 

analysis. For each possible two by two table with the observed marginal totals (n+ . ,  

TL , n.+ and n.- ) , the probability of that pattern occurring is calculated as: 

The possible patterns are ranked in order of their probabilities, and the cumulative 

probability distribution is calculated . If the observed pattern occurs at less than 5% 

in the cumulative distribution then the null hypothesis of independence is rejected. 

For a detailed explanation of this test see Weir [108] . 

The results for the AFLP data are summarised in table 4.2. The linkage analysis 

supports the same conclusion as the b"-plots. 'Within the cluster, equilibrium could 

be rejected at the 5% level for 27% of the pairs of columns (46 out of 1 71 ) .  For the 

non-cluster strains about 11 % (57 out of 528) of pairs of columns were rejected at 

the 5% level. 

The HWE test is not effective when the number of two by two tables with the 

observed marginal sums is small . For example, i f  n + _  = n_ + = 0, n _ _  = 1 ,  then 

there are no other matrices with the same marginal sums, and the p-value returned 
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Whole data set 
Cluster 

Kon-cluster 

Variable columns 
40 
1 9  
33 

Rejects at 5% 
��g = 34 .6% 

l�l = 26.9% 
Np, = 10 .8% 

Table 4.2: Summary of the l i nkage ana lysis for Candida albicans. Pa i rs of variable 
col umns were tested for l i nkage equ i l ibri um .  The table shows the number of non
constant col umns and the proportion of rejections at the 5% level . 

by the HWE test is 1 .  This doesn't seem to be an appropriate test, as the columns 

in the binary character matrix are compatible and could be considered tree-like. 

The extent of this problem is highlighted in figure 4 . 18  showing the distribution 

of p-values. I suggest that pairs of columns with two marginal sums equal to one 

should not be  considered in the analysis, as they are non-informative. If all pairs of 

this type are removed from the analysis, the proportion of rejections for the cluster 

strains becomes �� = 49.5% ,  the proportion of rejections for the non-cluster strains 

is not changed. 

Both the 8-plot method, and the traditional method of l inkage analysis, support 

the claim that cluster S is primarily clonal, in contrast to the non-cluster strains. 

It would be interesting to investigate this claim experimentally. 

4.6 . 1  8x for C. Albicans data 

Given that the 8-plots for the AFLP data suggest that cluster S is much more 

tree-like than its complement, I expected that in a plot of 8x for the combined data 

set the non-cluster strains would have significantly higher values. This did not turn 

out to be the case, perhaps due to the strong split in the data between the cluster 

and non-cluster strains combined with the differing numbers of isolates in each 

category. The table 4.3 shows that the majority of the non tree-like quartets occur 

when three isolates come from within cluster S and one from without, or vice versa. 

There are more opportunities for the cluster strains to be in "bad" quartets than 

there are for the non-cluster strains. This example illustrates that tree topology 
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4C/O"KC 3C/1"KC 2C/2NC 1C/3NC OC/4"KC 
#Quartets 14, 950 41 , 600 39,000 14,560 1 ,820 

(5 0.0510 0 .1 556 0.0865 0. 3307 0.3096 

Table 4 .3 :  In this table a l l  the possib le quartets are d ivided i nto five categories . For 
example, 4CjONC means that a l l  fou r  taxa in each of the quartets a re from with in 
cl uster S ,  2C/2NC means that 2 taxa i n  each quartet are from the c luster a nd two are 
not with i n  the c l uster. The fi rst row of the table shows the number of qua rtets in each 
category a nd  the second row shows (5 for that category. 

has a strong influence on r5 values. 

4 . 7  D iscussion 

6-plots are a visual extension of statistical geometry that provide an initial analysis 

of phylogenetic data sets. They measure how tree-like a data set is, and hence 

give an indication of how much confidence may be placed in the output of tree 

estimation algorithms. They could be used as an alternative to, or in combination 

with, linkage analysis as a tool for identifying recombination in a data set. The 

main limitation is that a large number of factors can influence 6 values, such as 

random noise (e.g. from short sequence length) , the method used to infer distances, 

reticulation, and the underlying tree topology. Hence, it is difficult to use 6-plots 

as a diagnostic tool to identify a single feature of the data such as the presence of 

recombination. 

The quantity 6x was used to identify those taxa which most confounded the 

tree-like signal . The removal of these taxa resulted in an improvement in neighbor

joinings ability to represent the observed metric. Furthermore, (5x was used to 

identify recombinant taxa in an experiment with simulated data. The position of a 

taxon within the tree topology was found to influence the 6 values of the quartets 

containing that taxon. 
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Directions for future research 

• YIeasure ;5 within a sliding window to investigate if it is a good indicator of 

recombination breakpoints . 

• Test if ;5 is a effective measure for determining the most appropriate distance 

correction. 
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Chapter 5 

Selecting Good Model Strains : 

Examples from Microbiological 

Research 

5 . 1  Int roduction 

This chapter describes work I did in collaboration with :\;fassey microbiologist Jan 

Schmid. The general task was to develop a quantitative approach to selecting 

representative model strains. The examples used are microbiological pathogens, 

but the problem of selecting model strains occurs more generally within biology. 

A model strain is an individual chosen to represent a species or sub-species. 

Once selected, model strains are studied in greater depth than the other isolates, 

for instance, they may be partially or, in the case of genome projects, completely 

sequenced. Furthermore, model strains for pathogenic species are often used to 

develop new drugs. To be a good model strain an isolate must be representative 

of its species. It would, for example, be a huge expense to develop drugs that 

were only effective against a small proportion of a pathogenic species. It may be 

that the species in question is subdivided into clusters or subspecies with different 

properties. In these cases it would be advantageous to have model strains from 
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each cluster . \Ne seek the answers to two interrelated questions: 

• What natural clusters, or sub-species, are there within the data? 

• Which isolates are the most representative model strains within these clus

ters? 

The specific application, of most interest to Jan Schmid, was to choose good 

model strains for the pathogenic yeast species Candida albicans. This formed a 

part of an ongoing project studying this species. Throughout this chapter C. al

bicans is used as an example along with two bacterial species Helicobacter- pylor-i, 

and Pseudomonas aer-uginosa. 

In the following section (5 .2) I seek to show why choosing representative model 

strains is an important task. I also discuss the role of tree construction in identify

ing clusters within the data. In section 5.3 methods are developed for identifying 

clusters and choosing model strains. These methods fall into three groups, the first 

group of methods are based directly on dissimilarity information, the second anal

yses quartets in the data, and the third is an adaption of the graph theory problem 

dominating set [36] . Some artificially constructed examples are used throughout 

this section to illustrate different properties of the methods. In section 5 .4 trees are 

constructed for the three microbiological data sets: C. albicans, H. pylor-i, and P. 

aer-uginosa to identify maj or clusters. The methods developed for choosing model 

strains are applied to these three data sets, and the results are compared. 

5.2 Motivation 

.\1any types of biological research, such as whole genome sequencing, the search 

for virulence factors and drug targets in microbiological organisms, or phylogenetic 

analysis of the relationships between species , rely on the use of model strains pur

ported to represent a species under study. In some cases a single model strain can 

be chosen from a collection of isolates on the basis that it is typical of, or in some 
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sense central to, the other isolates. However, if the species is subdivided into major 

sub-species, a single strain chosen because it is central, might not be representative 

of any of the sub-species, but instead a rare type. In this case it may be preferable 

to use several model strains, one per sub-species. Alternatively, if financial consid

erations mean that only a limited number of strains can be used, the best choice 

of model strains might be those that represent the predominant sub-species. 

The topic of model strain selection does not appear to have been addressed in 

the literature, so it is unclear how they are currently selected. It may be that most 

model strains are chosen for reasons of expediency, as in the P. aeruginosa genome 

project [94] . In this paper the authors state: 

"Strain PAOl ,  a wound isolate, was chosen as a strain prototype for 

sequencing because it is the most widely used P. aeruginosa laboratory 

strain and because physical and genetic maps were available." 

While these are good reasons, they do not guarantee that PA01 will be a represen

tative example of P. aeruginosa. 

Each of the three example data sets C. albicans, P. aerugmosa, and H. py

lori cause disease in humans [51 , 70, 99] . They are each currently the subject of 

genome sequencing projects1 [2, 94, 1 02] , and there are efforts towards developing 

effective drug treatments. Hence, it is important that the model strains chosen 

from these species are representative. 

As stated in the introduction, one aspect of choosing good model strains is 

identifying any major clusters (sub-species) that occur in the data. While the 

notion of a cluster (or group) is widely used, there is no agreed upon rigorous 

definition of what a cluster is. Loosely speaking, we expect that members of a 

cluster are similar to each other, and also that they are dissimilar to the rest of 

1 See, http://www.cmcb.uq.edu.au/aeruginosa/ summary.html, 
http://gib.genes.nig.ac.jp/Hp99/top.html, and 
http://www-sequence .stanford .edu/ group I candida/ 
for links to the three genome projects. 
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the set of interest. These two properties have been termed intemal cohesion and 

external isolation [30 ,  37] .  

In species that reproduce by binary fission, such 3,.<; the bacteria H. pylori and 

P. aeruginosa, it is reasonable to expect isolates to be related in a tree-like fashion, 

because there is no recombination of the genetic material (although, small amounts 

of DI\A in plasmids can be transferred between isolates [51 ,  99] ) .  This makes 

constructing a tree an obvious first step in determining clusters. A rooted tree can 

be considered as a hierarchy of clusters, where each c1ade in the tree corresponds 

to a cluster .  For each pair of clusters , either one cluster is a subset of the other, 

or they have no isolates in common. That is, given two clusters Cl and C2 in a 

hierarchy, their intersection Cl n C2 must b e  in the set {Cl , C2 , 0}. 

In an unrooted tree, the removal of an edge will split the data into two clusters . 

How useful these clusters are for helping to determine model strains, will depend 

on the sizes of the two subsets and the length of the edge. For the best example 

of a tree showing obvious clusters in this thesis, see the tree of the Adelie penguin 

data shown in chapter 3, figure 3 .5 ,  the removal of the central edge splits the data 

into the Antarctic cluster and the Ross Sea cluster. 

In contrast to the previous chapters, where trees are constructed to reflect the 

genealogy of a set of taxa, when using trees to identify clusters, the genealogy is 

unimportant. Indeed, in cases where isolates undergo sexual reproduction, a tree 

will not be an appropriate reflection of the genealogy, which will be reticulate. 

What is important is that the isolates grouped together behave in a similar way. 

So, for instance, if a model strain is chosen to represent one cluster , then the 

drugs developed to treat that strain should have a similar effect on other isolates 

within the cluster . As we can't measure behaviour directly, we hope that the 

dissimilarity information is an adequate enough reflection of it that the clusters 

found are biologically meaningful. 
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5.3 Methods 

Firstly, I introduce some notation. Let X be a set of n isolates, and M = 

{rnl ' rn2 , · · · ,  rnk} a set of k model strains, where M c X. For all x, y E X, 

d(x , y) measures the dissimilarity of x and y. 

D EFINITION:  7 (DISSIMILARITY) A dissirnilaT'ity D X x X -t IR satisfies the 

conditions: 

1 .  d(x, y) � 0, d(x, x) = 0, faT' all x , y 

2. d(x, y) = d(y , x) , faT' all x , y 

:Y1ost biological data satisfies these properties, and frequently the triangle in

equality also (see chapter 1 ,  section 1 .3) . The data in this chapter is derived from 

(restriction fragment length polymorphism) RFLP, and is always symmetric and 

non-negative, an example data set in section 5.4 illustrates why this is so, and also 

why the triangle inequality might not be satisfied. 

An ideal method for selecting model strains would take as input a dissimilarity 

matrix on a set of taxa, and output both which, and how many model strains are 

"optimal" . However,  to compute some measure of optimality for all possible sets 

of model strains is computationally intractable for all but the smallest data sets. 

For a set X of n isolates, the number of possible sets of model strains M, where 

M e X, is 2n - 1 (the power set of X minus the empty set ) .  

Given unlimited time and money, it would always b e  optimal to have n model 

strains, in other words, each isolate representing itself. In practice the number of 

model strains, k, will usually be determined in advance, or fixed within a tight 

range, due to financial or time considerations. For instance, in many genome 

projects only a single strain is sequenced. For a predetermined k there are (�) 
possible sets of model strains. Once an optimal set of k model strains is found, this 

defines a set of k disjoint subsets of X. These subsets (clusters) are determined 

by first initialising each subset to contain an individual model strain, and then 
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assigning each element in  X to  the subset containing the model strain i t  is closest 

to (with ties broken randomly) . 

:More restrictively, if the clusters in the data have been predefined, perhaps 

on the basis of major features of the tree, then it is computationally cheap to 

choose one model strain per cluster. All of the methods described below, with the 

exception of the quartet based method which only works with predefined clusters , 

apply to both the case where k is decided, and the case where the clusters have 

been predetermined and one model strain per cluster is required . 

5 .3 . 1  D issimilarity Based Met hods 

Firstly, I discuss the case where clusters have been predetermined and the aim i s  

t o  select one model strain per cluster. One criteria is, for each cluster C e X, to 

choose the strain rn E C that has the smallest sum of dissimilarities to the other 

strains in the cluster 

min I: D (m, i) . mEC iEC 
Alternative criteria are to minimise the sum of squares, 

or, minimise the maximum dissimilarity to any isolate, 

min max D (  m, i) . mE C  iEC 

(5 . 1  ) 

(5 . 2 )  

(5 .3 )  

:More generally, if the clusters have not been specified, we can search for 

the optimal set of k model strains. To select k model strains choose M = 

{mb m2 , . . . , md c X such that the cost Ck(M) is minimum. The generalisa-
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tion for equation 5 .1  is 
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Ck (M) = L min D(m, i) 
mEM iEX 

(DC1 ) 

And for equations 5 .2 and 5.3 respectively 

and 

Ck (l'v1) = L min D (m, i) 2 
m E M  iEX 

Ck (!V1) = max min D(m, i) 
t E X  m E M  

(These criteria are henceforth referred to as DC1 ,  DC2 and DC3. ) 

(DC2) 

(DC3) 

Ideally, we would like to extend these criteria to give an optimal number of 

model strains. One strategy would be to compare Ck (lvl) for each possible set 

of model strains M, and k E { 1 ,  2, . . . , n} . As has already been discussed, there 

are two main problems with this approach. The first , is combinatorial explosion, 

there are 2n - 1 putative sets of model strains that need to be checked. Secondly, 

it will always be optimal to have n model strains, in other words each isolate 

representing itself. In general, if M'k is a minimum cost set of k model strains then 

C (Mk)  ;::: C (Mk+1 ) ' To see this is true, consider M; , an optimal set of k model 

strains. Choose any strain m E X\Mk . Set Mk+1 = Mk U m. It is easily seen 

that C(Mk )  ;::: C(Mk+d 2 C(Mk+l ) '  Hence, some procedure would be needed to 

test the significance of C(Mk)  - C(M'k+l ) '  This idea is not explored further in 

this chapter , but see Everitt [30] , pg 1 00, for a discussion of the similar problem of 

deciding on an optimal number of clusters. 

Our aim is to choose representative model strains, but what does the word 

"representative" mean in mathematical terms? The three criteria above, minimis-

ing the sum of distances, minimising the sum of distances squared, or minimising 
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Figure 5 . 1 :  I n  panel (a ) usi ng criteria DCI or DC2 any of C ,  0 ,  E or F are a m in imum 
cost choice of  model stra in (k = 1 ) .  Using criteria DC3 ,  B is  the  best model stra i n .  I n  
pane l  (b) F has been removed . I n  th is case criterion DCI sti l l  picks C ,  D or E a s  the 
best model stra i n ,  but now bot h  criteria DC2 and DC3 pick B as  the best model stra i n .  

the maximum distance, o f  all strains to  their closest model strain, differ in their in

terpretation of "representative" . �While there is no objective way of deciding which 

of these criteria is best , we can study how they behave on test cases and judge 

which criteria might be most appropriate for a particular application. 

F igure 5 . 1  illustrates a situation where the three criteria pick different model 

strains. The example is an additive metric but the principle applies to dissimilarities 

in general. Criteria DCl,  DC2 and DC3 place progressively more importance on not 

being a large distance from any strain, in exchange for being a moderate distance 

from many strains. 

What is the computational complexity of this group of methods? There are (�) 
ways of choosing k strains from n isolates, and for each set M of model strains 

it requires nk operations to calculate Ck (M) , because for each of the n isolates, 
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k putative model strains are checked to determine which it is closest to. So, the 

computational complexity of choosing strains according to these criteria, for fixed 

k, is O(nk+1 ) .  

5 .3 . 2  Quartet Based Method 

Given a postulated cluster C e X, if you form a quartet from two elements a,  b E 

C,  and two elements ai , b' E X\C, then you would expect d(a, b) + d(a', b') < 

min(d(a, b' )  + d(a', b) , d(a, a') + d(b, b') ) .  If D is an additive metric, and the clusters 

C and X\ C are defined by removing an edge in the unique tree corresponding to 

this metric , then the first sum being smallest follows from the four point condition. 

Even for non-treelike data it should follow from the intuitive definition of a cluster 

having internal cohesion and e,7;ternal isolation [37] . 

In Schmid et al. [86] this idea is used to measure how strongly their data 

supports specific edges that define clusters of interest. For each edge defining a 

cluster C, they report the proportion of times that for a randomly chosen quartet 

with two elements a, b E  C, and two elements ai , b' E X\C, the sum d(a, b) + d(a' , b' )  

is the smallest o f  the three sums above. Schmid e t  al. argue that for a randomly 

selected subset of X ,  this proportion will be � (due to symmetry) , and they report 

that the cluster S they define (see figure 5 .6) is significant, as the proportion is ;g, 
much greater than � .  

I would further note,  that for many types o f  data generated on  a non-tree model 

(for example, road map distances) , if you estimate a tree for the data, and then 

calculate the average proportion of quartets that support an edge in the tree, you 

would expect the proportion to exceed � .  To expect a proportion of � the tree 

would have to be constructed randomly as well . Instead, trees are constructed on 

the basis of similarity, and even for random data it is possible to group similar 

things . Hence, it does not follow that the cluster corresponds to a clade from an 

underlying tree-like process. 
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While the procedure of Schmid et al . [86] may indicate some measure of the 

support for an edge it doesn't identify which isolates to choose as model strains . 

I extended the idea as follows: Given a cluster C C X and an element m E C. 

Let Qm be the set of  all quartets q ,  containing the fixed element m, of  the form 

q = {m, a, b, c} where a E C, and b, c E X\C. If 

d(m, a) + d(b , c) :S; d(m, b )  + d (a, c) 

and 

d (m, a) + d(b, c) :s; d(m, c) + d(a, b) 

then we say that q supports C. Let y (q) be an indicator variable such that 

y (q) = 
{ 1 ,  

0 ,  otherwise 

if q supports C 

The quartet based criterion (QBC) chooses as a model strain, for cluster C, the 

isolate m E C that is in the largest number of quartets that support C 

max :L y (q) mEC (QBC) 
qEQm 

The computational cost of choosing the best model strain by this method is 

proportional to the number of quartets with two elements in the cluster C, and two 

in its complement C' = X\C, Ci) x (ng' ) , where nc is the number of elements in 

C, and nc, the number of elements in C' . So, the computational complexity of the 

Figure 5.2 illustrates a weakness of this method. As an example, consider a 

data set with an additive metric, and two clusters that correspond to a split in the 

tree defined by the additive metric (figure 5 .2  (a) ) .  All quartets in Qm obey the 

four-point condition, and therefore support C, for every choice of m. Hence, all 
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Figure 5 .2 :  On the additive metric generated by the tree i n  panel (a ) , a l l  i sol ates 
i n  c luster C are considered to be equa l ly good model stra ins for C under the QBC .  
S im i larly i n  the non-add itive situation i n  panel (b) , for poi nts scattered i n  the Eucl idean 
p l ane, the QBC may consider i so l ate x to be a good model stra i n  for cl uster C. 

isolates will be considered equal by the QBC. However, some isolates may be very 

distant from the other strains in the cluster to which they belong. Figure 5 .2  (b) 

shows a similar example with non-additive data. 

5 . 3 . 3 Graph theoretic approach 

In the graph theory problem dominating set [36] a problem instance consists of 

a graph G = (X, E) , where X is the node set and E is the edge set, and an integer 

k < IX I .  The question is: 

Does there exist a subset M c X of size k or less such that for all U E X\M there 

exists an element v E M, for which {u, v} E E.  

In order t o  express the problem o f  selecting model strains i n  terms o f  dominating 

set, we first choose a threshold value, T .  This threshold is the maximum allowable 

dissimilarity between any isolate and a model strain, for which that model strain is 

considered to be an adequate representative of the isolate. Isolates are represented 

by nodes in the graph G = (X, ET) '  and a pair of isolates x ,  y E X are connected 
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by an edge e E ET provided that their dissimilarity is less than the threshold T. 

D(x, y) < T {:=;> {x, y} E ET 

The question, 

"Is there a dominating set of size k for the graph G = (X, ET) ?" 

is equivalent to asking, 

"Do there exist model strains such that every isolate is less than a 

dissimilarity of T from at least one model strain?" 

I\ote, the problem could also be phrased in an optimisation framework where the 

question becomes: What is the least k such that there exists a set Iv! of size k 
where M is a dominating set of the graph G .  

In  many biological applications, budget constraints on a project mean that 

the number of affordable model strains is specified in advance. Simply knowing 

whether or not a dominating set exists, for a given T and k, may not be useful . 

The following criteria for selecting model strains is based on the dominating set 

problem, but allows different sets of model strains to be ranked in order of how 

representative they are. Given a set of model strains M and a threshold T, there 

will be some isolates x E X where d( m, x) ::; T for some m E M, these are said to 

be reachable, and others where d (m, x) > T for all m E M, that are not reachable . 

One set of model strains is said to be more representative than another if it reaches 

more isolates. 

More formally, for a set of model strains M, and a threshold T, the number of 

reachable isolates is r where 

r = r(M, T) = L Y(x) 
xEX 
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Figure 5 .3 :  An example data set i n  the Eucl idean p lane ,  with two obvious c lusters. 
With a sma l l  va lue of T, as in panel (a ) , and  k = 1 ,  the tr iangle shows the isolate 
that has  been chosen as a model stra i n .  The circle i nd icates which i solates are withi n  
the threshold va lue T.  The number of isolates reached i s  r* = 7. I f  a second model 
stra in was chosen it would come from the right-hand c luster a nd reach  the five isolates 
i nd icated by the dotted c i rcle . In panel (b) T is l a rger, so the model stra i n  instead 
comes from the right-hand c luster which contains more isolates, a lthough the with in 
c luster d i stances tend to be l arger . 

with 
{ I , if D(x, m) S T for some m E M 

y(x) = 

0 ,  otherwise 

Let r* = r* (T) be the maximum number of isolates reachable by any set of k 

model strains given a threshold value of T.  The dominating set based criterion 

(DSC) chooses a set of model strains M ,  that reaches r* isolates. An example of 

the DSC is shown in figure 5 .3 .  

Dominating set is an KP-complete problem [36] . There is no known algorithm 

for answering the above questions other than exact search, that is, checking all (�) 
sets of size k. The above criterion for selecting model strains is clearly equivalent 

in computational complexity to the dominating set problem .  If a set M that gives 

the maximum value of r can be determined in polynomial time, and it is 0( 1 )  to 

check if r = n, then it would take polynomial time to check if there is a dominating 
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set. 

5 .3 .4 Greedy algorithms 

For large data sets it is too time intensive to check every possible set of model strains 

to find those that are optimal according to some cost function. For the criteria DC1 ,  

DC2, D C3 and DSC, greedy approximations to the exact search algorithms can be  

used. Model strains are chosen one at a time, at each stage the isolate that gives 

the best improvement in the cost function is chosen as a model strain. 

Pseudo code is given for a greedy algorithm for the dissimilarity criteria. The 

algorithm takes as input the dissimilarity matrix D,  and the specified number of  

model strains k ,  and returns best Cost, the value of  Ck (M) for the greedy choke 

of model strains bestM. 
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(bestCost , bestM) greedy (D , k) 

M = 0 ;  
best Cost = LARGE ; An arb i t rary L arg e cons t an t . 

bestM = 0 ; 
Rep ea t  L o op t o  cho o s e  each of k mod e L  s t rains . 

for loop = 1 to k { 

for i = 1 to n { Che ck a L  L i s o  L a t es (n::;::#X) , 

if i � M { that are n o t  a L ready i n  M. 

} 

} 

cost = f (M U i ,  D) ; f cou L d  b e  Del , DC2 e t c .  

if cost < best Cost { 

bestCost = cost ; 

bestM = M U i ;  

} 

M = bestM ; Upda t e  M. 

} 

The computational complexity of the greedy algorithm is O (n) for fixed k ,  

because for each of  k model strains, n candidates must be  checked to  see i f  they 

are the best choice for inclusion into the model strain set . 

The difference in running time for the exact and greedy versions of D 1 for 

k = 1 , 2 , 3, 4  is shown below. The exact value for k = 4 has been extrapolated from 

the observed times for k ::; 3, based on the number of operations it would have to 

perform. 

k 1 2 3 4 

Exact < 1 sec ",2 min ",4.5  hrs ""'300 hrs 

Greedy < 1 sec < 1 sec < 2 sec < 3 sec 
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The Greedy algorithm is particularly useful for this problem application, where 

the detrimental effect of producing a good, but not optimal, solution is insignificant. 

What needs to be avoided i s  choosing terrible model strains, as the financial expense 

of choosing a strain that had very different properties to the norm would be high. 

5 . 4  Analysis of example dat a  sets 

The dissimilarity matrices for the three example data sets, P. aemginosa , H. py

lori and C. albicans, are all from RFLP (restriction fragment length polymorphism) 

data. RFLP, also known as DKA fingerprinting, provides a relatively inexpensive 

way to measure the similarity of isolates . It works by cutting DKA with restric

tion enzymes and then separating the resulting DKA fragments by running them 

through an electric field on a gel . Different sized fragments travel at different speeds 

down the gel producing a pattern of bands. The restriction enzymes are specific 

to certain short substrings of DKA, so if one sequence has insertions , deletions, or 

point mutations relative to another it may be cut in different places, producing its 

own distinctive spectrum of fragment sizes. Similar sequences have similar patterns 

of bands after being run on a gel . Gels can be aligned and scored according to the 

strength of bands of a particular molecular weight. For example, the scheme used 

by Schmid et al . [86] to compute dissimilarities for C. albicans based on the RFLP 

was 

d(a, b) = 1 -
2:�=l (ai

B
+ bi - I ai - bi l )  

2:i=l ( ai + bi) 

Where, B is the number of bands, and Xi E {a, 1 , 2 , 3} is the intensity of band i 

in i solate x.  To see why such dissimilarities do not necessarily obey the triangle 

inequality consider the following example, where d(a, b) = d(b ,  c) = � ,  and d(a ,  c) = 

1 .  So d(a,  b) + d (b, c) < d(a, c) . 
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Cnlike sequence alignments, the characters in RFLP are not strongly linked. 

Instead, the entire genomic material is digested2 (cut by restriction enzymes) . Also, 

the characters are not independent, an addition of a restriction site creates two 

bands of a smaller molecular weight and will remove a band of a larger molecular 

weight [96] . 

Trees were constructed for the example data sets to identify clusters. Because, 

the dissimilarity information for each data sets cannot be exactly represented by a 

tree (as the data is not additive) , it may be misleading to choose model strains based 

purely on this presentation of the data. However, displaying the choices of model 

strains, for the different criteria, on these trees helps to visualise how well they 

represent the diversity amongst the isolates. All trees were all built using neighbor

joining [83] . l\eighbor-joining was used as it is a polynomial time algorithm that 

takes distances (or dissimilarities) as input. 

5 . 4 . 1  Pseudomonas areugznosa 

P. aeruginosa IS a bacteria, like the yeast C. albicans, it is an opportunistic 

pathogen. It is capable of infecting a wide range of tissue types in people with 

impaired immune systems.  The source of the P. aeruginosa data used here is Al-

Samarrai et al. ( 1 999)  [85] . It is derived from RFLP based on Sall digests of 

genomic Dl\A from 22 isolates. 

The neighbor-joining t ree for P. aerug'inosa is shown in figure 5 .4 .  The tree 

does not contain any groups of highly similar isolates, and has no long internal 

edges that divide the isolates into natural clusters. There are two pairs of identical 

2 Sometimes plasmid DNA is separated from nuclear DNA (Jan Schmid, personal communica
tion) 
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isolates within the data, i . e .  20  unique isolates. It was considered important to  do 

the analysis on all isolates, rather than just unique isolates, as the extra information 

about which isolates are common is useful in determining model strains. 

The number of model strains was fixed at k = 1 and the three dissimilarity 

based criteria (DI,  D2,  D3) were applied. Criteria D I  and D2 both choose either 

the isolate IAI8 or IAI27 as best model strain - these two isolates have identical 

banding patterns in the RFLP, i .e .  d (IAI8,IAI27) = O. Criteria D3 chose P6764. 

These strains are indicated in figure 5 .4 by a blue circle (IAI8/IAI27) and a pink 

circle (P6764) . 

The small size of the data set (22 isolates) , made it feasible to do a complete 

comparison of the exact criteria, and the greedy approximations to them, for k = 

1 , 2 , 3 , 4. A comparison of the costs and the model strains selected is shown for 

DCI ,  DC2, and DC3 in table 5 . 1 .  For DSC a comparison of r* , the maximum 

number of isolates reachable, is shown in table 5 . 2  for different values of k and T. 

With this data, the costs of the greedy approximations to DCI , DC2 and DC3 

were at most 10% more than the costs of the exact solutions. The model strains 

chosen by the greedy version of DSC reached at worst three fewer isolates (out of 

22) than the exact solutions, for example with T = 0 .3  and k = 3, r* = 13 and r 

for the greedy solution was 10 .  

The actual model strains picked by the dominating set method for k = 1 and 

different values of T, are given in table 5 .3 .  They overlap with the choices of model 

strain for criteria DCI , DC2 and DC3. 

The quartet based criterion for choosing model strains was not used for this 

data set because it requires the isolates to be split into predefined clusters. In this 

case there were no obvious clusters. 

5 .4 . 2  Helicobacter pylori 

H. pylori is a species of bacteria that lives in the human gut, it can be the cause 
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Figure 5 .4 :  The neighbor-jo in ing tree for 22 P. aeruginosa i solates, constructed using 
PAU P* [971 . The pin k  c i rc le shows the min imum cost model stra in  (k = 1) for criteria 
0 1  and 02 .  The blue circle marks the best model stra in  u nder 03. 
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DC1 (minimises the sum of dissimilarities) 

k = l  k = 2  k = 3  k = 4  
Exact Ck 8.43 7.03 5 .76 4.94 

),1 IAI8 IAI8, IAI25 
IAI8, IAI25, lAI7, IAI8, 

P8615 IAI25, P6870 
Greedy Ck 8.43 7.03 5 . 76 5.02 

).1 IAI8 IAI8, IAI25 
lAl8, lAI25, lAl7, IAI8, 

P8615 IAI25, P8615 

DC2 (minimises the sum of squared dissimilarities) 

k = l  k = 2  k = 3  k = 4  
Exact Ck 3.71 2 .80 2.05 1 . 66 

:VI IAI8 lAIl ,  P8698 
IA125,  P6512, lAI7, TAT8, 

P8698 IAI25, P6512  
Greedy Ck 3 .71 2 .92 2 . 1 2  1 . 74 

:VI TAI8 IAl8, lAl25 
TAT8, IAI25, TAI7, IAI8, 

P8615 IAI25, P8615 

DC3 (minimises the maximum dissimilarity) 

k = l  k = 2  k = 3  k = 4  
Exact Ck 0.57 0.47 0.44 0 .39 

:VI P6764 P6764, P8698 
P6305, P6512 ,  IAI4 , IAI6, 

P8698 P6512 ,  P8698 
Greedy Ck 0.57 0.47 0 .46 0 .43 

:VI P6764 P6764, P8698 
IAI6, P6764, IAI6, P6512 ,  

P8698 P6764, P8698 
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Table 5 .1 :  Exact a nd Greedy choices of model stra i ns for P. aeruginosa us ing criteri a 
DC1 , DC2,  a nd DC3. With DC1 the greedy a lgorithm gives identical a n swers to the 
exact a lgorithm for k = 1 , 2 , 3 .  
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k = l  k = 2  k = 3  k = 4  
2 (2) 4 (2) 5 (4) 6 (4) 
4 (4) 7 (7) 9 (7) 1 1  (9) 
5 (5) 1 0  ( 10) 13  (10) 16  (14) 

1 1  (1 1 ) 1 8  ( 15) 21  (20) 22 (21 ) 
19  (1 9) 22  (22) 22 (22) 22 (22) 
22 (22) 22 (22) 22  (22) 22 (22) 

Table 5 .2 :  The exact and greedy va l ues of r * (DSC) for d ifferent n umber of model 
stra ins k, and  threshold va l ues T for P. aeruginosa. Greedy va lues a re shown in brackets 
beside the exact va l ues. 

T :\;lodel Strainjs r* 
0 . 17-0.27 IAI25 4 
0. 28-0.29 IAI8 or IAI27 ;) 
0 .30-0.33 IAI8, IAI25 or IAI27 ;) 
0. 34-0.37 IAIl or P6512  10  

0 .38 P6512  1 1  
0 .39-0.41 P65 12  or P8698 1 1  
0.42-0.45 P6305 13- 16  
0.46-0.57 IAI8 or IAI27 1 8-21 

0 .58 P6764 22 

Table 5.3 :  The best model stra ins for P. aeruginosa, k = 1 ,  accord i ng  to DSC, for 
d ifferent va l ues of T. T took va lues between 0 . 1 7  a nd 0 .58 ,  i n  steps of 0 . 01 .  0 . 1 7  i s  
the sma l lest non-zero va lue i n  the  d issim i l arity matrix, T = 0 .58 i s  the  fi rst va lue for 
which a l l  the isolates i E X have D (i, m) < T. Note that the model stra i n  chosen for 
th is va l ue  of T is ,  n atura l ly, the same as the one chosen by DC3.  Where there were 
ties, a l l  optima l  model stra i ns are shown i n  the table . 
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of  peptic ulcers [2J . The source of the H. pylori data set used was Campbell et  al. 

( 1997) [13] , the data contains 91 isolates. The dissimilarities are calculated from 

RFLP of HaeIII digests of PCR products amplified from the ur'eA-ureB region. 

The neighbor-joining tree for H. pylori is shown in figure 5.5 .  The data con

tains several different groups of identical isolates which makes it hard to label in a 

readable fashion, to simplify, the figure labels have been removed from the tree . 

The lower half of the tree looks less diverse than the upper half which contains 

many long edges. The longer edges typically end with individual isolates rather than 

groups of identical isolates, these individuals are poor choices for model strains. 

The results of DC1 ,  DC2 and DC3 are shown in table 5 .4  for k = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4. The 

costs Ck for the greedy algorithms are not more than 15% greater than the costs of 

the exact algorithms. The worst ratio occurs for DC3, k = 2 ,  where the greedy Ck 

is 1 5% more than C� . The results for DSC are shown in table 5 .5 .  Only the greedy 

version of the algorithm was used. 

The bold line cutting the H. pylori tree in figure 5 .5  defines the two clusters used 

for the quartet based criterion, the best model strain for each cluster is indicated on 

the tree by a purple triangle. Also shown on the tree are the model strains chosen 

by the three dissimilarity ba..<;ed criteria, in each case k = 4. The model strains 

for DC1 ,  DC2,  and DC3 are marked by blue, yellow and green circles respectively. 

Only 3 model strains are shown for DC3, as there was no improvement in the cost 

function from k = 3 to k = 4. From table 5 .5 two sets of four model strains for 

the greedy version of DSC are shown, for the first set (shown by blue diamonds) 

the threshold was T = 0 .6, and for the second set (shown by red diamonds) it was 

T = 0. 1 .  

D C 1 ,  DC2,  DC3 and DSC pick overlapping sets of model strains that appear to 

represent the major clusters in the tree. The quartet based criterion selects model 

strains that are at the end of long edges on the tree. This may be due to the 

problem illustrated in figure 5 .2 .  
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(2) 

D, QBC 
o DCl 
o DC2 
• DC3 
+ DSC, T=O. l 
+ DSC, T=0.6 

(2) 

Figure 5.5 :  The neighbor-joi n i ng tree for 91 H. pylori isolates , constructed usi ng  PAUP* 
[97] . The l abels have been removed to reduce cl utter .  The numbers in brackets ind icate 
the number of identical isolates at each extern a l  node, when th is is greater than one. 
The key i n  the top r ight indicates which symbols mark the model stra i ns chosen by 
the different methods. The bold l i ne cutting  the tree d ivides the isol ates i nto the two 
c lusters that were used for QBC.  
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DCl (minimises the sum of dissimilarities) 

k = 1  k = 2  k = 3  k = 4 
Exact Ck 36.56 27.08 21 .53 1 7.88 

:\1 3 4, 24 4,  14, 24 3 , 4 , 5 ,  14 
Greedy Ck 36.56 28. 14 22 .28 1 7.88 

:VI 3 3, 4 3, 4, 5 3 ,  4, 5, 14 

DC2 (minimises the sum of squared dissimilarities) 

k = 1  k = 2  k = 3  k = 4 
Exact Ck 19 . 38 1 2. 1 1  9 .03 6 .97 

:vI 3 4, 24 4, 14, 24 2, 4, 14, 24 
Greedy Ck 1 9 .38 13 .22 10 . 14 8 .00 

:vI 3 3 ,  4 3 , 4 ,  14 2 , 3 , 4, 14 

DC3 (minimises the maximum dissimilarity) 

k = 1  k = 2  k = 3 k = 4  
Exact Ck 1 0 .67 0 .60 0 .60 

:vI 1 4, 5 2 , 4, 5 1 , 2 , 4 , 5  
Greedy Ck 1 0 . 75 0 .67 0 . 60 

:vI 1 1 , 4 1 , 4, 5  1 , 2 , 4, 5  
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Table 5 .4 :  Exact and Greedy choices of model stra ins for H. pylori using criteri a OCl ,  
OC2,  and OC3. 
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k = l  k = 2  k = 3  k = 4 
T = 0 . 1  1 3  25 35 45 
T = 0 . 2  16 30 42 52 
T = 0 .3 35 47 57 65 
T = 0.4 44 59 69 74 
T = 0 . 5  60 74 79 82 
T = 0 .6  77 81 86 87 
T = 0 .7  80 90 91 9 1  
T = 0 .8  90 91 91 91 
T = 0.9  90 9 1  9 1  9 1  
T = 1 . 0  91 91 91 91 

Table 5.5 :  The values of r* for different number of model stra i ns  k ,  and threshold 
va lues T for H. pylori, as chosen by the greedy a lgorithm .  

5 .4 .3  Candida albicans 

c. albicans, a yeast, is an opportunistic pathogen best known for causing thrush. It 

is a common inhabitant of most humans, and usually causes no ill effects ,  however, 

in people with reduced immune systems, for example chemotherapy patients and 

AIDS sufferers, it can cause serious disease [51 ,  70] . It is thought to be mainly 

asexual , although recently this has been the matter of some debate [38, 76, 101 ] .  

The data contains RFLP banding patterns for 266 isolates. A neighbor-joining 

tree [83] of the data is shown in figure 5.6 .  The cluster identified by Schmid et al . 

[86] is indicated by the bold line. 

The results of DC1,  DC2 and DC3 are shown in table 5.6 for k = 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 . For 

k = 1 ,  2 ,  3 the greedy solutions do not cost much more than the exact solutions. 

Computing the exact solutions for k = 4 was too time consuming, extrapolating 

from the times for smaller k, suggests it would have taken approximately 300 hours 

per criterion. The results for DSC are shown in table 5 . 7. Only the greedy version 

of the algorithm was used. 

The best model strain for each cluster according to QBC is indicated on the 

tree by a purple triangle. Also shown on the tree are the model strains chosen by 

the three distance based criteria, in each case k = 3.  From table 5.7 two sets of 
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three model strains for the greedy dominating set based method are shown, for the 

first the threshold T = 0 .2 ,  and for the second set T = 0 .4. 

5.5 Discussion 

To my knowledge, (micro)biologists do not employ any standard quantitative ap

proach when selecting model strains for research. This chapter presented a range of 

criteria that could be useful to biologists seeking to identify representative model 

strains. Five different criteria were suggested and tested on three microbiological 

data sets of medical interest. 

Of the criteria described, DCl , DC2, and DC3 were the simplest conceptually. 

DC3, which seeks to minimise the maximum distance of any isolate from its closest 

model strain, will prefer to choose model strains that are the least distance to 

outlying isolates , rather than choosing model strains from major clusters (sub

species) . This may not be a desirable property for a model strain selection criterion. 

The quartet based criterion, QBC, was not able to distinguish which members of 

a cluster were closest to the other members of the cluster . In the H. pylori example 

in particular it chose strains which were far from the complement of the cluster , 

these strains were not good representatives of their own clusters. 

The modification of dominating set, DSC, gave more flexibility than the other 

criteria, with the specification of a threshold value T, this set a limit on how dissim

ilar a model strain could be from an isolate and still be considered representative . 

High threshold settings gave results similar to the criterion DC3, while lower values 

of T gave results more similar to the criteria DCl and DC2. 

The three dissimilarity based criteria and the modification of dominating set 

are all computationally inefficient in their exact forms. This is due to the large 

number of sets of possible model strains. Greedy approximations to these criteria 

were developed, and performed well on the examples. 

I close with a caveat, we have assumed that it is a good idea to chose as model 
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s 

QBC 
DCl and DC2 
DC3 
DSC, T=0. 2 
DSC, T=0.4 

Figure 5 .6 :  The neighbor-join i ng tree for 266 C. albicans i so lates, constructed using 
PAUP* [97] . The key i n  the top right ind icates the which sym bols mark the model 
stra ins chosen by the d ifferent methods. The bold l i ne cutting the tree i nd icates the 
c l uster, marked 5, defi ned by Schmid et a l .  [86] . It a lso d ivides the iso lates i nto the 
two c lusters that were used by QBC. 
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DCI (minimises the sum of dissimilarities) 

k = l  k = 2  k = 3  k = 4  
Exact Ck 65.02 57.42 54.45 -

:vi CH14  W26, W55 
VV26, W55, 

T\ .A .  
FJ27 

Greedy Ck 65.02 58.72 55 .34 53. 1 1  

:vi CH14 CH14, Au35 
CH14, Au35, CH14 ,  Au35, 

RIHOl3 RIHOI3, Au36 

DC2 (minimises the sum of squared dissimilarities) 

k = l  k = 2 k = 3  k = 4  
Exact Ck 18 .30 15 .04 13.43 -

.\1 CH14 \tV26, \tV55 
\tV26, \tV55 

T\.A. 
FJ27 

Greedy Ck 18.30 15 . 15  13 .82 1 2.81  

.\1 CH14 CH14 ,  \tV79 
CH14,  \tV79, CH14 ,  W79, 

CH35 CH35 ,  FJ27 

DC3 (minimises the maximum dissimilarity) 

k = l  k = 2  k = 3  k = 4  
Exact Ck 0.48 0 .41 0.40 -

:vi HCK122 CH14, Au36 
CH14,  W37, 

K.A. 
YsC63 

Greedy Ck 0.48 0.45 0.42 0 .40 

:vi HCl\'122 HCT\122 ,  \tV37 
HCT\122, W37, HCK122 ,  W37, 

Au152 Au152 , OTG3 

Table 5 .6 :  Exact a nd Greedy choices of model stra i ns for C. albicans us ing cr iteria DCl .  
OC2 , and DC3. For k = 4 i t  took too long to compute the best model stra i ns  by exact 
search . 
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k = l  k = 2  k = 3  k = 4  
T = 0 . 1  29 39 43 51 
T = 0. 2  96  1 31 144 153 
T = 0 .3 188 2 1 1  226 234 
T = 0 .4  252  262 265 266 
T = 0.5  266 266 266 266 

Table 5 . 7: The values of ,* for different n umber of model stra i n s  k, and threshold 
va l ues T for C. albicans, as chosen by the greedy a lgorithm .  

strains isolates that are somehow representative of their species or sub-species. 

However ,  in trying to avoid "oddball" strains we may not learn about the factors 

that make these strains different. These factors may include their reproductive 

strategy, or in the case of pathogens their virulence. One direction for future 

work, that could avoid this problem, would be to weight the isolates according to 

"interest" , e .g .  virulence. 
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